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FOREWORD

The financial circumstances of sole parent families make them amoog the most disadvantaged groups in Australian
society. 1bal is DOl true of an sole paratts, and while it is the case tbal many such families will eventually re
partner andIor gain secure. rewarding. fun~1ime work. many sole pareutS and their children suffer extreme Iwdship
in the meantime.

The majority of sole parents are reliant on the social security system for their main. in many cases their only. source
of income. In determining the appropriate rates of payment of social security support for sole parents. questions
relating to the adequacy of such payments inevitably arise. Within the CCDtext of a social security system like
Australia's wbicb stresses the need to alleviate poverty. the adequacy of payments assmoes particular significance.
This is not to deny the importance of other coasideraliClllS, specifically those reladng to work incentives, payment
administration and political support. In an environment of overall resoun:e constraint, issues relating to the cost of
social security programs for sole parents (and oda groups) are also paramount.

The focus of this Report is, however. on the adequacy question, specifk:ally OD its relative dimensions, i.e. on the
adequacy of financial support for sole parents relative to the support payable to other categories receiving social
security assistance. Such an approach necessarily involves investigating the (relative) need of difficult groups and
comparing these with relative levels of assistance. .

In this Report, Petec Wbiteford approaches this issue from a number ofdifferent directions. The Report begins with
a review of evidence on poverty amClllg sole parent families in Australia and several other advanced nations. using
results derived from the Luxembourg Income Study. Forms of financial assistance for sole parents in New Zealand
and the United Kingdom are then compared in grearer detail with those available in Austtalia. Aftez adiscussion of
conceptual issues. the Report dIeD coasiders housing mangements and costs, expenditure patterns and living
standards. Fmally the available evidence ClIl equivalence scales is reviewed and what these imply for relative needs
is discussed. This analysis utilises the latest available data on the incomes and expenditure of Sole parent families
and others in the AusIralian populatioo.

The Report does not reach any firm conclusions. many of its findings being. in the words of the author. only
'tentative'. The final chapter aatempts to draw out some brOId implications suggested by the body of evidence
contained in the Report for the current structure of payments in the social security system. The other factors
anuded to earlier would, however. need to be liken into account before any final change to payment relativities is
introduced. What the Report higbligbts is the value and impoItanc:e of well-conc:eptualise and empirically-based
applied research in providing a critical assessment eX the exisDng system as well as a guide for those whose wish is
to improve it.

The project underlying the Report was undertaken on behalf eX the Depenmeot ofSocial Security, and is the first of
many for which special funding is provided to the Social Policy Research Centre by the Department. These
projects, the subject IIUIItec of wbicb is to be agreed annually by the Department and the Centre. will anow the
Centre to undertake research of immediate policy relevance and bring its research expertise to bear OD such issues.
This Repcx1 sets a high S1BDdard of rigour and independence for others to follow.

Peter Saunders
October 1991
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

'Ibis paper has been prepared for the Deparunent of Social security. Its pmpose is to review available evidence on
the costs of sole parenthood, with panicuJar reference to the implications of this research for the stnICture and level
of social security payments. Put simply, the paper seeks to answer a number of apparently straightforward
questions:

Do sole parents have 'extta' costs not faced by two parent families with children?

Ifso, what is the nature of these costs, and can they be quantified with any precision?

Is it appropriare to meet all or part of these costs through income support arrangements, or would
other policy instruments be more suitable?

The limitalions of the paper should be recognised. Resealch on the circumstances of sole parents has emphasised,
for example. tbat the group is heterogeneous, and tbat it is a mistake to assume that the needs of different sole
parents are similar. Nevertheless, the paper does not discuss in detail the needs of different groups, such as
widowed persons. wunarried mothers, or separated 01' divon:ed women, 01' even whether the sole parent is female or
male. 'Ibis is because the paper is concemed with the possibility of identifying costs that are common to all sole
parents, irrespective of the causes of their sole perendlood.

Again, same of the most important IeCCIlt policy initiatives affecting sole parents have been in the areas of child
support. access to education and training courses and cbild care. These issues, while of fundamental importance,
are not the central focus of the paper, which is coocerned with the role of social security payments in achieving
income adequacy for sole parents. This simplification (perbaps over-simplification) of complex issues is quite
deliberate. After consultation with the Department of Social Secmty, it was decided to restrict the scope of the
paper to a very narrow research question. Within the Australian and a number of other social security systems,
there are specific payments directed only to sole parents. In Australia. this is the guardian allowance (GA) 1, while
in the United Kingdom there is a single parent premium within the income support system. The New Zealand
soCial seemly system also effectively pays an extta premium to sole parents. The effect of these measures is to
provide a means of directing additianal assistance to sole parents. 'Ibis paper is concerned, in the Austtalian
context, to investigate the mtionale for and the adequacy of this payment

The guardian allowance is an income-tested, but non-taxable supplement paid to sole parent pensioners and
beneficiaries. who have the care of at least one dependent cbild. The I8te of assistance does not vary with the
number of cbildren, and is currendy $13.90 a week. Table 1.1 shows trends in the level of guardian allowance over
the period 1963· to 1990, expressed in real (1990) terms and as a proportion of the standard (single) mte ofpension.
It is apparent tbat over the yem this allowance has varied widely in real tenns, and also as a percentage of the
standard pension. The two tmld series are not entirely uniform as the standard rate of pension has been increased
in real tenns at various periods. "It can be seen that tile GA was at its peak in 1970, when it was equivalent to 40 per
cent of the single I8te of pension 01' just over $35 per week in 1990 tenns. Since its peak, the allowance has
declined mainly because it was not automatically indexed to inflation for most of the period. Thus it fell very
rapidly in real tenns in the early 19708 when the level of inflation was high. There have been a number of ad hoc
incteases since then. and from 1990 onwards it has been indexed along with other cbild-related payments in the
social security system.

'Ibis variability suggests that the level of the guardian allowance has not been established with some firm and
consistent objective in sight. For example. at different periods increases in the allowance were a 'target-efficient'
means of directing additional teSOUn:CS to sole parent peasioner families who may have been regarded as worthy of
additional assistance. The decline in the level of the GA in the early 19708 probably reflects the emphasis on more
general assistance at that lime - the basic I8te ofpension was very substantially increase4. The same period saw the
introduction of the Supporting Mothers Benefit, which extended CommonweaUb assistance to many categories of
single mothers. In the context of this more comprehensive and generous income support for sole parents, it is
perhaps not surprising tbat a payment such as the GA should not be given priority for increases.

Unlill990, the guardian allowance wu kDown u the mother'slguardian's allowance.
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TABLE 1.1: TRENDS IN THE LEVEL OF GUARDIAN ALLOWANCE, IH3 TO 1990(a)

GA as % of single Real Value ofGA
rate ofpension (1990 $)

November 1963 34.8 28.5
January 1964 34.8 28.3

" 1965 33.3 272
" 1966 33.3 26.3
" 1967 30.8 25.6
" 1968 30.8 24.8
" 1969 28.6 24.1
" 1970 40.0 35.1
" 1971 38.7 33.4
" 1972 34.8 312
" 1973 27.9 29.5
" 1974 26.1 26.0
" 1975 19.4 22.1
" 1976 15.5 19.5
" 1977 13.8 17.2
" 1978 122 15.8
" 1979 11.3 14.7
" 1980 10.4 13.3
" 1981 12.5 16.2
" 1982 11.5 14.6
" 1983 10.4 13.1
" 1984 9.3 12.4
" 1985 10.9 14.8
" 1986 102 13.6
" 1987 11.3 14.9
" 1988 10.3 13.9
" 1989 9.7 13.0
" 1990 9.7 12.9

Note: (a) The figures are calculated on the basis of the highest rate payable (for children under 6 years of
age) when applicable.

Source: Moore and Whiteford, 1986 and personal calculations.

Nevertheless, the question of the appropriate function and level of this additional assistance targetted to sole parents
remains a salient issue. Table 12 shows the equivalence scales implicit in the Australian social seemty system
over a period of years. The concept of an equivalence scale or ratio is centtal to the analysis in this repon.
Equivalence scales are measures of the relative incomes required by different types of families or households to
attain a similar standard of living. When using equivalence scales, one particular type of family is arbitrarily taken
as the base and the incomes ofother types of families are assessed against this base. For example, as can be seen in
Table 1.2, for many years the standard rate of pension for a single person has been set at 60 per cent of the value of
the combined married rate of pension. This relationship has been maintained through the effects of indexation of
basic pension rates. The setting of the rate of pension for a single person as 60 per cent of the combined married
rate implies that two persons living together as a couple need less than twice as much as a single person to achieve
a similar standard of living. This is usually justified in terms of the possibilities of economies of scale from living
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TABLE 1.2: EQUIVALENCE SCALES IMPLICIT IN AUSTRALIAN SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM,
VAltlOUS YEARs

Year

Type ofFamily 1964 1969 1974 1979 1982 1985 1990-
-65 -70 -75 -SO -83 -86 91(8)

Single person 0.55 0.56 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60

Sole parent,
One child 0.82 0.89 0.83 0.78 0.78 0.79 0.81-0.86
Two cbildreo 0.94 l.os 0.96 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.96-1.06
Tbree children 1.07 1.23 1.10 1.05 1.05 1.08 1.11-1.26

Couple, no children 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
One child 1.09 1.11 1.12 1.12 1.11 1.13 1.15-1.20
Two children 1.21 1.28 1.24 1.25 1.24 1.27 1.30-1.40
Tbree children 1.34 1.46 1.39 1.39 1.39 1.42 1.45-1.60

Difl'erence between payment
f(X' first childof sole
parent and ofcouple(b) 0.18 0.22 0.11 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.06

Notes: (a) Tbese figures are caJcalated from die I8feS applying between January and Mareh 1991. The
lower figures apply 10 families wi1b cIIiJdren less tban 13 years ofage and the higher figures
apply when all c:bilcbn are aged 13 10 15 years.

(b) Calculated as die diffeIeoce between die equivalence scale values for a sole parent with one
child and a single person minus the diffeJeDCe between the equivalence scale values for 8
couple wi1b one cbiId and a couple without c:bildIal. expased as a proponion of the rate for 8
couple without cbi1.dIaL

Source: Moore and Wbitefml. 1986: 76-77, and Deparlment ofSocial Security, 1990.

together. For example, while two adults could be broadly expected 10 have twice the food or clothing costs of 8

single adult, it seems reasmable 10 expect that tbeir housing or power costs would not be double that of 8 single
person.

The setting of die Idalioosbip belween beDefit levels for cIi.ff'emIt types of families 1heIefore involves 8 series of
judgements about die relative needs of differeot bouseboIds. In a social security system such as that of Australia,
priority has been given 10 die aUeviaIioD of poverty I8Iber tbaB the maintmance of living standanIs prior 10 sole
parenthood (or retirement, unemployment, (X' invalidity). Relative needs are therefore judged in relation to some
concept ofminimum adequacy, minimum Hving SIaDdards, or poverty.

While levels of adeqUICY for the b8sic peusion level have at limes been judged by reference to indicators such as
average weekly earnings, it is only teceDtly that die AusIraIiango~nt has set standards ofadequacy in relation
to the additioDal payments for cbiIdreD of peusianers and beneficiaries. 1bese standards were set in the 'family
package' tbat followed the Prime Minister's commitment in die 1987 election campaign 10 end child poverty by
1990 (see Saunders and Wbiteford, 1987). While die family package involved many income security initiatives.
one important component was an increase in the combined level of family allowance and ·additionalpension and
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benefit for children (<r the Family AUowanc:e Supplement) to IS per cent of the combined married rate of pension
in respect of children under 13 years of age and 20 per cent for children 13 to IS years of age. This can be seen in
Table 1.2. At the same time, it was 8DIlOUDCed 1bat Ibis relativity would be maintained; since the combined manied
rate of pension is indexed to movements in the consumer price index, this initiative resulted in the effective
indexation of these child payments for the first time. Subsequently, all child-related payments (additional
pensioll/benetit, family~ family a110waDce supplement, and guardian's allowance, amongst others) have
become subject to formal indexation. This means 1bat the reJalivities or equivalence scales in the last column of
Table 1.2 will become a permanent aspect of the Austtalian inccxne support system, unless the government makes a
conscious choice otherwise.

The decision to mise additional pensioDIbenefit and the family allowanc:esupplement to IS and 20 per cent of the
married rate of pension is effectively the same as specifying the equivalence scale the government considers
appropriate to maimain adequacy (or end child poverty), and the government has indicated that it was influenced in
its decisions by AusuaIian and overseas research 011 equivalence scales (Howe, 1989: 2).

WhiIe these initiatives bave undoubtedly done much to improve the adequacy of income support for low income
families with children, there are a number of concems arising from Tables 1.1 and 1.2. From Table 1.2, it can be
seen that the relative levels of payment b' cbiJ.dml of pensioner/beneficiary couples will be maintained at a
historically high leveL The final row of Table 1.2 shows the difference between the level of payment for children
for a sole parent with one child and for a couple with one child (i.e. guardian allowance) expressed as a proportion
of the married rate ofpension. This current level (6.0 per cent of the married rate) is low by past standards, and the
equivalence scale value for a sole parent with one child (0.81 to 0.86) while high in comparison with the situation
in the late 19708 and early 19808 is sliD lower than it was in the Jaae 1960s and early 19708. From Table 1.1 it can
be seen that while the current real level of guardian allowance will be maintained in the future, the current level is
virtually at a historic low point. The only period in which it has been lower was immediately after the election of
the current government, as a consequence of the pevious government's deciSion not to index child payments.

Whether indexalion of the GA from this historically low base is a cause for concern will depend at least in part on
what is judged to be the appropriate level of income support for sole parents. Two inextricably related issues are
relevant to such judgements - what income level would insure adequate assistance for sole parents and what is the
relationship between the levels of assisIance b' sole parents and diose for other families with children. In other
words, what poverty lines aDd what sets of equivalence scales should be used in assessing the adequacy and
appropriateness of social security payment rates for sole puents.

Poverty and the Sole Pareat Family

The Social Security Review Issues PapeI', BJiDIinI Up ChiIdreD. Alone: Poldes for Sole Parenm noted:

DespiU tM expansion oft. categories of sole parents eUgible for income support
and some incTt!fJ8es in tM real level of assistonee payable to sole parents in recent
years. tMre is significant evidDu:e to suggest that sole parents remain one ofthe most
disadvantaged groups in the com1lllUlity. (Raymond, 1987: 77).

In reaching this conclusion, Raymood referred to the findings of the Commission of Inquiry into Poverty (1975)
that sole parent families, particulady sole mothers, wae very likely to bave incomes below the Henderson poverty
line, with around 34 per cent ofall sole parents and SO per cent of sole mothers baving incomes below the poverty
line in 1973. Raymood also noted that the Social Welfare Policy Secretariat in its Report OD Poverty
Measurement (1981) estimated poverty among sole parents at 37 per cent in 1973-74 and 36 per cent in 1978-79.

The position of sole JBeIdS appears to ba"" detaiorated further' in the first ba1f of the 1980s. Gallagher (1985)
estimated 1bat in 1981-82, 46 per cent of sole puent income units bad incomes below the Henderson poverty line
(compared to around 7 per cent of couples with children) and 1bat 54 per cent of children in sole parent families
were in poverty. The Social Policy Research Unit (1988) has also estimated the extent of Henderson poverty
among sole parent families as being 43 per cent in 1981-82 and around 47 per cent in 1985-86. These poverty
estimates were higher dum the mtes for any otber family type.
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These estimates pm-datcd the iDtroductioD of the family assistan<:e package. referred to earlier. Saunders and
Whitefcml (1987) provided die first asses-nent of these iDitiatives, suggesting that the reforms would be likely to
bave a substantial impact OD pcMIty (as measmed by die Hendason line) among pensioner and beneficiary
families with children - mast of wbom are sole paRDIS - reducing die number of children in poverty by around 20
per cent and reducing die pcMIty gap by SO per cent (Saunders and Wbitefml, 1987: S2). Mcxe recent estimates
by BrownJee and King (1989: 139-40) suggest Ibat the family package reduced the number of sole parents
pensioners in before..bousing poverty by 21.2 per cent 8Dd die number in after-housing poverty by 29.7 per cent,
with the poverty gap for sole puaIIS being reduced by between 38 and S3 per cent.

Analysis of trends in die disposable incomes of AustIa1ian families over the 19808 using a micro-analytic
simulation model developed at die Social Policy Re8ea'ch CenIre also suggests that sole parent families have
particuJarly beneti1ed from a nmge of social poJicy initiatives and have had the largest real increases in median
disposable incomes of any type of income unit, alboit from a low base (Bradbury, Doyle and Whitefcml. 1990).
This model suggests. however, Ibat poverty rates among sole pnnt families remain very high. Using the 1982-83
Henderson poverty line nptated by movements in bousebold disposable income per head. Saunders (1990: 35)
estimates that just over 44 per cent of sole IB'CDl famities would have incomes below die Hendersoo line in 1989
90. Using die Headerson line~ by IIlO\'eIDeIlIS in prices since 1982-83, Saunders estimates that around 33
per cent of sole pIIIeIdS would be in poverty in 1989-90.

It should be noDI that the use of the Hendason poverty line has not been officially endoJ:sed by any Australian
government. and sua:essi~ COIDIIleIIbID'S ha~ pointed out die many caoceptual and practU:allimitations of the
methodology (Sannders, 1980; SI8D1OD, 1980; SaunckD and Wbitefml, 1989), although it does bave its defenders
(Manning, 1982). Despite this. die cooclusion that sole parent famjlies in AusttaJia have experienced very high
rates ofpoverty is suppo1'ted by a nmge ofoIber evideoce.

Table 1.3 shows estimates of poverty among sole IB'CDl famiJies in the period aronnd 1980 using data from the
Luxembourg Income Study (US).2 Tbe table sbows tbat using two a1IemaIi~definitions ofpoverty, AusttaJia bad
by far the highest nde of poverty among sole puaIIS. with nearly two-Ihints of AusttaJian sole parents having
incomes below thepurebasing power of die United States poverty line. sbDwn here as die 'absolute' poverty line
and widely recognised as an austae SI8Ddanl (S""""'ing. Toney and Rein. 1988). Tbe United Slates bad the next
highest level ofpoverty among solo ....families with just over half ofchildrenmsole parent families in the US
being below die poverty line. In fact. it is pimarily because Ausb:aIia bad a relatively low proportien ofchildren in
sole parent families that it bad the sec:ood highest and not die highest level of child poverty ameng the US
countries.

The final column of Table 1.3 sbowsdle 'poverty reductioo rate' wbich is defined as the p.roJXXtion of persons
'originally' below die pcMIty line wbo are movedoutofpcMIty as a coasequence of the effects of c:tirect taxes and
social security transfers. It is 8IJII8I- tbat OD this basis die AusaaIian social security system in 1981-82 appeared
least effective of these countries in moviDg sole Jl8ftIlts out ofpcMIty. although some caution should be expressed
since a more comprebensive measureofdie effectiveaess of income suppcxt measures would be the extent to which
they reduce the powrty gap raIber than the pcMIty headcount.

Table 1.4 shows another comparison of die extt.Ilt of poverty (defined as income less than half the median
disposable income in each counuy) using a variety of equivalence scales. It is particularly apparent that the
estimates of poverty among sole IDOIbers in AusIralia are insensitive to the equivalence scale used. This is in
striking CODllaSt ID the position of sole IDOIbers with one child in Israel or in the Netberlands, fCX' example, and also
ccntl'Uts sttongly with die poverty rates fCX' single aged women in Australia. which vary widely depending upon the
equivalence scale DSed.

It may be consicJered, howe~. Ibat 1be Ijmitations of any poverty line or set of equivalence scales are such that
firm conclusions about die extt.Ilt of poverty among sole parent families in Australia should be avoided. Table 1.5
shows that even witboul die use of any poverty line CX' set of equivalence scales, Australian sole parents are
unfavomably placed JeIati~ to other families with children. Table 1.5 shows die distribution of sole parents in the
US countries around 1980 by income deci1es of all famiJies with children. The first row for each country shows
what proportion of each income declle is made up of sole parent families. The differences between countries OD
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TABLE 1.3: POVERTY RATES AMONG SOLE PARENT FAMILIES
IN EIGHT COUNTRIES(a)

COURtry

Australia

Canada

Federal Republic
of Germany

Norway

Sweden

Switzerland

United Kingdom

United States

Notes: (a)

Percentage of Poverty

au:~
dliIdreD iD sole redUCtioD

_parent families rate(c)
Relative AIIIohate

63.5 65.0 9.1 9.2

51.0 38.7 9.6 26.5

30.6 35.1 5.5 14.2

8.6 21.6 15.7 50.0

8.3 8.6 14.8 77.3

18.4 12.9 11.6 17.9

36.2 38.6 8.0 30.7

59.3 51.0 14.7 13.0

!'

The figures refer to 1981-82 for Australia, 1981 for Canada and Germany, 1982 for Sweden and
Switzerland and 1979 for Norway, the United Kingdom and the United States.

Source:

(b) Tbe relative poverty line refers to cbildren in families below half the median adjusted national
income. Absohde poverty tefen to cbiJdren in famjJies with adjusted incomes below the US
Government poverty line, convezted to otheccurrencies using OECD purchasing power parities,
and where incomes are adjusted by the US Government equivalence scales.

(c) Tbepoverty reduction mte is die propmion of the pre-tax, pre-tmnsfer poor families moved
over the poverty tine by taxes and tmnsfers.

Smeeding, Toney and Rein, 1988: 1~ 113.

this measure arc primarily determined by the propmion tbat sole parents are of all families with children in each of
the countries concerned. For this reason, the disIribution of sole parent families across the deciles of family income
is a better measure of their relative economic swus.

It can be seen tbat sole parents are particularly lihly to be concenttated in the lowest decile of families with
children in the Ned1erlands, Australia and the United Kingdom. Tbe propmion of Australian sole parents in the
lowest two deciles is Gust) highest in Australia, while afterS~ Australia is most likely to have its sole parents
with incomes below the median for all families w:idJ. cbiJdren.
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TABLE 1.4: POVERTY RATES AMONG DIFFERENT FAMILY TYPES IN TEN COUNTRIES(a), WITH
ALTERNATIVE EQUIVALENCE SCALES(b)

Country
Famlly Type and
IDcome Concept AUS CAN GER ISR NL NOR SWE SWI UK USA

Sole mother, one child
D 48.8 43.2 18.3 31.6 19.7 30.7 10.3 21.3 36.5 48.1
SUBJ 45.3 38.7 15.4 21.1 14.8 22.5 8.4 18.2 32.5 44.6
CONS 43.9 37.1 13.2 15.8 9.6 21.8 8.0 17.0 30.1 42.9
PROG 42.5 35.2 9.2 5.3 9.7 17.0 8.0 15.7 22.9 39.7
STAT 39.8 33.5 9.3 5.3 5.9 14.3 7.5 15.7 21.3 37.5

Sole mother, two or more children
D 61.2 52.2 4.6 2.4 35.5 17.2 6.8 19.1 32.1 53.9
SUBJ 64.6 51.8 4.6 19.5 31.4 17.7 8.3 22.5 31.9 57.6
CONS 64.4 52.5 4.6 19.0 33.1 17.2 8.8 22.5 31.9 60.5
PROG 63.8 55.0 4.6 19.5 39.3 19.8 13.5 27.0 31.7 62.9
STAT 65.3 56.4 4.6 19.5 39.1 21.1 16.0 27.0 31.7 65.5

Couple, two or more children
.. D 5.9 6.9 0.7 5.6 3.6 1.6 1.9 1.5 2.8 6.5

SUBJ 7.6 8.4 1.2 7.0 4.4 2.3 2.7 3.2 4.4 8.2
CONS 8.6 9.4 1.4 7.9 5.4 2.7 3.3 4.5 4.7 10.1
PROG 10.3 12.0 3.4 11.4 7.4 3.1 4.7 6.3 6.7 13.0
STAT 12.9 13.8 6.5 18.0 9.8 3.9 6.3 9.5 7.8 15.6

Single woman, 60 or over
D 63.5 62.1 58.8 67.3 43.8 75.8 65.1 63.9 71.9 61.3
SUBJ 54.4 52.9 40.1 52.5 11.0 58.4 21.2 42.7 65.8 52.2
CONS 50.0 49.5 31.4 48.1 7.5 45.7 11.6 32.4 61.6 48.2
PROG 26.1 35.3 17.4 35.0 6.2 7.3 2.8 19.1 41.1 38.1
STAT 5.0 16.2 10.2 30.5 5.9 5.6 0.0 11.3 12.9 30.5

Notes: (a) Survey years are as for Table 1.3, plus Israel in 1979 and the Netherlands in 1983.

(b) The poverty line used is half the median disposable income in each country. D is disposable
income unadjusted by any equivalence scale; SUBJ is derived from the 'attitudinal' approach;
CONS is derived from consumer expenditure slD'Veys; PROG is derived from administrative
scales; and STAT is derived from budget standard studies. The order of the scales reflects their
size elasticity, ie. the weight given to additional family members.

Source: Buhmann, Rainwater, Schmaus and Smeeding, 1988: Table 12.
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TABLE 1.5: SOLE PARENT FAMILIES: PROPORTION OF ALL FAMILIES WITH CIULDREN AND
DISTRIBUTION BY INCOME DECILES(a)

Per
Gross IDcome DeciIe cent

below
median

COUlltry 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total income(b)

Germany
Prop'n (%) 23.6 8.6 6.2 5.4 2.2 2.0 3.6 2.5 0 1.2 5.5 83.1
Distribution (%) 42.6 15.6 11.2 9.8 3.9 3.7 6.6 4.6 0 2.2 100.0

UK
Prop'n(%) 52.8 16.0 7.4 5.8 2.9 2.5 2.1 2.5 1.7 0.4 9.4 90.6
Distribution (%) 56.3 17.1 7.9 6.2 3.1 2.6 2.2 2.6 1.8 0.4 100.0

Norway
Prop'n (%) 57.5 39.2 17.9 19.7 11.7 10.7 7.5 8.8 5.9 4.8 18.4 79.5
Distribution (%) 31.3 21.4 9.7 10.7 6.4 5.8 4.1 4.8 3.2 2.6 100.0

Canada
Prop'n(%) 53.3 23.1 15.8 6.8 7.1 1.5 15 2.1 09 0.6 11.3 94.1
Distribution (%) 47.3 20.5 14.0 6.0 6.3 1.3 1.3 1.9 0.8 0.5 100.0

USA
Prop'n(%) 62.9 41.3 21.1 13.1 6.2 4.4 2.7 1.1 2.1 1.3 15.6 92.7
Distribution (%) 40.3 26.5 13.5 8.4 4.0 2.8 1.7 0.7 1.4 0.8 100.0

Sweden
Prop'n(%) 69.5 51.4 28.0 15.9 5.6 1.9 2.8 0.5 1.2 1.2 17.8 95.8
Distribution (%) 39.1 28.9 15.8 8.9 3.1 1.1 1.6 0.3 0.6 0.7 100.0

Switzerland
Prop'n(%) 47.7 27.8 17.6 13.5 7.5 8.2 3.8 7.2 4.8 7.2 14.5 78.7
Distribution (%) 32.9 19.2 12.1 9.3 5.2 5.6 2.6 5.0 3.3 5.0 100.0

Australia
Prop'n(%) 60.9 21.6 10.9 4.9 3.1 2.6 0.9 1.7 0 0 10.7 95.2
Distribution (%) 57.1 20.3 10.3 4.6 2.9 25 0.8 15 0 0 100.0

Netherlands
Prop'n(%) 38.3 11.3 4.1 2.9 1.5 3.2 2.5 1.3 0.4 0 6.5 89.0
Distribution (%) 58.6 17.3 6.3 4.5 2.3 4.9 3.9 1.9 0.7 0 100.0

Note: (a) Survey years are as for Table 1.3 and 1.4.
(b) Of all families with children.

Source: Estimated from Luxembourg Income Study datasets.
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Thus. on a very wide range of measures AWIII8IiaD sole parents appear poorer or to have a relatively lower
ecooomic status than do sole pnnt farnjlies in a wide range of compuable indusIrialised societies. Comparisons
such as these, however, would not be VfrJ useful if tbeir main puIJJOSO was simply to provide some sort of
international 'report card', inIaIded to show that Ausualia was not as egalitarian as may have been thought in the
past. What is more useful is tile iDdicaIion from tile US daIa tbat tile extent ofpoverty among sole parents is highly
variable. and tbat tbcIefore tile mlaDve income posidoo of sole parents may be open to improvement through
appropriate social policies

As previously noted, in IeCalt years tile govemmenl bas in1roduced a wide range of policy measures designed to
address the poverty of sole pnnt families. These bave iDcluded incteases in social security payments for children
(inclucting family aI1owImces), indeutim of these paymen1S and tile guardian's allowance, as well as increases in
and indeuticlD of tile sole pnnt and peDSioner tax reb8fes. and tile introduction of the earnings credit and the
employment entry payment. In additiOll, tbem has been tile introduction of the Child Support Scheme, which is
intended in part to increase die incomes of sole pnnts tbmugb increasiDg die level and coverage of maintenance
paymen1S from non-cusIDdial paren1S, and die Jobs, Education and Training (JET) scheme designed specifically to
assist sole parents in transition to die WOItforce. In addition, ioaeases in labour force participation and reductions
in UJJeD1Ployment have also led to an increase in die propodion of sole pnnt famities in either full or part time
work. Sannders (1990: 38) estimates that die level of Headerson 'mJativc poverty' amOllg sole parents would be
higher (49.6 per ceat I8Iber dum 44.2 per ceat), if it bad not been f<X' tile labour market improvements over the
period up to 1989-90.

While aspects of all of these policies bave been subject to criticism and debate, it seems likely that this broader
sttaIegy of increasiDg die level of iDcome of sole parents from SOUICeS other than the social security system may
prove a more effecti.vc meaDS of impoviDg tile incomes of sole pIRIlts in poverty. For eumpJc, analysis of the
US dataset by Smceding and Taaey (1988: 875) sugges1S that among all poor families with children (two parent
and sole parent), wbal is lDIusual to Ausualia is tile extremely low level of earnings, with the average level of
earnings for poor families in Austmlia being less than balf die avenge levels in Germany, Sweden or the United
Kingdom, and less than two-thirds of1bo8c·ofpoor families in die United Slates <X' Canada 3

Nevertheless. an improvement in the adequacy of income support mangements is an essential component of any
comprehensive appoech 10 addressing tile level of poverty of sole pIRIlt families. Given that standards of
adequacy have been set for paymeats for cbildIen and given tile evidence of high levcls of income poverty among
sole paren1S, it is an obvious question wbetbct SbIIdanIs of adequacy sbould be set in reJatim 10 the costs of sole
parenthood. If such extta COS1S do exist .. caD be qullltified, iDc::zeases in tile GA would also be the most target
efficient means of improving adequacy, since tile payment goes only 10 sole pnnts. Increases in the additional
pension for cbi1dren or in tile b8selaofpermion would assist a much wider group ofpcnsiooers, beneficiaries and
low income families with childIeo. and would conapondingly be more expensive. At the same time, increases in
either the b8se peosion or in tile paymeD1S far cbildn:n would provide additional assistaQCe to persons who may not
be as needy as sole pnnts. While any iDcJases in pensions or benefits may be CODSideJed desirable by persons
most concemed with tbe adequacy of assisumc:e. to tbe extent that tbose less in poverty were given greater
assistance than those more needy, tbe result could be reganted as unfair.

De1erminaIion of tbe appropriate equivalence scale (however defiDed.) is a crucial issue. The variability of
administrative equivalence scales over time gives 110 guide 10 wbat is cuneotly appaopriate. More is not necessarily
better, unless thae is independent evideDcc 011 tile adequacy ofrelative paymenllevels.

A.....1lCe for Sole Parellts iD New Z-Iwd... tile UDited Kiqdom.

In considering how die appiOpiate level of·assistanr.e for sole parents might be determined. it is useful to take
account of the experience of 0Iber countries with broadly similar social security systems. Table 1.6 shows the
equivalence scales implicit in tbe Ncw Zealand social security system between 1985 and 1990. The most apparent
feature of the table is the large inclement far the first child in a sole parent family compared to a couple with
cbildIen. Up IDltil 1986 this had the result that a sole parent with one child was paid at the same rate (including

3 The IIlCUIIIe UIecl wu Ibe olfic:ial u.s. poveIty line. The poveIty line 1IlC:l1evclJ « eaminp were staDdardiJed using OECD

pmdwin& powerparilicl.
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TABLE 1.6: .EQUIVALENCE SCALES IMPLICIT IN NEW ZEALAND SOCIAL SECURITY
PAYMENTS, 1985 TO _8)

Date
,.

FamllyType Man:h 1985 April 1986 April 1988 April 1990

Single adult 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60

Sole parent, one child 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.94

Sole parent, two children 1.10 1.08 1.08 1.08

Sole parent, three cbildren 1.19 1.16 1.17 1.16

Couple, no children 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Couple, one child 1.10 1.08 1.09 1.10

Couple, two cbildren 1.19 1.16 1.18 1.18

Couple, three cbiJdren 1.29 1.24 1.27 1.26

For each additional child, add 0.0962 0.0816 0.0871 0.0813

Note: (a) Equiwlence scales include family benefit and family support.
~

Sources: CalcuJated from: 1985.;, Budget '85 Task Fon:e, 1985: 65;
1986 - MiDisteria1 Task Fon:e OD Income Maintenance, 1986: 87;
1988 - Royal Commission 011 Social Policy, 1988: 529;
1990 - DeparanentofSocial Welfare.

family benefit) as a couple without children, with the increment for subsequent children for a sole parent being the
same as the payment for each cbild ofa beneficiary couple.

It can be seen that, as in Australia, the re1ativities vary from year to year for some family types. The difference
between the 1985 and 1986 figures reflects the fact that payments for single adults and couples without children
were fully indexed to iotlation. as effectively WM the payment for a sole parent with ODe child which was pegged to
the benefit level for a couple without children. Because the UDiversa! family benefit and the family care payments
for children of beneficiaries were not indexed, however, they declined as a proportion of the married couple rate
between 1985 and 1986. The changes between 1986 and 1988 arise from the effects of many initiatives introduced
to improve assistance and to CQIIlpensate for the introductioo of abroad-based goods and services tax (OS1') in late
1986. It can be seen that as part of these cbanges tbeJe was a slight fall in relative payments for a sole parent with
one child, but an increase in the per child payment levels.
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F"mally. following the most recent set ofbeaefit reforms the reJalivities between I8t.eS of benefit have been changed
again.4 The most obvious cbange has been a subsbmtiaJ reduction in the relative level ofpayments fex' sole parents
with one child and a sIigbt increase in the relative payments fex' a couple witb.ODe child. 'Ibis has been achieved in
a number of ways. The rednction in the relative Jewl of payment for a soJe parent with one child is a deliberate
decision to reduce relative paymeDIS for this group. Tbe increase in JlmlmaJ basic payment levels between April
1988 and April 1990 has been just o\w 7 per cent for a single beneficiary and a couple without children, 9.5 per
cent for couples with cbiJdRII and sole pareo1S with IIlOIe &ban ODe cbild, but just 2 per cent for a sole parent with
one cbild.5 In addition. as pm of these changes the bIlIe beaefit levels for couples with children and sole parents
with two ex' more children have been increased reIadve to the base benefit level fex' a couple witbout children - from
arouncI92 to 94 per cent. It cm also be seen .... the payments for later cbildl'en have declined in real and relative
terms as the family soppclIt and family beaefit payments are not adjusted for inflation.

The New Zealand experience is ofconsiderable inteIestbecause changes to relative payment levels have often been
made with explicit reference to research 011 tbe costs of cbildl'en (see. for example, New Zealand, Royal
Commission on Social Security. 1972: 220-221). The payment of a substantially higbel" level of assistance in
respect of tile first child of a sole parent beneficiary goes back a long way. The Royal Commission on Social
Security noted: .

TM CUIIOIIItt for the jlnt depende", child ofa widow or other sok ptJ1'e1It is greater
than that paid for the first child of a 1tIIlTrled coupk. or for additional chlldnn 11&
either case. bect.llUe it is the rupoltSlbUitJfor this child which makes it Mcessary for
t. $Ok JXl'at to J1I'fJ'IIM a ""'-. This dDa not m«III thol an lIItIrely separate
household hDs to be.tup. T1ul t/qtIrtmat uvdsua wUU dlscretlon here.

This amollllt ofthe aJlowaIIcefor theflnt child hDs ill rece", years been related to the
bask beMfttfor a 1fIIII'1'1I!d couple. Famllla are regariXd as a group: a sole parent
with OM child as the eq&IiwJle", ofa 1tIII1'riI!d couple. twl a sok pare'" with three
chUdre1t as the equlwllellt ofa 1tIII1'riI!d couple with two children. It is true thol this
can be only CUI approximl:lte equi.wllace which will be affected l7y the ages of
children twl a WJriety~other ciTcumstallCes.

Nnertheless wejiNI. ",. reladollShip a seIUible OM. We collSider therefore thol the
aJlowaIIce for the first child of a sole pareIIt beMfIcJory ••• should be such as wUl
i1Icrease her beMjll to the StllNl rate asfor a 1tIII1'riI!d couple after taki1Ig acCOIlllt of
the family be1IefItpaidfor "., first child, ••• provldl!d the iXpart1M'" is SIItlsjled that
11& OM WdJ or fIIIOther the solepareIIt isprovidlIfg a 1roJMfor the child. Accordingly.
a sole ptlTe1It beM,/ldllTy with OM child would receive 11& totlJl, benefit. includl1&g
family beMftt. emaly the StlIM amoIIIIt as a 1tIII1'riI!d couple without children
whereas at present she gets more. (New 2'aJand, Royal Commissioo 011 Social
Secmity. Im: 228)

The mtionale given fCX' the higher payment fex' the first child of a sole parent, therefore, is the responsibility for
providing a bame (DOC necessarily the COlt of eslablishing a household). It is also interesting that tile Royal
Commission was reconnnending • effective reduction in relative payments for sole parents, who bad been
receiving the equivalent of the ID8I'I'ied _ ofbenefit plus chiJd benefit. (I1 appears that this would have implied a
total payment to a solepentofabout 104.5 per cent of the rare for a couple without children.)

Over time the rationale for this level of assistanee fCX' sole parentpensioners in New Zealand has been interpreted in
different ways. For example, tile Budget 'SS TB FoIce noted that the higher rare of benefit payment 'is paid on
tile grounds that the responsibility for the first child makes it necessary fex' tbe sole parent to set up a separate home'

4 FoIlowiDI the cblaae of pea...... iD New ZeaJmd iD _ 1990. fadber c:bIDges to socW securi1y amngemems have been

1DIJClIIDI'AlI. iDc1udiuI aa iD.. of IIIIIlIIIpIoyme beDI& ... the iaInxIucIiaD of .. iDcome tell CIl fllllily beaefiL The avlliJable
iDfOlllWioD doeI DCIl~ • wbedIer......orftl1alive 1lMIIa of lIIilUDCe for IiDaJe pueata bave also been nduced.
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(1985: 9). The Ministerial Task Force on Income Majntmance also argued tbat 'the nuionale for payment at this
rate is that a sole parent has to set up and maimain a home. Where a single mother, for iDsIaDce, cootinues living at
home with her own paftmts the benefitcan be paid ata lower rate' (1986: 41-2).

'I11e Royal Commission on Social Policy (1988), in discussing the issue of benefit adequacy, referred to
equivalence scale research (Jeusen, 1988) tbat was intapeted as suggesting that there was 'a significant relative
sbortfan in assismnce to larger famifies. They also support comments elsewhere ••• about the probable inadequacy
of benefit rates for single people living alone. On the otber band, the benefit rate for one-parent one-child families
appears excessive relative to the rate payable ID atbel' family groups' (Royal Commission on Social Policy,
1988: 581). The decision ID reduce relative payment levels for sole parents with one child appears to be based
primarily 00 this research, which suggested tbat a more appopriate payment level for a sole parent with one child
would be about 91 per cent of the payment for a couple without children.

As noted in the Royal Commission's report, bowever, any conclusion that the payment level of sole parents with
one child is 'excessive' is based on the implicit BUlDpUon that the benefit for a married couple with no children is
'adequate', being neither too high nor too low (Royal Commission on Social Policy, 1988: 561). But equivalence
scale research can only reflect the relative needs of different families, not their absolute needs. In this sense. it is
not necessarily meaningful to say tbat assistance for me type of family is excessive, when it may be that assistance
for the 'base family' is inadequate. Any such eonelusion would require research suggesting that the actual living
standards of sole parents are more Iban adequate. (Some relevant evidence on this issue is discussed later).

It should be remembered that these adjUS1lllents did not involve a reduction in the nominal level of payments for
sole parents with one child, but given that the toIBl payment for a sole parent with one child (including family
support and family benefit) rose by oo1y around 1.7 per centbetween April 1988 and April 1990, while the increase
for single adult beDeficiaries and couples without cbildren was 7.1 per cent, the real level of payments for sole
parents with one child must have fallen. It may also be considered significant that the leasen equivalence scales
suggest that the payment for the first child of a beneficiary couple should be about 21 per cent of the rate for a
couple without cbi1dren, but the rate introduced was oo1y 10 per cent of the combined married rate. That is. to date,
the leasen equivalences scales have been used where they suggest cuts in relative benefit levels but not where they
suggest increases.6

Another inteleSting feature of the New Zaland system of income support is the apparent shift in the rationale for
the higher payments for sole parents with one child. Recent initiatives and research in New Zealand have been
concerned with establishing cost or expenditure equivaJences. This implies that the basis for providing additional
payments to sole pm:ents re.Jates to quantifiable and identifiable financial COSIS. In contrast, the Royal Commission
on Social Security in Im argued that a sole pateDt with one child needed a higher payment 'because it is the
responsibility for this child which makes it necessary for the sole parent to prQVide a home. This does not
necessarily mean that an en1irely sepamte bousebold has to be set up' (1972: 228). This is a broader but arguably
less precise rationale f(l.' extIa assistance for sole parents, and one tbat appears to reject an approach based solely on
relative financial costs.

Consideration of these scxts of issues in the United Kingdom has proceeded along somewhat different lines. Table
1.7 shows die equivalence scales implicit in the British Supplementary Benefit System and the later Income
Support System.7 It can be seen that in 1987-88, there was no additional allowance for sole parents - a sole parent
with one child simply received the same basic «(I.' long term) rate as a single person, plus the same level of

6. The maiD nlIIClIII for Ibis pobIbly iDVCllft cimcema with ClCIIt IDll wodt inccDiwa. In the New ZeaIaDd lXIIltexl, the cost d. increasing

cbild paymeoII would be wry hip becMue the cbiId paJIIICIIlI to beMfic:i.riea are de1ivemd tbroup 111 iname-testcd. refundable tax

credit, whidl Uo aoes to a dgnifiClDl pqxxtica of Ibe geaenl pnpiJ.tiOll of families with cbildnm, who would also benefit from any

increase in payment levels.

7 Families with cbildna in !be United JCinadom may ..weChild Beaefi.I, whic::h is a gmeral payment for families with c:bildren, similar

to fllDily aJlow8aceI. In lIddiIioa. then is Uoa1lllivenll c:ash payment for loae paalllI, called ODe Parent Benefit. Bocb. these

paymentI. however, are cIedac:lecI mm ay Income Suppodentit1emmu. aud thmefonl are dfec:dvely of DO llsi.stanc:e to families

Illaliving Income Support, aud they do DOt c:bmp the equM1encc sc:aJes shown in Table 1.7.

..
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TABLE 1.7: EQUIVALENCE SCALES IMPLICIT IN SUPPLEMENTARY BENEFIT AND INCOME
SUPPORT, UNITED KINGDOM, 1987-88 AND 1990-91(8)

Supplementary Benefit Income Support
Family Type 1987-88 1990-91

Basic rate Long term rate

Single adult 0.62 0.62 0.64

Sole parent, one child 0.83 0.79 1.05

Sole parent, two children 1.04 0.96 1.26

Sole parent, three children 1.25 1.13 1.48

Couple, no children 1.00 1.00 1.00

Couple, one child 1.21 1.17 1.34

Couple, two children 1.42 1.34 1.56

Couple, three children 1.63 1.50 1.77

For each additional child, add 0.21-0.32 0.17-0.25 0.21-0.32
-0.38-0.49 - 0.38-0.50 - 0.38-0.50

Note: (a) Assumes all children are aged under 11 years. The reJativities for additional children are for each
dependent aged under 11 years, aged 11 to 15 years, aged 16 to 17 years, or aged 18 years,
respectively.

Source: Calculated from Lakbani and Read, 1987 and 1990.

assistance for the child as was made available to a beneficiary couple. Following the replacement of
Supplementary Benefit with Income Support, the relative level of assistance for sole parents was increased sharply.
While the per child payments stayed at the same relative level, a 'family premium' was introduced for both couples
with children and sole parents, and sole parents also received a new single parent premium.

Some care should be taken in interpreting this table. It can be seen, for example, that payments per child ranged
between 21 per cent and SO per cent of the rate for a couple without children. This appears to be an exttemely
generous equivalence scale, but the relative payment fex' children is high only because the basic payments for adults
are low. The personal aUowaoce for a couple in 1990-91 was £57.60 or about $AI44 and the family premium was
£7.35 per week or about $18.40. while the allowance for a child under 11 years was £12.35 or abOut $A30.90.8 In
late 1990, the Austtalian pension rate for a couple was $243.20 per week, and the combined rate of additional
pension and family allowance for a child under 13 years was $33.45. Thus, the absolute levels of assistance for
children are roughly similar, but the total payment for a couple with one child was about $80 per week lower in the
United Kingdom than in Australia. Offsetting this lower level of basic assistance in the United Kingdom is the fact

8 1biJ it baled ClIl me then ClD'lflDt exchange rate of £1 = $A2.so. 1biJ may somewhat overstate the relative purchasing power of the

pound.
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that persons on Income Support could receive housing and related benefits that completely cover the cost of rent
and up to 80 per cent of the community charge (poU 18X). The effective levels of support for different types of
families therefore depends to some extalt upon the Jcve! of housing costs. It follows that the Australian system is
probably more adequate for families with low housing costs, while the British income support is more adequate for
those with high housing costs, often including sole parents.

In the Green Paper on RefOrDl or Social SecurIty (United Kingdom, Secretary of Slate for Social Services, 1985),
the British Govemment first put forwanl its proposals to introduce the sole parent and family premiums. It was
argued that there were many difficulties involved in sea:ing objective standards of adequacy for different payments,
but that indicative information on the relative pres8IRS faced by various groups of claimants suggested that people
with children faced particular difficulties. This was due in pert to an inaease in the proportion of persons of
working age in the lowest income quintiIe. In addition, 'research commissioned by the government on the way in
which different groups of people manage on benefit .•• suggests that claimants can be grouped in terms of relative
pressures. Couples with children and one paient families face greater difficulties in managing than those without
children' (United Kingdom, Secretary of State for SocialServices,1985b: 21).

This conclusion differs from tbat of earlier British governments. While the 1974 Fmer Report of the Committee on
One Parent Families bad recommended additional assis1ance for sole parents in the form of a Guaranteed
Maintenance Allowance (GMA), this proposal was not followed through. According to Bradshaw (1989), this was
partly because the 18X credit scheme (fer assisting all families with children) on which the GMA was premised, fell
with the change of government in 1974, and pertly because the incoming Labour government did not like the
selective aspects of the Fillerproposals, 'but mainly because of the cost of the scheme and a lack of conviction that
low income lone parents are worse offtban couples with children on low incomes' (Bradshaw, 1989: 6).

In fact, the Filler Rqut appears to be virtually the sole study that has argued in detail for the existence of extra
costs of sole parents. The Fmer arguments have since been re-presented by Brown (1988), with some detailed
analysis of more recent daIa relevant to the issue ofextra COSIS. Tbe Filler Committee bad been established in 1969
with the task of examining the problems of one panu families, partly because of the widespead impression that
despite improving living standards among the general population, a large proportion of one parent families were
suffering bardship because of severely restricted income. In considering this issue, the Committee was instructed in
its terms of reference to late account of 'the need to maintain equity as between one parent families and other
families, and to practical and econcmic limitations' (Finer Report, Volume I, 1974: 242).

The Report concluded that 'with few individual exceptions, fatherless families suffer from special financial
hardship and deprivation in OlD' society' (1974: 149), and as pan of its recommendations proposed the GMA. which
would be set at a level above tbat then available to sole parents through the Supplementary Benefit Scheme. In
supporting this proposal, the Committee eJaborated the arguments fm extra needs. According to Brown (1988:62),
Fmer attempted to show that a single parent family could not be treated simply as if it were a two parent family
with one adult subtracted (as was the case within the Supplementary Benefit scheme at the time, and up until the
recent introduction of the single parent premium).

The basis for this argument was as follows. Food, rent and/or other direct housing costs still bad to be paid even
when there was no second adult in the home, and in addition the expenses of running the home - in terms of fuel
and power and replacing fmniture and equipment as it wore out - would not be greatly reduced because one less
adult was there. Second, in two parent homes, household tasks were determined and allocated according to gender,
and therefore the departure ofone adult could lead either to extra pressures or extra costs for the remaining parent
For example, male sole parents would be faced with the 'female' tasks of cooking, sewing, washing and ironing,
while female sole parents would face the conventional 'male' tasks of boose decoration, repair and maintenance.
These might involve extra dilect spending, for example, paying for a worbnan to do jobs such as painting. A third
set of arguments related to costs associated with shopping. Because one parent families' time is more limited than
that of two parent families, it was felt that there were mme bmiers to shopping around for cheaper goods, either
because work would occupy much of the available time, or because non-employed sole parents could not afford to
travel to cheaper supermarkets m buy in bulk to gain economies of size. Fourtb, extra child care costs could arise
for employed sole parents, who obviously could not share the child care, but also for non-employed sole parents
who needed to get ont for social or business activities such as paying bills.
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The Fmez Committee concluded tbat tbe8e extta COS1S in the form ofhousing and housebold-JeJatedexpenses would
probably be common to all sole...bousebolck. while the other factors producing extta costs would vary from
family to family and would be very difficult to qwaify. Nevertheless,

the eWMN:e COllYillced us that there an IfIIJIf1 families whert! the lOM parent is
forC6d iIIto SIIbstt.uItIIIl mra apasu of tM Ir:bul we~ .1IlJoMd. It is not
i1frt!quelltfor tlU~ to qUIll or eveII aceed the savlIlg to the household of
not mai1Ittlinbeg tile otherptlrt!1Il. (quoted in Brown, 1988: 63)
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2. ISSUES IN MEASURING THE COSTS OF SOLE PARENTHOOD

The foregoing discussion suggests that there may be a number of alternative rationales for directing special
assistance to sole parent families. These include: ~

Sole parents have very high poverty rates and extra assistance would be a target-efficient means of
reducing this poverty. This would appear to be implicit in the arguments of the Social Security
Review Issues Paper Bringing Up Cbildren Alone (Raymond, 1987);

Sole parents are particularly likely to be experiencing hardships in managing on benefits. This
argument was put in the Green Paper on Reform of Social Security in the United Kingdom. Clearly
there is some relationship between this argument and the first rationale - that sole parents are
particularly likely to be poor;

Sole parents have respoDSibilides for providing a home for children and they should therefore be
treated as homemakers and receive a level of assistance similar to that available to a couple without
children. This was the argument of the 1972 Royal Commission on Social Security in New Zealand;

Sole parents have to bear the cost of establishing a separate household with its consequent
implications for housing costs and costs of household operation. This approach was put by more
recent Departmental inquiries in New Zealand into income support arrangements. The closely
related argument that sole parents do not necessarily have lower housing costs than they had prior to
separation or the event that caused their sole parenthood, was put by the Finer Report in the United
Kingdom and subsequently by Brown (1988); and

Sole parents face special costs arising because the absence or departure of the second adult leads to
extra pressures or the necessity of spending more to achieve the same living standards. This
argument relates to the allocation of time within the household and was put in the Finer Report
(1974) and by Brown (1988).

As noted above, the argument that sole parents have additional responsibilities for fanning a home has been used in
the New Zealand context to support the provision of benefits to sole parents equal to those provided to couples
without children. While this argument may be attractive as a principle of income support, there does not appear to
be any consistent basis to the argument Single adults as well as couples may well have responsibilities as a
household head; if anything the level of responsibility of a sole parent arises from the presence of a child - this
would appear to support equating sole parents to couples with the same number of children rather than to couples
without children. In fact, however, the New Zealand Royal Commission on Social Security (1972) was suggesting
a reduction in assistance from a level closer to a couple with one child. It would seem therefore that however
attractive one might find the argument for extra responsibility, this rationale is not compelling, particularly in the
context of an income support system mainly directed towards the alleviation of poverty.

The argument that sole parents must incur the costs of establishing or continuing to run a household may at first
glance appear to be closely related to the argument of extra responsibilities. Nevertheless, there is a very important
difference between these two rationales, this being that the basis for extra assistance under the second of these
approaches is defined by reference to actual costs borne by households and is therefore subject to empirical
assessment Such an analysis, mainly using data from the 1988 Housing Survey, is provided in Section 3.

It is important to distinguish between the argument that sole parents are particularly likely to be poor and the
argument that they are likely to be experiencing hardships. .Sole parents are likely to be poor because a high
proportion of them are reliant on pensions as their main source of income, and the rates of pensions are below the
level of the Henderson poverty line commonly used to measure poverty. The high rates of income poverty
discussed in Section 1 are a logical consequence of this dependence on income support.

The level of poverty among sole parents does not in itself provide a rationale for increasing the guardian allowance.
Other people or families may be just as likely to be in poverty once they receive benefits, but it is simply that a
lower proportion of these populations are relying on benefits. If all benefits are below the accepted poverty line,
then all benefit payments should be increased, not just the specific payment for sole parents.
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In fact, if the govemmeat wished ID mIuce sole pmadS' vu1DeIability ID po'Verty, then it could be argued that the
most effective mqxmsc would be ID reduce Idiance on income support through enhanced employment
opportunities or more regular _ adequate cbild majnteNlJCe.

There are of counc a raage of counter qumeuIS, for ex8lpJe, that expectations of a significant increase in the
labour force participation of sole pareIl1S is 1IIR8IisIic or unfair because of the extta bmdens placed on mothers, or
that expectatkms of:iDc:reaed IeYds «cbild suppoIt areunlitcly ID occur bcc:ause ofJack ofcapacity to pay among
non-custodial parents. In acJditjon. wllabwel'the som:es ofother incame available to sole paren.. it can be argued
that improWlg the adequacy of tile peasioa and benefit system is of fundamental imponance, because there are
many sole parenlS who will simply DOt be able ID receive an adequate income from alternative sourees, or that
motben should have an 1IDCOIIStI8inedchoice between woddng and caring for their cbildren.

Ifadditional cash assistarr.e diJected only ID sole pareIl1S is justified, it must be on the basis tItat their benefit levels
are more inadequaIc than those for other types of famjlies. not Ibat they are more likely to receive benefits. It is
here Ibat the argument about banIsbip is impouBDt. Evidence that ODe group of pensioners are having greater
difficulties with coping on blIsic beDefit 1eveJs aIooe would imply that the _stance for that group was less
adequate (or more inadequate). Some:rcsean:h on1bis issue is discussed in Sectioo4.

The final rationale DOlled above IeJaeed ID ema COIlS iDcuned by sole parents because the 'departure. of the non
custodial parent lead ei1ber to increased pressures or inaased direct costs • sole parenlS bad ID purchase more
goods in the market place ID achieve the same living standards as a family where two adults were present. The
argument of inaea8ed fiDancial COSIS eiIber from 1bis lIOUIa' or due ID housing and costs of household operation can
be exploR'ld using equivalence scales. The equivaleace scale evidence is leViewed in Section Sof the paper. There
are major limitalions ID 1bis approecb, boweva'. the most imponant of which is that equiva1ellce scales have
generally involved measuriDg direct financial COSII ratbec than indirect costs.

As noted by Cass, :Kceos and WyndbanI (1983), the direct costs of children include expenditures on food, clothing•
extta accommodation, bealth care, education, mmdion. transport, etc., while indirect costs are usually associated
with the income forgone by tile cbild c:aRlr (almost always the 1IlOtIa) who eidaer leaves paid wad: or reduces her
hams of paid work. 'I'bere is cleady an imporIaDt interreJatiombip between these ·two concepts of cost, partly
because the loBs of incame • a IeSU1tof cbiJd an IapOIISibilitie limits the amount ofmoney that can be spent on
direct expenditmes, and pardy because the presence of the modler in the home reduces the need to spend on some
items, because of the value of tile IIousewcd pmvided. Similarly, pmadS seeking wad: in the paid labour market
will incur direct financial COSIS • the JeSU1t of foqoing services Ibat were otherwise provided in the home, e.g.
restaurant meals and c:oovenience foods repba bomopI~ meals, additional appliances such as dishwashers
and microwave CMlIIS are purcbascd, P&id cbildanIepIacos unpaid care, c1eaDcn repJaee some housewmk.

Once these issues are concepIUaIised in a broader framework that incorpomtes the allocation of time. a more
cOlDpehensive UIIders1andin& of the costs of IDle pan:ots is possible. Such a frameW01k is provided by the
economic appioach pioDeaed by Becbr (1965) 1bat integrates household production for non-market commodities
(time use) and household COOSUlnptD ofmarket goods in eidaer a static or dynamic framework. To start with. the
'fuU income' of a hoasehokI (ignoring any income from cbildlen) can be defined as the time available to parents,
their reaource flows arising from human and physical capital, their fertility potential, and their rights as citizens to
social services and income suppoIt (Bradbury,l989b: 3).

The money that comes into a bousebold from ID8Itet income (either earned (X' unearned) and any income support
entidemems can be allocated to IDtalID8lbt coasumption and divided between adults and children according to a
'distribution rule·. wbich is geueraIly taken ID provide the direct costs of cbiJdreD and is the usual basis for
estimating equivalcoce scales. Goods pIIIdIascd in tile III8Ibt, however, usually require some time input before
they can be consumed, e.g. food is cooked (]I' clotbes me washed before they are rewom. 1bis means that the final
cmasumpUoo or SQlIIdanl of living of a housebold will depend not only OD pIIIdIascd goods but on time inputs of
various sorts. The COOSIdnption of individuals widUn thebousebokl win also vary according to the sharing of
resources and their coatributions can also come in the form of market income or unpaid wOlk in the home.

• Consmnption within the household can be categorised • 1bat of individuals, either adults or cbildren, and joint
consumption, e.g. of sheher, light, or watIIlth • provided by fuel and power, carpelS and furnishings, etc. In
addition, thete are important positive aspec1S of family living S1aIldards that are non-material, such as the pleasure

• parenlS derive from their cbildral, • wen. negative apects such as fear ofor experience ofdomestic violence.
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In considering the COSIS of sole parems, it is IIt'lCe&ry to S1art with some point of comparison. For the sake of
simplicity, this is taken here as a couple with a young cbiId (say under five years). In the DU\icxity (nearly 80 per
cent) of cases. the wife wouJd not be in paid employment so it is assumed that all income is earned by the husband
and the wife's only income is family allowances. If the couple separate. a nmnber of consequences follow. In the ..
first instance, the husbands' income is no longa- available unless arrangements have been made for the payment of
maintenance. The mother can aw1y for sole parents' pension, which will probably involve a substantial drop in
income available fer the mother and the cbiJd. The direct consumption <needs' of the mother and the child can be
assumed to be unaffected. but the cooswnpticn requirements of the father no longa- have to be met. At the same
time, the mother's unpaid work time may be Rlduced by whatever time was required as an input into the
consumption of the fadler'. 'Ibis may not be as significant as may be thought. to the extent that the mother's time
had been spent purely on child-related consumplion. or joint family consumption (such as house cleaning). In
addition, the father's previous time contribution to the mother's consmnption, or the child's, or their joint
consumption. will no Ionga- be available.

This discussion implies that the event of becoming a sole parent tbrough separation will result in a number of
changes which will pesnmably differ significantly between individuals and will be interp'eted in different ways.
For example, the COSIS of sole parendIood in this example could be argued to be the difference between the
consumption level of the motbel' and child, pior to and after separation. This may not simply be a matter of
financial costs. For example, if the <decision' to separate had been made by the mother (say, because of domestic
violence), then it might be argued that the welfare, broadly defined, of the mother was greater after the separation
than it was before.

A related factor - but one that has mue diIect firwncial implications - is the degree of control that mothers have
over family finances. A number of British studies have found that a substantial minority of lone mothers say they
are better off than when living as a couple. As noted by Bradshaw and Millar in discussing the results of their
survey of lone parents:

The pictUn Is complex - becoming a lone. mother may mean a fail in family income
but it does IIOt necessarily mean being worse off. This depends on both the level of
previousfamily Income and on who hIIs control of thDt income. Likewise. ceasing to
be a lone mothD' may mean an increase in family income. but this does IIOt
necessarily mean being bettu of/. It depends again on both the level of income and
who has control. (Bradshaw and MiDar, 1990, Volume 2: 119).

These sorts of factors may be imporIant in a comprebensive definition of welfare. It may be argued that the
revealed preferences of sole perents show that they are better off than when they lived with their husbands, or they
would not have separaICd.

Apart from the fact that not all sole parent families are formed in this way, it is presumably one of the pmposes of
the sole parent pension to assist mothers who wish to separate. The supporting mothers' benefit was introduced at
around the same time as the introduction of the Family Law Act in the mid-I97Os. In addition. in a social security
system designed to concenuate on poverty alleviation, a narrowa' concept of welfare relating only to immediate
financial CirclDDstanees is more relevant. Ne~ the possibility that some lone parents may be better off
than when they lived with a partner explains why it is difficult to create a satisfactory social insurance system to
cover separation er divorce.

In the simple example given above, many questions are left unexplored, such as the arrangements for housing made
on separation and the payment of maintenance or child support. Indeed. the government's initiatives on child
support are intended to address Ibis issue of the fall in income of the mother and child and are based on the model
of the child's continuing right to share in the non-cUSfOdial parent's income. In addition, the relevance of this
particular example can be questioned because there are many other paths into sole parenthood, differing according
to the degree ofchoice of separation by individual parenIs, and differing between separated sole parents, unmarried
mothers, widows and sole fatheJs.

More importantly, this <dynamic' noIion of the COS1S of becoming a sole parent might not necessarily be relevant to
the issue of specific assistance to sole parents in the structure of social security payments. As noted above, the
appropriate policy response to the costs incurred by sole parents in this sense may be improvements in child support
arrangements. It might also be argued that the financial situation of sole mothers results from the difficulties that
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all mothers and women generally have in the labour market In this sense. the applOpIiate policy response would be
in the areas of equal pay legislation. employment, education and training programs, labour marlcet policies and the
provision of cbiJd care.

Policy responses in these areas may be appropriate when considering the total costs of being a sole parent, defined
broadly. When considering the role of the guardian's allowance, however, it is clear that the cost of sole parenthood
should be defined more D8I1'Owly in order to be relevant to the poverty alleviation objectives of the Australian
social security system. The appropriate starting point for considering the costs of sole parenthood in this context
would be other persons or families receiving pensions or benefits rather than families prior to separation. This also
suggests that basis for comparison should be at fixed point in time rather than a comparison between parents before
and after separation.

In seeking to define the extm costs of sole parents, it may initially appear reasonable to think of this as the extra
costs flowing to a single adult from the p-esence of a child. But very few sole parent families are fonned in this
way, most being the consequence of separation of de jure or de facto married couples. It therefore seems
reasonable in attempting to describe the costs of sole parents to compare them with couples with children. Most of
the data and analysis in the rest of this paper makes comparisons on this basis, where the appropriate information is
available. In addition, for the sake of simplicity the comparisons are limited as far as possible to sole parents with
one child and to couples with one child, so as to avoid complicating factors arising from the presence of more than
one child.

The Time Costs of CbDcIren

As noted above, the extm costs of sole parents (apart from housing and items such as fuel and power) may arise
from the interaction between the availability of time and the availability of money to produce final goods for
household consumption. This implies that when comparing a sole parent pensioner with one child to, say, an
unemployment beneficiary couple with a child of the same age, the extra costs of the sole parent can be thought of
as the net effect of the 'Jack' of a fatha' on purchased goods and time inputs. These effects can be both direct and
indirect Purchased goods purely for the father's consumption can be considered to be no longer required;
purchased goods for the mother's and the child's consmnption can in the first instance be assmned to be unaffected;
purchased goods f(X' joint consumption will be affected, but in ways that are difficult to predict The father's time
input into his own tiDal consumption will DO longer be relevant, but his time input into the mother's, the child's and
the household's joint consmnption will not be available. The father's conuibution in terms of time can be 'active'
(e.g. gardening, household maintenance, shopping, playing with and caring for children) or 'passive' (e.g. being
available when the child is sleeping, thus allowing the mother to have time for leisure or for productive activities).
In addition, the mother in a sole parent family will not have to provide time. as an input into the father's
consumptim.

Thus, the difference between the two households' consmnption will be whatever is the net impact of the father's
consumptim of goods and the difference between the fatha"s time contribution to the household and its members,
less the mother's contribution to the father's consmnption. Given that in most cases, much of the mother's time
contribution will be given to the child and some must be given to herself, it seems reasonable to conclude that
overall the absence of a father will have a negative impact on the consmnption possibilities of the sole parent
household. For example, ifa mother contributes three hours a day to the father's consmnption (plus six hours a day
to the child and three hours a day to herself) and the fatha' contributes six hours a day to the mother and the child
together, then a sole parent would either have to find an extm three bours a day or pwcbase goods in the market
equivalent to those three hours.

In fact, most social secmity systems are concerned only with direct financial costs in tenna of plB'Chased goods and
services, which would be the father's direct consmnption of purchased goods minus the extra direct consumption a
lme mother would mate in an attempt to compensate f(X' the net loss· in dmo following from the absence of a
father. If the social security system did not provide a payment such as the motherslgwudians allowance (as was the
case in the UK prior to the introduction of the single parent premimn) then the implicit assmnption would be that
there were DO compensating expenditures underlaken in the absence of a father, or that the extra time available to
the mother exactly offset the father's time contribution.
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It should also be nored that to the extent that sole mothers do not bave enough money to purchase substitutes for the
fathers' time, and bave no spare time themselves, then the sole parent's and the child's living standards will fall.
This implies that a social security payment Ibat compensared only for direct measured expell(Utures would not
necessarily be adequate to compensate f<r the full costs born by the sole parent. Put another way, this means that ..
the costs of sole parenthood cannot necessarily be infeaed from the actual expenditure patterns of sole parents but
need to be calculated from infonnation 00 the direct expenditures and time inputs of fathers in two parent families.

Nevertheless, information on the expendiIure pauaus of sole parents will be of scme use once it is recognised that
they may be a less than compldlensive guide to the exlra costs of sole parents. Brown (1988: 130-35) analysed
1984 UK Family Expenditure Smvey data as part ofher discussion of the exlra needs and exlra pressures argument.
She found, for example, that sole puents with one child spent somewtiat more than low income two parent families
with one cbild on repairs, maintenance and decoIation and services such as domestic help, laundry and dry
cleaning. The total expenditures of sole parents 00 these caaegories was only £3.94 per week (or 19.0 per cent of
expenditure after housing) c:ompared to £1.97 for the low income couples (or 10.2 per cent of their expenditure
after housing). Brown also considered the aDocaIion of time in married couple households using data from a 1985
survey of British social altitudes. This sbowed that in the vast majority of couples, the woman undertook most
responsibility for the preparaIioo of the ewning meal, household cleaning and washing and ironing, while men took
most responsibility for repairs of household equipment, and responsibilities for household shopping, the evening
dishes, and organisadoo of household money and biDs was more likely to be shared equally or in more diverse
pattems (Brown, 1988: 133).

A more detailed discussion of smdies of the al1ocation of time is provided by Piachaud in Round About Fifty
Boun a Week: The Time COICI 01 ChiIdreIa (1984). Piachaud noted an earlier British study of time-use of
married persons aged 30 to 49 years. On average. men spent just under 10 hours per week on household tasks,
while women spent 23 hours a week when in a full-time paid job themselves, 35 hours when in a pan-time paid job
and around 46 hours when not in a paid job (Piacbaud, 1984: 5). Apart from reviewing this and other studies,
Piachaud conduc1ed a survey of 55 WClIIlen widl cbiJdren under five years of age, three of whom were sole parents.
Nine cbild care tasks were specified and investigared: getting children up and dressed; taking children to the toilet
or changing nappies; laking cbiJdren to cbild minders, nurseries or schools and collecting them; extra time for
shopping; atra time for cooking, serving and supervising meals and washing up; washing and bathing of children;
putting children to bed; atra time for washing and ironing; and, clearing up and cleaning after children. The
average time involved. in these tasks was just over seven hours a day, widl the average being higher where the
Y01Dlgest child was under two years ofage (8.2 boors) and less where the child was between two and five years (6.2
bours). These were total hours spent by mOlbers and faIbers; overall fathers COIdributed about 11 per cent of this
total time or 47 minutes. Ifonly households where fadlers were pesent were coosidered, this would rise slightly to
13 per cent <r about SS minutes.

Over the seven days of the week, around about SO hours were given to these tasks. The largest single component
(about 2 hours a day) was involved widl the extra time for meals, while the least significant (19 minutes a day) was
a consequence of taking cbiJdren to cbild-minders etc. (Piacbaud, 1984: 15). This study shows the importance of
time spent on children, but it is not panicuIarly useful in estimating the costs of sole parents, except in identifying
that fathers spent under an hour a day OD these cbild care tasks, which could be coosidered one part of their time
contribution.

Bradsbaw and Holmes (1989) undertook a small-scale study ofcouples widl two school age children and dependent
on Supplementary Benefit, which included diaries of family. activities over a two week period. The study found
that the 50 1Dlemployed fathers who completed the diaries spent between 15 and 16 hours a week on average on
activities that could be defined as household WOIk (gardening, ordinary housework or additional housework, such
as painting or decmding) and shopping. Mothers spent over 40 hours a week on these same activities. Child care
was not separately identified, but could have been covaed under a variety of headings.

According to Popay and looes (1990), a further study of London households found that on average mothers spent
around 77 bours a week on housework and child care combined. compared to 29 hours a week by fathers. This
study also found that lone mothers spent more time on child care than did married mothers. Lone mothers spent 56
hours a week on avenge on child care, compared to an average of 48 hours a week for all women with children in
the sample. Because this figure includes lone mothers, the difference between hours of child care for married and
lone motherS is likely to be somewhat larger.
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A particularly important American study relevant to this subject is Vickery (1977). wbich explicitly incorporates
household production into the definition of a poverty line. Vickery toot the official U.S. poverty line. which as
discussed previously is widely IeCOgDised as an austere SIaDdard, based on an economy food basket, updated over
time by changes in prices. The food plan was set bearing in mind that substantial time inputs would be required to
then ttansJate the purchased food goods into meals, e.g. it was assumed that all meals were ptepared at home and
'the homemaker is a good manager and bas the time and skiJ1 to shop wisely' (quoted in Vickery. 1977: 30).

Vickery hypothesised that to achieve the minimal standaId (just above the poverty line) it is necessary to have both
a minimmn income and a minimum time input. Income above this level and time above this level could be
substituted, but ifeither income (]I' time fell below their respective minima. then the household would be in poverty.
'Ibe minimum incomes were given by the cost of the ec:onomy food plan for each type of household, wbile all
households were assumed to requite a minimum of two hours a day (14 hours a week) for household management.

Infmnation on household time budgets was taken from a 1967 U.S. survey of 1400 households of husbands and
wives with and without dependent cbildreo. Avenge time spent on food activities, house care. care of clothing.
family care and marteting,lmanat were estimated; f(]l' example, in a bousebold of two adults with no cbildren
it was estimated that43 hours a week must be spent on these activities. while a couple with one cbild would have to
spend 62 hours a week, a single penon 31 hours a week, and a sole parent wilb one child 57 hours a week. These
were the minimum time inputs requiJed that in combination wilb the official poverty line incomes would produce
just adequate living standards.

, Table 2.1 shows the parameters of Victery's augmented poverty standard. ~ is Ibe minimum weekly cost of the
household in 1973 as derived from the ofIicialpoverty line. while T1. is the minimum time input required for each
type of household tbat in conjunction wilb this minimum speodjDg would ttanslate into nOll-poverty living
standards. That is, f(]l' example. a sole parent family wilb one child would need to spend $58 dollars per week and
57 homs ofhome production not to be in poverty. and so OIL M 1 is the money requirement that in conjunction with
the minimum time input of 14 hours a week would also produce non-poverty living standards. 'Ibe M1 figures used
$2.00 an hour as the avaage replacement cost ofnon-market time input. That is, a sole parent with one child could
spend between $58 of ID8Ibt income and 57 boon of non-market time ($114 in money equivalent) or $144 of
market income and 14 hours of IIOIl-ID8Ibt time ($28 in money equivalent) and have the same living standard. The
two circumstances are equivalent since $SS plus $114 is equal to $144 plus $28. IildividuaJ households can
therefore substi1Ute between ID8Itet andnon-market time so long as, in the example ofa sole parent with one cbild,
they never spend less Iban $SS (]I' wed: less Iban 14 hours at home.

This analysis bas some striking implications. pa1icuIady f(]l' sole parents. Given that there are 168 hams in the
week and assuming tbat the mjnjmmn time DeCesgy for sleeping. eating. personal care and resting and leisure was
81 hours prz week, this leaves fr1 hours a week f(]l' the sole patent to allocate to either,market work or household
production. This fm eunple suggests that a sole parent with one child could not spend more than 30 hams a week
in market work UDIess eamiDp from that wcxt were above the minimmn income requirement, without falling
below the poverty saandaRl This implies tbat all sole paren1S earning less tban about $2 an hour in 1973 ($58
do1lars in 30 hours) would unavoidably be in poverty. On the basis of these sorts of considerations. Vickery
calculated 'crilical wage raIa'•which were the wages prz paid hour of wart (laking account of time associated with
travel to work) that would be necessary fCl: diffelellt types of households to avoid poverty.

For a sole parent, the aitical wage rare more Iban doubled with Ibe first child and would increase by about 2S to 35
prz cent for each additional child. For a couple, the crilical wage rare·would increase by about 20 per cent with the
first cbild and around 10 per cent f(]l' each subsequent child. Put another way. the departure of an adult from a
couple with children would increase the critical wage rare f(]l' the parent caring for Ibe cbildren by 2.4 to 3.0 times.
Using 1970 Census data updafed to 1973. Vickery estimated that around one-third of all female full-time workers in
the Uuited States would not be able to earn enough to support themselves above the poverty line as a sole parent
with one child, while around one-halfofan female full-time earners would not be able to support themselves above
the poverty line as sole parents wilb two Cl: more cbildren (1977: 40-41). The corresponding proportions for male
full-time earners were 12 prz cent aDd 20 prz cent, respectively. (Tbat is, for example. the critical wage rate for a
sole parent with one child assuming 14 hours of household work and 81 hours sleep. rest, and leisure. would be
$144 divided by 73 hams. Cl: around $1.97 an hour; 35 per cent of female. full-time. full-year workers earned less
tban this wage rate.)
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TABLE 2.1: PARAMETERS OF POVERTY THRESHOLD, UNITED STATES,
19'73 (WEEKLY VALUES) .

..

Household Type

1adult with
Ocbildren
1 child
2-3 children

2 adults with
Ocbildren
1 child
2-3 children

Mo
($)

43
58
78

58
70
94

Tl
(hours)

31
57
61

43
62
SS

Ml
($)

77
144
172

116
166
198

Source: Vickery,I977: 33.

There are a number of Hmimtioos to Victery's analysis. The daIa on time use were collected from husband-wife
households only, and the results for single persoos and sole parents were therefore inferred from the patterns for
couples. It was assumed that a sole parent family would spend balf an bolD' less each day on food-related activiti~s

and house care and one and a balf hours less each week on clotbing care and shopping. These assumptions were
based on changes in time spent OD these activities by couples with different numbers ofchildren. In this sense, the
results do not deal with the central research question of this paper, that is, the effect of differences in the number of
adults.

Australian studies using the household poductioo approach are scant, to the point of non-exisfence (Tran Van and
Ironmonger, 1989: 2). Tmn Van and Ironmonger, however, do provide estimares of the time costs of children using
daIa from the 1975-76 HouseIloId ExpeDditure Survey and a 1974 study of time inputs- into household production.
The results are given in Table 2.2. The results are pesented as doUar 'costs' of unpaid work and purchased goods
for adults and children; i.e. the costs of each adult in terms of unpaid work are slightly less than the direct costs in
terms of purchased goods, while the costs of a child in terms of unpaid work are greater than the purchased g<X>C.1S
required for their consumption. The largest single input in terms of unpaid work for children is for child care,
although expenditures OD adults for cooking and washing up and cleaning and laundry are somewhat higher.

Unfortunately tbese results are Dot of great practical use in the current context, because they cannot be used to
estimate the reJalive costs of sole parents. This is because they provide no explicit information on joint household
costs (e.g. housing, fuel and poweI'), not do they allocate the contribution of each adult in terms of unpaid work
either for the benefits of the adults or the cbiJdren.

Discussion

The foregoing discussion of the time costs of children has been inconclusive and provides no basis for quantitative
estimares that could be used as a guideline for setting mres of guardian allowance. Nevertheless, it seems
reasonable to conclude that differences in the availability of time to allocate to household production is an
extremely important component of the extra costs faced by sole parents. What is required is some data source and

..
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TABLE 2..2: HOUSEHOLD COSTS OF ADULTS AND CmLDREN IN AUSTRAUA 1975-7(j.a)

.. Adults Costs
($ per week per adult)

Children Costs
($ per week per child)

Equivalence
Scale

Unpaid Purchased Unpaid Purchased
Work Goods Total Work Goods Total

%

Full
Income

Cooking & Washing up 20.11 14.60 34.71 1.23 5.38 6.61 19.0

Child Care n.a n.a n.a 19.12 6.44 25.56 n.a

Shopping 1237 3.17 15.54 0.58 0.27 0.85 5.s

Cleaning & LalDl<Jry 20.44 2.69 23.13 1.67 0.15 1.83 7.9

Other Production 17.06 4.19 21.25 2.50 1.35 3.85 18.1

Other Activities n.a 50.83 50.83 n.a 5.48 5.48 10.8

Total 69.98 75.48 145.46 25.10 19.07 44.17 30.4

Notes: (a) To bring the 1975n6 figures up to 1984 (on the basis of changes in household disposable
income per bead), they would need to be multiplied by 2.3; to 1987, multiplied by 3.0.

n.a: - not applicable. Equivalence scale estimates are derived from total costs.

Sources: Household Expeacliture Survey: m5n6, Australian Bureau of Statistics. Canberra; estimates of
the Cenuc for Applied Research on the Future. University of Melbourne; Tran Van and Ironmonger,
1989.

methodology for estimating the value of time alJocated by adults in households to their own consumption, each
other's and that of their cbi1dren. as well as an estimate of economies of scale in household consumPtion of
purchased goods and the allocation of purchased goods between each adult and child in a household.

A number of points can be noted about this definition of the problem of measuring the costs of sole parents. First,
this definition does not attempt to view costs in terms of differences between the circumstances of mothers and
children before and after becoming a sole parent, but in terms of the differences between the costs of differently
composed households at the same point in time. A second issue relates to the possibilities of substitution between
time inputs and purchased goods. If sole parents (and mothers generally) have no spare time or very limited time to
allocate to additional household production. then they must purchase extta goods to make up for the time that no
longer comes from the non-custodial parent. If in practice the income support system does not provide sufficient
money for this purpose, then their living standards will fall in a way that is not clearly measurable in teImS of
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purcbased goods.. This implies that information on the actual expenditure patterns of sole parents will not
necessarily provide a compeheDsive measure of the 'compeDS8lion' requiled by sole parents to offset these extra
costs.

This also suggests tbat what is ofpolicy interest is the value tbat can be given to the usual contribution of fathers 10
household productibn. This will vary significantly between households. but it suggests among other things that if
mothers contribute more to household living standards tban fathers. then sole fathers on benefit could on average be
expected 10 be worse-off tban sole motbers on benefit. Fathers, however. are far more likely to be employed. so
that they have far greater capacity to purebase goods to compensate for the time inputs of the mothers. In addition,
lone fathers may be offered DlOIe help by families and friends, because mothers are expected to be able to cope with
caring for childIaL Conespoodingly. if fathers contribute very little in time inputs to household living standards
then the extta costs of female sole parents from Ibis source would be limited.

Finally. it is also clear that Ibis discussion raises questiQIIS not only about the measurement of time inputs. but also
the measurement of direct expenditure requirements of different households. While as noted previously recent
policy initiatives affecting assistance for children have been influenced by research on equivalence scales, the
setting of basic rates of pensions and benefits has not been guided to the same extent by research concerned with
defining adequacy.

The Costs of CbiIcI Care

One factor raised in the F"mer Report (1974) and discussed in Brown (1988) is the cost of child care. A sole parent
is likely to have to provide DlOIe hours of care tban either of the parents in a couple. One result is likely to be
increased stress. wilb the possibi1iI.y ofhealth problems (Popay and Jones, 1990). It is also possible that parents in
these circumstances may seek to compensate - to the extent that they can afford to - by purchasing video
equipment, for example. or otber ways ofeutenaining Ibeir children at home.

The most important impact of the extta cbild care responsibilities of sole parents is likely to be for those parents
who are either WOJting or looting for wcxt. The absence of a panner to lake any of the responsibility for taking
children to and from care or sdlool, or to look after children when they are sick or on school holidays may
constitute a significant additional barrier to participation in the paid labour f<Re. To the extent that sole parents
have to pay for extra hours of child care, there are direct financial costs as well. Lack of suitable child care may be
one important factor in the lower labour fcxce participation ofsole molbers, compared to married mothers.

Sole parents are one group given priority of access to agencies funded under the Children's Service Program. This
is reflected in the level of coverage ofsole parents in funded child care. The 1988 Census of child care facilities by
the Department ofCommunity Services and Health found that children of sole parents represented 26 per cent of all
children in Govermnent-funded services, although they account for fewer than 13 per cent of all dependent
children. Nevertheless, there is consideJable unmet demand for formal child care, and further expansion is planned
under the National Child Care Sttategy (Colledge, 1991: 4546).

Despite the great importance of child care to sole parents. it does not appear useful to use information on costs for
existing users in determining the appropriate level of guardian allowance. First, most children are not in formal
child care. The 1982 Family Survey (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1984) found that only 10 per cent of sole
parents with children under 12 years of age were using formal child care, with around 15 per cent not using child
care at all, and the vast majority used informal care, such as grandparents or other relatives, or non-family
members. While the proportim of sole parents using formal care has increased significantly since 1982, it is likely
that informal care remains the most impcrtant ovenIl. There is evidence that a majority of all parents are satisfied
with their informal care arrangements (Colledge, 1991: 46).

More important is the question of wbetber guardian allowance is the appropriate mechanism for assisting sole
parents with child care costs. Guardian allowance goes to all sole parent pensioners, irrespective of whether their
children need or use child care. Increases in the number of formal child care places, adjustments to the fee relief
system, or deduction of child care costs from income for income test purposes would appear to be more efficient
and effective ways ofhelping sole parents with these costs.
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3. HOUSING ARRANGEMENTS AND COSTS

As bu already been noted, it has been argued in tbe BriIisb lila8tUle OIl extra needs that sole parents could have
very similar housing costs to two parent f_lies wiIb cbi1dren. The FIDel Report suggested that rent and other
direct housing costs still bad to be paid wbetlm ornot tbere was a second adult in the household (Brown. 1988: 62).
In discussing this possibility, Brownc:om~ tbe average situation of all one parent families with one child with
that of the bottool40 per cent of two parent families wiIb one child (mcomes under £125 per week) using the 1984
Family Expenditure Survey. Brown sbowed tbal gross rent, rates and water charges for one parent families were
£20.58 per week, while gross housing costs for tbe two parent family group were £20.22 per week. Two parent
families received sligbdy bigber Housing Benefit OD~ so tbat net rent, rates and water cluuies were £9.77
per week for sole pKeDtB and £8.99 per week for low income coup1es, who in addition spent slightly less on repairs,
maintenance and decoration (Brown. 1988: 130-131). 1be appllleot close coincidence between the gross (and net)
levels of housing costs for these two family types was taken to support the notion that housing costs do not
substantially fall when a sole parent household is formed.

Very similar da1a are available from die AusIraIian Household Expenditure Surveys (HES). The 1984 BES (ABS.
Cat. No. 6531.0) shows tbat cunent gross housing costs of all sole parent housebolds with one child were $48.13
per week in 1984. while die cuuent housing costs of the lowest two quintiles of couples with one dependent child
were $47.97 per week. This may also appear 10 support the argument tbat the housing costs of sole parents are very
like those of othez low income families wiIb children. 1be U88-89 HouseIIoId Expenditure Survey, however, did
not support this COIIc1usiOD. In 1988-89. toIa1 gross current housing costs for sole parent households with one
dependent child only were $57.41 per week, COIIlI*"eCl 10 average expenditures of $72.Z7 per week for the lowest
two quintiles ofcouples with one dependeot child. 1bal is. low income couples in 1988-89 had housing costs about
25 per cent bigber than those of sole....,. Given, in addition, that tbere are major differences between the types
of occupancy of sole parenII and low income couples wiIb cbi1dren, it seems likely that the closeness between the
levels of housing costs in 1984 was Do more than a coinc:ideoce.9

This suggests tbat it would be necessary 10 IIIlde:dake a far more detailed analysis of the housing circumstances and
expenditures of sole parents 10 investigale whether the concept of fixed costs can or cannot be supported. That is
the purpose of this section of die IepOIt. By way of background. however. Table 3.1 shows the housing
mangements of the population in 1988. using tbe ABS Housiq Survey conducted between FebnJary and May of
that year.

It is apparent tbat tbere are significant differences between the housing circumstances of different types of income
units. Rates of home ownership range from less Ibm 1 per cent for young single adults 10 70 per cent for single
aged persons and 80 per cent for aged couples. Ovaall, just under 40 per cent of all income units own their own
homes. Rates ofownership, not UDeXIJClCtedly,leDd to be bigber for older age groups and lower than the average for
younger people, including sole plI'eIIts. Owncrsbip rates are slighdy higher for male sole parents than for female
sole parents.

There is also a very wide varlaIion in rates of purchasing across income units. and to some extent. purchasing is
complementary 10 ownership, e.g. aged people are very likely 10 be owners, but most unlikely to be purchaSers
(again, DOt unexpectedly). Female sole PRDts are much less likely than other fammes to be purchasers, and there
is a fairly large difference between the position ofmale and female sole parents.10

Female sole parents are the most likely ofall types of income units 10 be renting from government. with around one
in five being in public housing. This is nearly twice the level of the nearest group, male sole parents. who are
followed by single aged persons. Female sole parents are more than six times more likely than non-aged couples to
be in public housing.

9 In 1988-89, IftIUDlI n per CllIIl of sole pIftlIIlI with CIDII c:bild owned dH:ir boma c:ampued to 33 per c:mt of low inccme couples with

CIDII cbiId. BigIaeD per CllIIl of sole pIftlIIlI md 19 per CIIIl of the coapIea wae pm:buina their homes, while 'r1 per cent of sole
panIIl housebokk wilh CIDII c:bild _ 6.0 per CllIIl of low iDcome couples wiIh CIDII c:bild wae ftIlIin& their ac:camnodatien from the

lovemmmt (ASS, Cat. No. 6531.0).
10 UDfOl1Ullalll1y, the ASS pdWetim cIoa Id.now • c:mdltenl comparlson of coapIea with m:I withont c:hildren across all these types

of ocmpney. Other preIiminaIy ... from the 1988 HousiDa Survey IUgpsl that rates of owuenhip are aubstaDdally higher amenl

c:ouplea without c:biIdrat lbaD-atboIe wiIh c:bildnla. while those with c:bilcheD are far more likely to be purcbuen.
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TABLE 3.1: ALL INCOME UNITS: TYPE OF INCOME UNIT BY NATURE
OF OCCUPANCY, FEBRUARY-MAY 1988(a)

Nature of Occupancy
,.

Porch- Renters Renters Rent
Type of income unit Owners asers Govt. Private Other free(b) TOTAL

Couple
- head 65 years or over ('000) 435.6 39.8 27.9 15.5 7.7 15.2 541.6

(%) 80.4 7.3 5.2 2.9 1.4 2.8 100.0

- head 15 to 64 years ('000) 1,214.2 1,299.9 106.5 433.3 100.9 86.4 3,241.3
(%) 37.5 40.1 3.3 13.4 3.1 2.7 100.0

Total couples ('000) 1,649.8 1,339.7 134.4 448.8 108.6 101.6 3,782.9
(%) 43.6 35.4 3.6 11.9 2.9 2.7 100.0

Male sole parents ('000) 7.6 12.7 4.4 8.0 3.5 3.9 40.2
(%) 18.9 31.6 10.9 19.9 9.0 9.2 100.0

Female sole parents ('000) 45.0 56.0 622 79.4 30.4 18.0 291.1
(%) 15.5 19.2 21.4 27.3 10.5 6.2 100.0

Total sole parents ('000) 52.6 68.7 66.8 87.4 33.9 21.2 331.2
(%) 15.9 20.7 20.2 26.4 10.2 6.6 100.0

One person ..
15-24 years ('000) 3.1 17.7 2.4 238.9 75.8· 33.5 371.4

(%) 0.8 4.8 0.6 64.3 20.4 9.0 100.0

25 to 64 years ('000) 314.9 205.1 52.2 368.1 84.8 57.3 1,082.4
(%) 29.1 18.9 4.8 34.0 7.8 5.3 100.0

65 and over ('000) 418.5 25.8 53.1 45.3 16.6 46.3 605.5
(%) 69.1 4.3 8.8 7.5 2.7 7.6 100.0

Total one person ('000) 736.5 248.6 107.7 652.3 177.1 137.1 2,059.3
(%) 35.8 12.1 5.2 31.7 8.6 6.7 100.0

TOTAL ('000) 2,354.4 1,611.4 303.9 1,179.8 327.4 396.7 6,173.5
(%) 38.1 26.1 4.9 19.1 5.3 6.4 100.0

Notes: (a) Percentages are ofeach income unit type.

(b) Excludes one person income units renting from or living rent-free with parent/relatives in the same
household.

Source: Ausualian Bureau of Statistics, 1988 Housing Survey, Housing Costs and Occupancy, No Catalogue
Number, Tables, 2, 3, 4 and 11.
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Younger, single people are most likely to be renting privately. Female sole parents are also highly likely to be in
this form of tenure (26.4 per cent compared to 13.4 per cent of couples). The'other' category largely covers persons
who are sharing accommodation and paying rent to another person in the same household. As might be expected,
this fonn of occupancy is most common for young, single adults, but it is also far more likely than the avemge for
female sole parents. Male sole parents are most highly represented among those living rent-free, followed by single
y01Dlg people. It is probable that this type of occupancy encompasses two quite different groups - those living rent
free with relatives or as a fann of intra-family transfer (including custodial parents in the 'ex-family home', where
the mortgage is being paid by the non-custodial parent), and persons who are receiving accommodation paid for by
their employers.

Overall, therefore, sole parents are particularly likely to be in some relatively low-cost tenures (public renting,
sharing accommodation, and living rent free), but not in the low cost tenure associated with ownership of assets.
COlTesPOndingly, those female sole parents in accommodation likely to involve high expenditures are more likely
to be renting privately rather than purchasing their home and acquiring an asset These differences should be
remembered in the analysis that follows.

Table 3.2 shows the distribution of occupancy types by level of total weekly income for all income units. The
lowest income group of income units with incomes less than $200 per week includes a significant group of mainly
self-employed persons with low repMed incomes, but other characteristics more typical of higher income groups.
This is because the definition of income is net of business expenses. For this reasons. some care should be taken in
assessing the housing circumstances of this income group, although the 'genuinely' low income do predominate.

It can be seen that the level of ownership generally declines with income, while the level of purchasing rises with
income. In the first instance, this is because of the concentration of age pensioner home-owners in the lower
income groups. 1be proportion renting from the government declines to the greatest extent as income rises. In
contrast. the proportion of income units who are renting privately initially rises with increasing income, but then
declines. The 'other' category shows no particularly strong association with income, while those living rent-free are
more common in lower income groups.

Table 3.3 shows the variations in nature of occupancy and housing costs for sole parents (both male and female) by
age. It is clear that owners have particularly low costs ($14 per week on average) and ownership is particularly
unlikely for sole parents aged less than 35 years and quite likely for those aged 45 years and over. For those sole
parents aged 55 years and over, the level of home ownership is not much less than that for single aged people.
Purchasing is a high cost tenure, and while sole parents aged 35 to 44 years are most likely to be purchasing, those
purchasers aged 55 years and over have a very high level of costs. It can be seen that there is not a great deal of
variation in either the level of housing costs for public renters across age ranges. nor in the proportion of each age
group who are renting from the government (although the level is highest for those aged 25 to 34 years).

Private renting is much more common among younger sole parents, and after purchasing has the highest avemge
level of cost. As might be expected. those 'other' renters who are sharing accommodation are most likely among
younger sole parents, as are those living rent-free. The picture this table presents, therefore is of very considerable
variation in housing occupancy and costs with age. Housing costs are at their highest. on avemge, for sole parents
aged 25 to 44 years. Housing costs are lowest for sole parents aged 55 years and over - this appears to be mainly
due to the high level of home ownership in this group. The group with the next lowest level of costs are those aged
15 to 24 years - this would appear to reflect the small proportion of purchasers and the relatively high share of
persons living either rent-free <X' with others. It can also be seen that the high level of housing costs of those aged
25 to 34 and 35 to 44 years is probably accounted for by the fact that around SO to SS per cent of these groups are in
the high cost situations of either purchasing or renting privately.

Table 3.4 shows the distribution of an sole parent income units by location and type of dwelling. It can be seen that
around two-thirds of all sole parents live in the capital cities, and are particularly concentrated in the capitals in the
Northern Territa'y, South Australia. Westem Australia and Victoria. Sole parents in either Queensland or
Tasmania are most likely to live outside the capital. As might be expected. those sole parents living in capital cities
are much more likely to be living in flats <X' units, (except in Queensland). Correspondingly, sole parents living
outside the capital cities are more likely to be living in separate houses in all States except Queensland. The
distribution of sole parents across dwelling types and locations will presumably affect their relative housing costs,
as sole parents are generally more likely than other low income families with children to be living in the capital
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TABLE 3.2: INCOME UNITS BY NATURE OF OCCUPANCY AND TOTAL WEEKLY INCOME,
FEBRUARY-MAY 1988

Nature of occupancy (%) ~

Total Weekly Renters Renters Rent TOTAL
Income Owners Purchasers GovL Private Other Free ("000)

Under $199 51.4 9.8
,

9.4 16.6 5.7 7.0 100.0 1,696.1
$200 to $299 46.5 12.7 7.5 23.8 5.4 4.1 100.0 757.5
$300 to $399 35.5 20.4 5.3 27.8 6.4 4.6 100.0 755.2
$400 to $499 32.2 30.0 3.0 25.3 5.7 3.7 100.0 692.8
$500 to $599 31.1 38.9 2.3 19.9 5.2 2.6 100.0 548.6
$600 to $699 31.8 44.4 1.3 15.8 4.4 2.3 100.0 467.0
$700 to $799 31.5 47.1 1.7 14.1 3.4 2.2 100.0 343.3
$800 to $899 31.8 47.2 1.0 14.0 4.2 1.8 100.0 253.6
$900 to $1000 29.1 53.1 0.8 10.9 4.2 1.9 100.0 195.0-
$1000 and over 34.5 48.6 0.6 11.2 3.0 2.1 100.0 464.2
TOTAL 39.5 26.8 5.0 19.3 5.2 4.2 100.0 ·6,173.4

No. ('000) 2,438.8 1,657.1 308.9 1,188 8.5 319.6 260.6 6,173.4

Source: Austtalian Bureau of Statistics, 1988 Housing Survey, State and Territory
Comparisons, Cat. No. 4134.0, Table 7.

cities - the 1988-89 Household Expeaditure Survey shows, for example, that just under halfof the lowest quintile
ofcouples with children lived in capital cities compared to around 70 per cent of each of the lowest two quintiles of
sole parents.

Table 3.5 compares the housing costs and incomes of sole parents, couples and single persons by nature of
occupancy and principal source of income. Unfortunately, the published data do not allow disaggregation by
whether couples do or do not have children, nor by the age of individuals. Therefore the groupings include persons
at very different stages of their life cycles and with differing housing circumstances. In particular, most of the
couples and most of the single person income units whose principal source of income is government cash benefits
will be aged, while most of the wage and salary earners will be at a more comparable age to the sole parents.

It can be seen that for home-owners, there is not a great deal of variation in absolute housing costs, either across
income unit types 01' income sources. There is, however, a good deal of variation in income levels, and as a
consequence housing costs as a percentage of income range from 2.4 per cent for wage and sa1ary earner couples to
6.9 per cent for single pensioners or beneficiaries. Nevertheless, this is a low cost form of housing occupancy.

Purchasing, in contrast, is much more expensive and while purchasers have the highest average income levels, they
must still allocate around 20 per cent of their incomes overall to housing. For single parents and couples whose
principal source of income is govemment cash benefits, there is not a great deal of difference between average
mean purchasing costs - while those of sole parents are slightly greater, so are their average incomes, with the result
that each group is spending about 40 per cent of income on housing.
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TABLE 3.3: SOLE PARENT INCOME UNITS: NUMBER OF INCOME UNITS AND MEAN WEEKLY
HOUSING COSTS BY AGE OF PARENT AND MEAN WEEKLY INCOME BY NATURE OF

OCCUPANCY, FEBRUARY-MAY 1988

Nature of Occupancy

Renters Renters Rent
Age of Parent Owners Purchasers Govt. Private Other free TOTAL

151024
('000) 0.6 1.8 72 13.9 13.1 5.5 42.1
(%) 1.4 4.3 17.1 33.0 31.1 13.1 100.0
Costs ($) 6 107 35 81 43 51

251034
('000) 4.9 21.0 30.7 35.6 12.5 9.1 113.6
(%) 4.3 18.5 27.0 31.3 11.0 8.0 100.0
Costs(%) 10 101 40 87 52 63

351044
('000) 22.4 35.2 19.9 30.8 5.2 6.4 119.8
(%) 18.7 29.4 16.6 25.7 4.3 5.3 100.0
Costs ($) 13 100 39 115 42 70

451054
('000) 16.6 9.6 7.1 6.9 2.4 0.5 43.0
(%) 38.6 22.3 16.5 16.0 5.6 1.2 100.0
Costs ($) 18 97 43 97 84 56

55 plus
('000) 82 1.2 1.9 0.2 0.8 0.5 12.8
(%) 64.1 9.4 14.8 1.6 6.3 3.9 100.0
Costs ($) 11 151 47 200 67 36

TOTAL
('000) 52.6 68.7 66.8 87.4 33.9 21.9 331.3
(%) 15.9 20.7 202 26.4 10.2 6.6 100.0
Costs ($) 14 101 40 97 49 62

Mean Weekly Income 294 365 208 262 221 210 270

Costs/Income(%) 4.8 27.7 19.2 37.0 22.2 23.0

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1988 Housing Survey, Housing Costs and Occupancy,
No Catalogue Number, Table 11.
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TABLE 3.4: SOLE PARENT INCOME UNITS: TYPE OF DWELLING
BY LOCATION, FEBRUARY-MAY 1988

Type of Dwelling .~

Separate FJatI
Location house unit Other Total
State No. % No. % No. % No. %

NSW
- capital City 44.0 61.8 14.6 20.5 12.6 17.7 71.2 100.0
-Other 32.3 82.6 2.1 504 4.8 12.3 39.1 100.0

VIC
- Capital City 45.2 74.2 6.1 10.0 9.5 15.6 60.8 100.0
-Other 18.8 80.0 0.7 4.3 4.0 17.0 23.5 100.0

QLD
- Capital City 2O.S 80.9 1.1 4.3 3.8 14.8 25.7 100.0
-Other IS.5 70.1 I.S 6.8 6.0 22.7 26.4 100.0

SA
- Capital City 14.5 60.7 1.9 7.9 7.5 31.4 23.9 100.0
-Other 4.3 78.2 1.2 21.8 5.5 100.0

WA
- Capital City 18.8 71.5 2.0 7.6 5.5 20.9 26.3 100.0
-Other 6.1 85.9 1.0 14.1 7.1 100.0

TAS
- Capital City 4.7 82.5 0.2 3.5 0.8 14.0 5.7 100.0
-Other 5.3 94.6 0.3 5.4 5.6 100.0

NT
- Capital City 3.0 75.0 0.6 15.0 0.4 10.0 4.0 100.0
-Other

ACT
- Capital City 5.4 87.1 0.7 11.3 0.2 3.2 6.2 100.0
-Other

TOTAL
- Capital City 156.3 69.8 27.3 12.2 40.4 18.0 224.0 100.0
-Other S5.3 79.5 4.6 4.3 17.3 16.1 107.3 100.0

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics. 1988 Housing Survey, State and Territor)'
Comparisons, Cat. No. 4134.0.• Table 13.
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TABLE 3.5: INCOME UNITS OWNING, PURCHASING OR RENTING THEIR DWELLING: HOUSING COSTS ($P.W.) AND INCOME (sP.W.) OF
INCOME UNITS BY TYPE OF INCOME UNIT, TYPE OF OCCUPANCY AND PRINCIPAL SOURCE OF INCOME UNIT INCOME

Type of lBcoIDe Unit by PrindpaI Source of Ineome Unit IDcoIIle

Sole Pareats Couples Slnate Persoas TOTAL
Government Wages Govemment Wages Government Wages Government Wages

Cash or Cash or Cash or Cash (]I'

Type of Occupancy Benefits SaJary Benefits Salary Benefits Salary Benefits Salary TOIal

-
Owners

Mean Costs 10 18 10 16 9 13 10 16 14
Mean Income 115 418 213 666 128 445 111 632 420
CosWIncome(%) 5.9 4.4 4.8 2.4 6.9 3.0 5.6 2.5 3.3

PurdIuers
Mean Costs 84 112 16 131 38 125 61 130 126
Mean Incomes 211 481 181 138 133 530 111 102 639
CosWIncome(%) 39.1 23.1 40.6 11.8 28.4 23.6 319 18.5 19.1 w....

Governmeat Reaters
Mean Costs 36 62 46 15 28 60 35 71 46
Mean Incomes 188 331 228 514 124 340 172 411 26S
Costs/Income(%) 19.2 18.8 20.2 14.6 22.2 11.6 20.6 15.2 11.6

Private Renters
Mean Costs 92 101 81 116 54 72 11 91 88
Mean Incomes 199 393 222 652 121 415 164 S09 412
CosWIncomes(%) 46.2 25.8 39.2 11.8 44.8 11.4 43.0 11.8 21.4

Other Reaters
Mean Costs 49 51 49 SO 36 41 42 48 46
Mean Income 114 319 215 682 113 400 141 521 400
CostsIIncome(%) 28.0 13.4 22.8 1.4 31.6 11.8 /28.4 9.2 11.6

TOTAL
Mean Costs 58 81 30 86 23 72 30 82 63
Mean Income 191 426 212 694 126 440 169 619 411
CosWIncome(%) 30.4 19.0 14.2 12.4 18.3 16.4 11.8 13.2 13.4

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1988 Housing Survey, Housing Costs and Occupancy, No Catalogue Number, Table 15.
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Government renters have much lower levels of housing costs. but they also have the lowest average income levels
overall But because rent levels for this group are established administratively. the situation of government renters
cannot provide an app:opDare test of wbelbet housing costs for sole parents are or are not similar to those of
couples with children. Persons renting privately and whose principal income source is government benefits have
the highest overall ratio of housing costs to inccmes (43 per cent). and it can be seen that after purchasers. private
renters have the highest absolute level of housing costs. The costs of beneficiary sole parents and couples in this
tenure are quite similar, while those of single beneficiaries are much Iowel' in absolute tenns. but are high relative
to income. because incanes of this group are low.

It should be noted tbat private renters are paying pivate landlords. who are real estate agents or other persons or
organisations in the ptoperty management field, or pivare individuals (other than relatives) who live outside the
household. 'Other landlords' includes employers. relatives not living in the same household, and other persons,
related or not related and living in the same household (as in the case of a boarder). It is apparent that other renters
pay comparatively low rents, although with the exception of wage and salary earner couples, they also have
relatively low incomes. While the ADS publicaIion does not provide details of the number of different income
units in each of the occupancy-income source cells in Table 3.5, it can be estimated that around three-quarters of
the sole parents who are other renters are pensiClIlers or beneficiaries. while only a very small proportion of the
couples in this group are receiving government cash benefits (i.e. these couples are probably wage and salary
earners whose rent is being paid by their employers).

Table 3.6 shows de1ails of the mortgage costs of income units purchasing their dwellings by type of dwelling
purchased. It is apparent that the vast nuQority of purchasers are buying a separate house. although single persons
are much more likely to be buying a Oat or unit. Sole parent purchasers are only slightly less likely to be buying a
separate house than are couples, and while their mortgage repayments are lower. so are their incomes. so that they
are spending a higher proportion of these incomes. Interestingly, for both couples and sole parents. mortgage
repayments for medium density housing are higber than for separate housing. but so are average incomes. Medium
density housing includes terrace houses. single storey flats and town houses. so it may be that the higher mortgages
are consequence of these houses being in inner city areas. for example.

Table 3.7 looks at income units who do not own or are not purchasing their dwelling. and the reason why they are
renting. Sole parents are far more likely to be renting because they can not afford to buy. with nearly 60 per cent of
sole parents being in this posi&ico, compared to around 22 per cent of single persons and 28 per cent of couples.
Sole parents and single persons are much less likely to be saving for their own home, and sole parents and singles
are also much less likely than couples to own land on which they can build. Part C of the table shows the
distribution of waiting times for those on the gcMmUDent housing waiting lisL It can be seen that while the
absolute number ofsole parents waiting for public housing is somewhat less than the number ofeither single people
or couples (being 40. SO and 60 thousand respectively). a far higher proportion of sole parents who are privarely
renting are on the waiting list - nearly 20 per cent, compared to 2 per cent ofsingle persons and around 8per cent of
couples. In fact, the number of sole parents in government housing as a proportion of all who are either in or
waiting for places is somewhat lower than the proportion of couples or singles in this situation.

Table 3.8 shows the mean weetly rents of income units who are renting (except those renting without charge).
Couples who rented from the government spent around 15 to 16 per cent of income on rent, while sole parents
generally spent around 19 per cent of their incomes; the housing costs of single persons in this category, while
somewhat Iowel' again than those of sole parents were the highest as a percentage of income. Private renters
generally have the bighest. housing costs. 0vemII. sole parents who were renting privately spent $97 per week
compared to $113 per week for couples and $69 per week for single persons. Sole parents. however. had on
average the lowest incomes by far. so that rent as a proportion of income was around 80 per cent higher for sole
parents than for either couples or single persons. Couples with 'other' landlords have lower average housing costs
than do other couples. but higher average incomes.

Table 3.9 shows the number and distribution of these income units by the types of landlords and dwellings (i.e.
those for whom rents and incomes were shown in Table 3.8). Table 3.9 also includes information on the number of
couples with incomes between $200 and $299 per week, sole parents with incomes between $150 and $199 per
week, and singles with incomes between $100 and $149 per week. These income ranges were chosen as they
encompassed the maximum rate of pensions and benefits for the different types of income units in the period in
1988 in which the survey was conducted. Thus. most maximum rate pensioners and beneficiaries should be
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TABLE 3.6: INCOME UNITS PURCHASING THEIR DWELLING: TYPE OF INCOME UNIT BY TYPE
OF DWELLING BY MEAN WEEKLY MORTGAGE COSTS BY MEAN WEEKLY INCOME,

FEBRUARY-MAY 1988

Separate Medium Flat,
House Density unit TOTAL

Couple

No. ('000) 1,284.6 14.3 36.7 1,339.7
% 95.9 1.1 2.7 100.0
Mean Mortgage ($p.w.) 113 150 159 115 '
Mean Income (Sp.w.) 685 837 787 689
Mortgage/Income (%) 16.5 17.9 20.2 16.7

Sole Parent

No. ('000) 62.6 2.6 3.2 68.7
% 91.1 3.8 4.7 100.0
Mean Mortage (Sp.w.) 88 115 72 88
Mean Income ($p.w.) 356 432 518 365
MortgagelIncome (%) 24.6 26.6 14.0 24.2

Single

No. COOO) 179.3 9.5 58.5 248.6
% 72.1 3.8 23.5 100.0
Mean Mortgage ($p.w.) 95 105 110 99
Mean Income (Sp.w.) 428 449 495 445
MortgageIIncome (%) 22.2 23.3 22.3 22.3

Total

No. ('000) 1,526.5 26.4 98.4 1,657.0
% 92.1 1.6 5.9 100.0
Mean Mortgage (Sp.w.) 110 130 127 111
Mean Income ($p.w.) 642 657 604 639
Mortgage/Income (%) 17.2 19.8 21.0 17.5

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1988 Housing Survey, Housing Costs and Occupancy, No Catalogue
Number, Table 14.
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TABLE 3.7: INCOME UNITS NOT OWNING OR PURCHASING THEIR DWELLING: TYPE OF
INCOME UNIT BY MAIN REASON FOR RENTING, WHETHER OWNS LAND FOR BUILDING, AND

WHETHER WAITING FOR GOVERNMENT HOUSING, FEBRUARY·MAY 1988

~

Type of Income Unit

Couples Sole Parents One Person TOTAL
No. No. No. No.

('000) % ('000) % ('000) % ('000) %

A.
Main reason for
for reDting(a)
Can't afford own home 191.4 27.7 111.2 59.1 359.7 21.6 662.3 26.0
Saving for own home 231.4 33.5 25.3 13.5 172.4 10.3 429.1 16.9
Cheaper/more convenient to rent 111.4 16.1 17.4 9.3 452.0 27.1 580.8 22.8
Other reasons 157.5 22.8 34.2 18.2 682.1 40.9 873.9 34.3
TOTAL 691.7 100.0 188.1 100.0 1,666.2 100.0 2,546.0 100.0

B.
Owns land
NO.~OOO) 84.2 4.9 51.0 140.1
%(b 10.6 2.3 2.0 4.0

C.
On government honsing
waitingUst
Less than 1 year 19.6 32.3 14.2 34.5 18.8 36.9 52.6 34.4
1 to2 years 18.9 31.2 11.3 27.4 13.0 25.5 43.2 28.3
3 to4 years 18.7 30.9 14.2 34.5 15.9 31.2 48.9 32.0
5 or more years 3.4 5.6 1.5 3.6 3.2 6.3 8.1 5.3
TOTAL 60.6 100.0 41.2 100.0 51.0 100.0 152.8 100.0

Not on waiting list 732.8 168.8 2,449.5 3,351.1

Those waiqng as percentage
of total(b) 7.6 19.6 2.0 4.4

Those in government housing 134.4 66.8 107.7 308.9

Those in government housing
---as percentage oftotal(c) 68.9 61.9 67.9 66.9

Note: (a) Excludes rent-free and 'other'.
(b) Percentage of total of those not owning or purchasing their dwelling.
(c) Percentage of total number either in or on waiting list for government housing.

Source: Austtalian Bureau of Statistics, 1988 Housing Survey, Housing Costs and Occupancy, No
Catalogue Number, Tables 24, 25, 26.
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TABLE 3.8: INCOME UNITS WHO RENT (EXCLUDING RENT-FREE): MEAN WEEKLY RENTS AND INCOME BY TYPE OF INCOME UNIT, TYPE OF
LANDLORD AND TYPE OF DWELLING, FEBRUARY-MAY 1988

Type of incoIIle unit
Couples Sole Parents Single Total

Type of landlord Rent as " Rent as " Rent as " Rent as "
and dwe1Hnp Rent Income ofIncome Rent Income of Income Rent Income of Income Rent" Income of Income

Government
Separate house 66 402 16.4 41 214 19.0 38 163 23.2 54 311 17.5
Other 53 347 15.4 38 198 19.4 29 149 19.7 38 217 17.6
Total 62 384 16.1 40 208 19.2 32 153 20.7 46 265 17.5

Private
Separate house 113 563 20.0 98 262 37.4 61 321 18.9 88 431 20.5
Medium density 107 561 19.0 91 270 33.5 67 331 20.3 81 394 20.5
F1ats/units 120 S40 22.2 99 242 41.0 80 354 22.6 93 401 23.1 ~

Other 128 347 36.9 127 370 34.3 74 272 27.4 97 30S 31.7
Vl

Total 113 555 20.4 97 262 36.9 69 334 20.7 88 412 21.3

Other
Separate house 49 641 7.6 46 216 21.3 33 269 12.3 35 307 11.4
Other 56 460 12.0 62 239 26.1 42 261 16.1 44 275 16.0
Total 49 624 7.9 49 221 22.4 34 268 12.8 36 303 12.0

Total
Separate house 90 548 16.4 66 234 28.0 40 278 14.3 55 351 15.8
Medium density 90 500 18.0 66 236 27.9 54 285 19.1 65 336 19.3
Flats/units 110 510 21.5 78 230 33.8 69 317 21.8 80 360 22.2
Other 113 410 21.6 127 370 34.3 (f) 292 23.6 87 336 25.9

10TAL 93 532 11.5 68 235 28.9 48 286 16.1 61 349 17.6

Note: e - estimated.
Source: Austtalian Bureau of Statistics, 1988 Housing Survey, Housing Costs and Occupancy, No Catalogue Number, Table 13.



TABLE 3.9: INCOME UNITS WHO RENT (EXCLUDING RENT-FREE): TYPE OF INCOME UNIT BY TYPE OF
LANDLORD BY TYPE OF DWELLING, FEBRUARY-MAY 1988

-
Type of income unit

Couples with Sole parents with Singles with
All incomes between All sole incomes between All incomes between

Couples $200 and $299 p.w. parents $150 and $199 p.w. singles $100 and $149 p.w.
Type of landlord No. No. No. No. No. No.
by type ofdwelUnl ('()()() % ('()()() % ('000) % ('000) % ('()()() % ('000) %

-
Government

Separate house 89.3 66.4 17.0 54.8 38.4 57.5 17.7 52.4 30.1 27.9 19.6 24.8
Other 45.0 33.5 14.0 45.2 28.4 42.5 16.1 47.6 77.7 72.1 59.4 75.2
Total 134.4 100.0 31.0 100.0 66.8 100.0 33.8 100.0 107.7 100.0 79.1 100.0

Private
Separate house 269.4 60.0 37.9 56.0 45.4 51.9 12.7 44.9 252.4 38.7 45.5 39.7
Medium density 81.4 18.1 12.3 18.2 23.1 26.4 9.3 32.9 173.2 26.6 33.3 29.0 w

Q\

Flats/units 90.8 20.2 15.5 22.9 17.1 19.6 6.3 23.3 214.5 32.9 32.4 28.2
Other 7.1 1.6 2.0 3.0 1.5 1.7 - - 12.2 1.9 3.6 3.1
Total 448.8 100.0 67.7 100.0 87.4 100.0 28.3 100.0 652.3 100.0 114.7 100.0

Other
Separate house 98.2 90.4 7.7 71.3 26.7 78.8 14.5 81.0 114.5 64.7 24.0 57.7
Other 10.4 9.6 3.1 28.7 7.1 21.2 3.3 19.0 62.6 35.3 17.6 42.3
Total 108.6 100.0 10.8 100.0 33.9 100.0 17.9 100.0 177.1 100.0 41.6 100.0

Total
Separate house 457.0 66.1 62.6 57.2 110.6 58.6 44.9 56.2 396.9 42.3 89.1 37.9
Medium density 117.6 17.0 23.4 21.4 46.9 24.9 21.7 27.2 254.0 27.1 76.7 32.6
Flats/units 108.3 15.7 21.1 19.3 29.1 15.5 13.3 16.6 272.2 29.0 65.3 .27.7
Other 8.9 11.3 2.4 2.2 1.5 0.8 . - 14.0 1.5 4.2 1.8
Total 691.7 100.0 109.4 100.0 188.1 100.0 79.9 100.0 937.2 100.0 235.4 100.0

Source: Austmlian Bmeau of Statistics, 1988 Ho~iDg Survey, Housing Costs and Occupancy, No Catalogue Number, Table 12.

.,
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included in this comparison. While this is only a very indirect indication of receipt of pension or benefit, it is not
possible to be more precise with the published daIa. Table 3.8 and 3.9 should be considered in conjunction with
Table 3.10, which focuses on the low income groups chosen and shows the percentage distribution of each income
unit group by type of landlord and type of dwelling, and shows the average weekly rent paid by each sub-group.

It can be seen that just over 40 per cent of sole parents in the income range of $150 to $199 per week were renting
from government, compered to around one third of the single persons and 28 per cent of the couples. The higher
proportion of sole parents in public housing reduced their average rent level to a larger extent than for other income
unit typeS. Excluding income units renting from the government, it can be calculated that the overall average rent _
levels for private and other tenten would be around $82 per week for couples, $70 per week for sole parents, and
$50 per week for single persons. For private renten only, Table 3.10 shows average rent levels for sole parents are
very similar to average levels for couples, although it is not possible to separate couples with children from those
without children.

It is interesting to note that fairly similar proportions of sole parents and couples (56 to 57 per cent) were renting
separate houses. Sole parents are much more likely to be in separate houses through renting from the government,
or through sharing accommodation with others, however.

Some further light may be thrown on these issues through consideration ·of changes over time in the housing
arrangements and costs of different types of income units. Table 3.11 shows average weekly housing costs in 1982
and 1988. It can be seen that over this period the housing costs of sole parents rose by less than that of any group
except aged single persons, although costs for these groups did not rise by much less· than the average. On the
smface, this change may not appear to be consistent with earlier evidence that is suggestive of a considerable
degree of housing stress among sole parents.

Table 3.12 shows changes in the percentage distribution of income units by nature of occupancy between 1982 and
1988. It can be seen that while the proportion of couples and singles who owned their own homes increased
substantially, the proportion of sole parents who were owners fell slightly. The increase in home ownership among
single persons seems to have been mainly due to an increasing level of ownership in the aged population • from
59.8 to 69.1 per cent· (but not an increase in the proportion who were aged), while the increase among couples
seems to have been mainly due to an increase in the level of ownership among couples with children, and also due
to an increase in the ploportion of couples who were aged. The slight fall in the proportion of sole parents who
owned their home seems to have been due to a fall in the proportion of both female and male sole parent owners,
from 14.9 per cent to 13.3 per cent for females, and from 19.5 per cent to 16.4 per cent for males. This occurred
over a period when the number of single parent income units increased very rapidly (by about 27.5 per cent),
suggesting it is possible that the 'new' single parents were less likely to be home-owners.

It can be seen that there wu a significant fall in the proportion of sole parents who were purchasing a home. While
there was an even larger fall in the proporUQIl of couples who were purchasers, there was at the same time a very
large increase in the level of home ownership among this group. There is also an apparent shift in the pattern of
renting among sole parents, which is not seen among couples or single persons. The proportion of sole parents in
government housing increased very slightly, while the proportion in private rental accommodation fell. There was
a very large increase in the proportion of sole parents renting from other landlords and an increase in those living
rent free. It might also be noted that over this period the number of sole parent income units increased by 27.5 per
cent, while the number of couples increased by 9 per cent and the number of single person income units by--only 2.6
percent.

Table 3.13 shows changes in the average level of housing costs by type of income unit and type of occupancy
between 1982 and 1988. Sole parents who were either purchasing their home or were private renters had the
highest levels of housing costs as a proportion of income, and even those who were other renters spent a higher
proportion of their income than did other income mrits in this type of occupancy. It is probable that these patterns
are the result of a number of complex factors. For example, while sole parents who were renting privately had an
increase in average housing costs of around 80 per cent, the average income of this group rose by 61 per cent
(compared to a 45 per cent increase for sole parents overall). Other renters faced an increase in mean housing costs
of around 20 per cent, but an increase in average incomes of only 12 per cent It is likely that these sorts of changes
reflect a move out of private renting to sharing accommodation by less prosperous sole parents, so that private
renting becomes more limited to a group of sole parents with somewhat higher than average incomes.
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TABLE 3.10: INCOME UNITS WHO RENT (EXCLUDING RENT FREE): LOW INCOME GROUPS BY
MEAN WEEKLY RENT BY TYPE OF LANDLORD AND TYPE OF DWELLING,

FEBRUARY.MAY, 1988

Type of income unit and mean weekly rent

Couples with Sole parents with Singles with
Type ollandlorcl and incomes between incomes between incomes between
type 01 dwelling $200 and $299 $150 and $199 $100 and $149

% Rent % Rent % Rent

Government
Separate house 15.5 51 22.2 35 8.3 32
Other 12.8 46 20.2 33 25.2 25
Total 28.3 49 42.3 34 33.6 27

Private
Separate house 34.6 83 15.9 90 19.3 49
Medium density 11.2 98 11.6 87 14.2 50
Flats/units 14.2 94 7.9 82 13.8 63
Other 1.8 132 1.5 66
Total 61.9 90 35.4 87 48.7 54

Other
Separate house 7.0 45 18.1 44 10.2 39
Other 2.8 30 4.1 52 7.5 32
Total 9.9 41 22.4 46 17.7 36

Total
Separate house 57.2 70 56.2 53 37.9 42
Medium density 21.4 73 27.2 57 32.6 36
Flats/units 19.3 80 16.6 58 27.7 46
Other 2.2 114 1.8 63
Total 100.0 73 100.0 55 100.0 42

Number (000) 109.4 79.9 235.4

Income groups as percentage
of all renters in income
unit type 15.8 42.5 25.1

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1988 Housing Survey, Housing Costs and Occupancy, No
Catalogue Number, Tables 12 and 13.
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TABLE 3.11: MEAN WEEKLY HOUSING COSTS OF INCOME UNITS,
1982 AND 1988

Type of income unit
Mean weekly housing costs ($)
1982 1988

Change 1982 to 1988
$ %

Couples
• without children
• with children

All couples

Sole parents

Single persons
·15 to 24 years
• 25 to 64 years
• 65 years and over

All singles

TOTAL

33 53 20 60.6
57 85 28 49.1

46 69 23 50.0

42 62 20 47.6

34 52 18 52.9
38 58 20 52.6
11 16 5 45.5

29 45 16 55.2

40 61 21 52.5

Source:'

Discussion

Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1988 Housing Survey, Housing Costs and Occupancy, No
catalogue Number, Section 1, Table 1 and Section 3, Table 1.

This description of the housing circumstances and costs of sole parents has shown that it is difficult to produce
conclusive evidence for the argument that sole parents and low income couples with children must face similar
levels of housing costs. As noted above, sole parents are likely to be concentrated in some types of occupancy with
low average housing costs • for example, Table 3.1 showed that around 38 per cent of female sole parents and 28
per cem of male sole parents were either reming from the government, living with others or living rent free, while
fewer than 10 per cent of non-aged couples were in these occupancy groups. Around 46 per cent of female sole
parents, 50 per cent of male sole parents and 53 per cent of non-aged couples were in the high cost occupancy
groups, either purchasing or renting.

While these sorts of differences are likely to produce very large variations in average housing costs for different
types of income units, there is some evidence that within occupancy groups housing costs for sole parents and low
income couples could be broadly similar.ll For example, in Table 3.5 it was shown that average housing costs for
sole parents and couples whose principal source of income was government cash benefits were the same for owners
and other renters, and nearly the same for purchasers and private renters (although in both cases, costs were higher
for sole parents than for couples). This similarity between mean housing costs within occupancy groups implies
that the difference between the overall mean housing costs shown in· Table 3.5 results from the differing
distribution across tenures.

11 It migb1 be noted 1hat this iI mJected in soc:ial security rmt assistance policies, which provide the same level of rent assistance to

couples md to I01e pmmts with the same number of clU1ciren.
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TABLE 3.12: INCOME UNITS: PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME UNIT TYPES BY
NATURE OF OCCUPANCY, 1982 AND 1988

Type of income unit

Nature of Sole parents Couples Single persons
Occupancy 1982 1988 1982 1988 1982 1988

Owners 16.3 15.9 36.4 43.6 30.6 35.8

Purchasers 23.4 20.7 42.7 35.4 11.3 12.1

Renters
-Government 19.2 20.2 4.0 3.6 4.0 5.2
- Private 29.9 26.4 11.0 111.9 31.7 31.7
-Other 5.7 10.2 3.0 2.9 12.2 8.6
- Total 54.8 56.8 18.0 18.4 47.9 45.5

Rent free 5.4 6.6 2.9 2.7 10.2 6.7

TOTAL
% 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
No. ('000) 259.8 331.3 3,471.3 3,782.8 2,007.1 2,059.3

..
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1988 Housing Survey, Housing Costs and Occupancy, No

Catalogue Number. Section I, Tables 2 to 4, and Section 3, Table 2.

The results of the 1988 Housing Survey also appear to suggest that both sole parent and couple families
overwhelmingly seek to live in separate houses. Table 3.6 showed that around 96 per cent of purchasing couples
and 91 per cent of purchasing sole parents lived in separate houses, while Table 3.9 showed that similar overall
proportions of couples and sole parents likely to be receiving government cash benefits were renting separate
houses. Sole parents, however, appeared to rely on public housing or sharing accommodation with others 10
achieve this result.

Given the evidence that average housing costs for some sub-groups of sole parents took a very high proportion of
their income, it is not surprising that the data suggests a considerable degree of constraint and compromise in the
accommodation choice of sole parents. Table 3.7 showed that sole parents were much more likely to be renting
because they could not afford to purchase, but nevertheless were unlikely to find renting a cheap alternative.
Changes over time in the proportion of sole parents in different housing situations also suggests that sole parents
have responded to increasing housing costs by shifting into types ofaccommodation with lower costs - sharing with
others or being supported by other family members.

On balance, therefore, it would seem reasonable to conclude that while the average housing costs of sole parents are
very different from the average housing costs of couples, when one compares sole parents and couples in similar
situations (occupancy groups and income sources/levels), there is some evidence to support the conclusion that
housing costs are broadly similar. At the same time, perhaps the main conclusion is that the type of data available
is not really suitable for this pmpose.
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TABLE 3.13: HOUSING COSTS ($P.W.) AND INCOME ($P.W.) OF INCOME UNITS BY TYPE OF
INCOME UNIT AND TYPE OF OCCUPANCY,

1982 AND 1988
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Nevertheless, to the extent that the evidence suggests that the level of housing costs of sole parent pensioners and
beneficiary couples with children may be broadly similar for some sub-groups, the obvious question is whether this
has any particular significance for social security policy. Table 3.14 illustrates a range of possible effects of equal
levels of housing costs for the after-housing incomes of beneficiary couples with one child and sole parent
pensioners with one child.

The table uses the rates of social security assistance current at the end of 1990 (including family allowances). The
levels of housing costs used are taken from earlier tables (rounded from Table 3.5), and are not adjusted for
inflation since 1988 since they are simply intended to be illusttative. The last column of the table shows that the
social security income of a sole parent with one child is about 70 per cent of that of a beneficiary couple with one
child. The slight variation in this mtio reflects the difference between rates of additional pension/benefit payable
for children under 13 years and 13 to 15 years.

For persons such as home-owners who have low housing costs, if the costs of sole parents and couples are the
same, the effect is to lower slightly the mtio of after-housing incomes of the two types of families. If housing costs
are flat, then the higher the level of costs, the greater the fall in after-housing incomes of sole parents relative to
couples. For example, for private renters paying $90 a week ($55 after rent assistance), the ratio is around 62 per
cent. For purchasers, the illustrative ratio falls to around 58 per cent. Only public renters are unaffected in this
way - since they are assumed in this example to pay a constant proportion of income, the mtio of their after-housing
incomes is the same as that of their before housing pension/benefit rates. 12 It should also be noted that if net
housing costs exceed those assumed in the table, then the ratio of sole parents' after-housing income to those. of
couples will decline even further. For example, with a net expenditure on housing of $120 a week for both couples
and sole parents, the ratio of after-housing incomes would fall to around 46 per cent.

The appropriate interpretation of these effects is not obvious. The fact that the ratio of after-housing incomes of
these families is less than that of their before-housing incomes is a logical consequence of economies of scale in
housing. This can be illustrated by a simplified example. Suppose that a sole parent and a couple with children
only need to spend money on food and housing. Suppose $40 per week is sufficient for food for the sole parent
family and $20 a week is sufficient for housing. If$80 a week is needed for the couple's food requirements and $20
a week for their housing, then the ratio of an overall adequate income would be $40 plus $20 divided by $80 plus
$20, or 60 per cent. The example assumes no economies of scale in food and complete economies of scale in
housing. Ifboth sole parents and couples spend $20 on housing, then their after-housing resources would be no less
adequate than their pre-housing incomes even though the mtio of their after-housing incomes is lower at 50 per cent
($40/$80).

Suppose, however, that actual housing costs for both units were $30 a week and not $20 per week, then after
housing incomes would be $30 and $70 respectively. Then the ratio of their after-housing incomes would be 42.9
per cent ($30/$70). Moreover, both groups would have inadequate incomes, but those of sole parents would be
proportionately less adequate than those of couples, because the couples would have 87.s per cent of what they
need for food ($70/$80), while the sole parents would have only 75 per cent of what they need to spend on food
($30/$40).

It follows from this that the ratio of after-housing incomes can be lower than the ratio of incomes before housing
costs, without sole parents necessarily becoming worse off. Some independent estimate of the appropriate
relativities between after-housing incomes would be required before such a conclusion could be reached.
Nevertheless, the simple example given above suggests that it is possible for the relativities to fall to a level that
would cause sole parents to be in deeper poverty than beneficiary couples with children.

One estimate of after-housing relativities is given in Table 3.15, which shows equivalence scales for different
commodities derived using the Extended Linear Expenditure System (ELES) and data from the 1984 Household
Expenditure Survey. Before considering the implications of these results, it is important to emphasise that, as
with all equivalence scale research, there are many criticisms that could be made of the ELES approach (see
Whiteford, 1985). In effect, the main assumption of the ELES is that households buy a minimum satisfactory

12 Depending upon the treatment f1 additional payments for children and mother/guardian allowance, it is possible that sole parents could
actually pay a very slightly lower proporticn of their total inCCl11e in public rent than would couples with children. The example

therefore is intended to be illustrative of the assumptions. not ofactual practice.
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TABLE 3.14: ILLUSTRATIVB Ell'FECfS OF HOUSING COSTS ON
RELATIVE INCOMES OF SOLE PARENT PENSIONERS AND

BENEFICIARY COUPLES WlTB ONE CHILD

Beueficiary Sole parent Ratio of sole
couple, pensioner, parent's income

one child onecbild to couple's
(%)

Basic pension,tbenefit (p.w)(a) $276.65 - $287.75 $192.20 - $203.30 69.5 -70.7

Owners
Costs (p.w.) $10 $10
Net income (p.w.) $266.65 - $Tl7.75 $182.20 - $193.30 68.3 -69.6

Purcbasers
Costs (p.w.) $80 $80
Net income (p.w.) $196.65 - S'JUT.75 $112.20 - $123.30 57.1- 59.4

PubUe Reaten
Costs (p.w.)(b) $55.33 - $57.55 $38.44 - $40.66
Net income (p.w.) $221.32 - $230.20 $153.76 - $162.64 69.5 -70.7

Private ReDten
Costs (p.w.) ~ $90
Rent assistance (p.w.) $35 $35

" Net income (p.w.) $221.65 - $232.75 $137.20 - $148.30 61.9 -63.7

Notes: (a) Basic pension and benefit rates are as at September to December 1990.
(b) It has been assumed tbat public renIerS pay 20 per cent of Ibeir income in rent.

amount of each commodity, and wbat is left over and can be spent freely is taken as an indieat« of economic well
. being. 'Ibis implies Ibat eqniva1alce of income (ar expenditure) is only acbieved or achievable by those who spend

at least the minimum satisfactory amount ar men. Tbe doDar Jevels involved are much higher than those provided
by the Australian social security system - for example, Ihe 'subsistence' expenditures for an commodities in 1984
was around $2SO a week far a sole parent with one cbild. while the pensiao rate for a sole parent waless than $150
at the time. 'Ibis means Ibat the eqniva1ellce scales and the commodity specific scales given in Table 3.15 should
not necessarily be thought of as relevant to persons receiving social security payments. Nevertheless this is the
only recent study which has estimated commodity specific equivalence scales for sole parents using Australian
data.

In the specific content of this section of the report. Ihe most relevant part of Table 3.15 is the last column, which
shows the ratio of the commodity scales far a sole parent family with one child and that of couples with one child.
These ratios are themselves derived flan the IJR'COIDmitted expenditure levels for each commodity and each family
type given in Tran Nam and WhitefOld (1990: 232).

The table can be interpreted as foUows: pre-conunitted expenditure on food for sole parents with one child is 56
per cent of those of couples with one child, at the subsistence level of income or expenditure. 'Ibis implies that
couples with one child are spending about 1.79 times as much on food as sole parents with one child when their
incomes are equivalent. 'Ibis ratio is the same far spending on tobacco and alcohol and for spending on personal
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TABLE 3.15: COMMODITY SPECIFIC EQUIVALENCE SCALES· EXTENDED LINEAR
EXPENDITURE SYSTEM, 1984

Household Type(a) .,.

!lJ1
Commodity Type (1,0) (1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (2,0) (2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,1)

1. Food 0.51 0.65 0.95 1.26 1.00 1.17 1.41 1.61 0.56

2. Tobacco/Alcohol 0.58 0.64 0.74 0.80 1.00 1.15 1.11 1.15 0.56

3. Clothing and Footwear 0.38 0.94 1.46 2.19 1.00 1.15 1.32 1.68 0.82

4. Current Housing Costs 0.80 1.22 1.23 1.25 1.00 1.52 1.52 1.51 0.80

5. Fuel and Power 0.61 0.99 1.02 1.38 1.00 1.23 1.32 1.51 0.80

6. Household Equipment
and Services 0.46 0.85 1.05 1.24 1.00 1.14 1.20 1.40 0.75

7. Medical Care 0.47 0.33 0.43 0.63 1.00 1.15 1.21 1.36 0.29

8. Transport 0.46 0.62 0.75 1.19 1.00 1.34 1.16 1.33 0.46

9. Recreation 0.53 0.62 0.68 1.01 1.00 0.92 1.15 1.19 0.67

10. Personal Care 0.62 0.69 1.33 1.32 1.00 1.19 1.13 1.22 0.58

11. Other 0.45 1.34 1.00 1.98 1.00 1.19 1.26 1.86 1.13

Total 0.53 0.80 0.95 1.27 1.00 1.20 1.28 1.44 0.67

Total After Housing 0.49 0.74 0.91 1.27 1.00 1.16 1.24 1.43 0.64

Note: (a) Households are classified by household size. The first number is the number of adults, and the
second is the number ofchildren, e.g. (1,1) is a sole parent with one child of any age.

Source: Tran Nam and Whiteford, 1990, Table 4.

care. In contrast, there are marked economies of scale in relation to clothing and footwear, current housing costs,
fuel and power and household equipment and services, e.g. couples with one child are spending about 1.25 times
the expenditure of sole parents with one child on current housing costs, when they have equivalent incomes.

It can be seen that the ovemll equivalence scale for a sole parent with one child is 67 per cent of that of a couple
with one child, and after housing costs have been subtracted, the ratio is 64 per cent. These figures can be
compared with those in Table 3.14 which showed that the current payment level for a sole parent with one child is
around 70 per cent of that of a couple with one child, while after the illustrative costs for private renters or
purchasers, the ratio could fall to between 57 and 64 per cent, or below.
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Given that this is only one estimate of the relative costs of sole parents and couples before and after housing costs,
it is important not to place too much weight on the result In particular, the result is possibly only meaningful for
households with incomes significantly higher than that provided by the pension or benefit system. Still, if for the
moment one were to accept this result as relevant to current social security arrangements, the ratios suggest that the
before-housing income levels of sole parents with one child are relatively 'over-generous', while the after-housing
incomes of those with high housing costs are very likely to be 'under-generous' (compared to couples with one
child).

It is not clear what recommendations would arise from such a conclusion, should it be considered justified. 13 It is
likely, however, that the appropriate policy response to the effect of housing costs on the relative position of sole
parents would be in the area of housing assistance, not in relation to the guardian allowance. In particular, the only
obvious mecbanism for ensuring that the ratio of sole parents after-housing incomes to those of couples did not fall
below some specific percentage level, would be to fix housing costs in dollar terms, rather~ in percentage terms
as is done in the public housing example in Table 3.14. For example, this would mean that neither sole parents nor
couples would pay more than, say, $50 a week in housing costs, with the excess being met by some form of rent
assistance.

It might be argued that this goal is already served by current rent assistance policies which provide the same level
of help with housing costs to couples and to sole parents with the same number of children. These policies will
only produce this result OD average, however. To insure that all private renters had the same level of net housing
costs iIrespective of family circumstances or rent levels, it would be necessary to alter the rent test so that all
housing costs above the level decided were met, rather than 50 per cent of the costs. AB noted by Vipond (1987),
this would mean that tenants would have no interest in the total cost of their accommodation and there would be no
incentives to economise on reOL This policy approach may be neither feasible nor desirable. It is also clear that a
firmer research basis would be required.

13 In any cue. it should be emphasised lhI1 equivalence scales arc measunlS only of relative needs. not absolute needs. That is, it may ~

lhI1 usistmce for. couple with oae dlild is too low, not lhI1 usistance for a sole parent is too high.
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4. EXPENDITURE PATrERNS AND UVlNG STANDARDS

Sole Parenthood and the Family Life Cycle

The needs of sole parents arise within the bJoader context of individual and family needs. which can usefully be
analysed within the fiamewort of the family life cycle suggested by Rowntree (1901). Rowntree identified five ~

stages in the life ofa Iaboura'. which corresponded with alternating periods of want and comparative plenty: these
stages were those of cbildhood, early wmting adulthood. baving children. working life after children grow up. and
old age (O·Higgins. Bradsbaw. and WaJker'. 1988: 227).

Figure 1 illustrates the avemge p8Uem of iDcome and expenditure over an expanded model of life cycle stages. The
figure uses published AusIraJian data from the 1918-89 Household ExpendIture Survey (ABS. Cat. No. 6531.0).
The figure is constructed using the aveqge gross incomes (less average income tax) and expenditures of eleven
household types. selected to :represent the diffeIent stages of the life that many if not most individuals could expect
to experience over their life times. The household types chosen follow quile closely from those used in an analysis
ofBritish data by o·mggins. Bradsbaw and Walker (1988).

The first stage shown is that ofa young single person less than 35 years of age. while the second is that of a couple.
still aged under 35 and without children. Tbe third stage is that ofcouples whose oldest cbild is less than five years
of age. It can be seen that the advent ofcbildren results in a substantial fall in income - largely as a consequence of
the reduced labour force participation of women in these families - but that tolal expenditure does not fall to the
same extent. As a c:onsequence these families move from saving (income greater than expenditure) on average. to a
situation where expenditure exceeds income.

The fourth stage illustrated is that of sole parenthood. where there is a substantial fall in both income and
expenditure (indicated by the broken lines in F'JgUreS 1 and 2). While expenditure still exceeds income. the
difference is not so great as fex' the couple with young children. Following this. family incomes (and expenditure)
rise as children grow older and mothers :retm'D to (part-time) WOJt:. Household incomes reach a peak where there
are both dependent and non-dependent children - not only are mothers worlcing. but the adult children are also
contributing to household resoun:es and expenditures. Once again. income exceeds expenditure. but not only
because income has risen but also because expenditures fall as many families complete the purchase of their house.
Incomes and expenditures fall further as all children leave the household and the family retires.

Figure 2 shows the same data adjusted by the equivalence scale implicit in the Australian social security system.
which allows fex' family size. economies of scale. and rising costs ofchildren with age. Adjusting for costs or needs
in this way makes a substantial difference. After a peak of prosperity in the young pre-child stage. incomes and
expenditures fall and never recoveI' their average pre-chi1d rearing level The previous peak achieved through the
extra income brought in first by the mother"s return to worlt and later by the earnings of non-dependent children is
largely offset by the higher costs ofolder children. especially adult children.

A number of issues arise when considering these figures. The groups with the lowest average incomes and
expenditures are sole parents and aged single people. The effect of the equivalence scale adjustment is to improve
the situation of single aged persons relative to sole parents - the unadjusted tolal expenditure of sole parents is 1.71
times that of the single aged. but their equivalent total expenditure is only 1.03 times that of the aged. (Unadjusted
average incomes of sole parents are 1.50 limes that of the aged. but equivalent average income is only 0.91 of that
of the aged). On this basis. it is clear that these rather broad aggregate data show that sole parents. on average, are
much poorer than other families with children.

The fact that these income and expendibJ:re levels are derived from averages for each lifecycle stage is one of the
major limitations of this fonn of analysis. As discussed previously. there are a range of types of sole parents - this
average. particularly as it is situated in :relation to couples ith yOlDlg children only may not be :relevant to the
circumstances of young. unmarried mothers nor to the circumstances of older. divorced or widowed women with
children at school One might expect. for example. that the economic circumstances of young unmarried mothers
would be worse than the average for all sole parents. since they have not had the opportunity to work and may lack
work skills and direct financial assets. On the other hand. the economic position of older widowed or divorced sole
parents might be better than that of the 'average·. because they have had the opportunity to return to work as their



Figure 1: Disposable Income and Expenditure By Life Cycle Stage
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FIGURE I

Notes: The fonowing eategories and data were used in Figure I. .
Life Cycle Stages

1. Single persoIl, UDder 35. Total commodity er services expenditure of $371.74 per week. Average
gross household income of$439.80 per week. Income tax payments of $92.00 per week.

2. Couple. husband aDd wile 0DIy, head _der 35. Total commodity or service expenditure of $607.69
per week. Average gross bousehold income of $854.34 per week. Average income tax of $171.23 per
week.

3. Couple with depeDdeDt ebildreD 0lIl1, eldest chUd _der 5. Total commodity or service expenditure
of $560.92 per week. Average gross household income of $648.41 per week. Average income tax
payments of$141.06 per week.

4. Single pareDt with cIepeacleat cbiIdreD 0IlIy (average for third quintile of sole pareabl; cbildren of
aD ages). Total commodity or service expenditure of $281.11 per week. Average gross household
income ofS2S7.82 per week. Average income tax payments of$4.80 per week.

5. Couple with depeDdeDt cbDdreD oDly, eldest cbild 5 to 14 years. Total commodity or service
expenditure of 5599.15 per week. Average gross household income of $766.37 per week. Average
income tax payment of5166.83 per week.

6. Couple with depeDdeDt ebildreD 0DIy, eldest child 15 to 24 years. Total commodity or service
expenditure of 5695.62 per week. Average gross household income of $874.40 per week. Average
income tax payments of$214.08 per week.

7. Couple with depeadeDt _d DOD-depeadeDt cbIIdrea. Total commodity or service expenditure of
$843.40 per week. Average gross household income of $1,100.06 per week. Average income tax
payments of5200.51 per week.

8. Couple with DOD-depeDdeDt cbildreD 0Dly. Total commodity or service expenditure of $703.36 per
week. Average gross household income of 5I,(104.75 per week. Average income tax payments of
$209.25 per week.

9. Couple, husbaDd _d wile 0Dly, head 55 to 64 years. Total commodity or service expenditure of
$416.83 per week. Average gross household income of $533.79 per week. Average income tax
payments of5134.01 per week.

10. Couple, husbaDd aDd wile OIIIy, head 65 years aDd over. Total commodity or service expenditure of
$304.78 per week. Average gross household income of 5356.93 per week. Average income tax
payments of$SI.17 per week.

11. Single persoD oDly, 65 years aDd over. Total commodity or service expenditure of $164.75 per week.
Average gross household income of $171.n per week. Average income tax payments of $15.90 per
week.

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics. 1988-89 Household Expenditure Survey, Cat. No. 6531.0., Tables 22
and 42.
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Figure 2: Equivalent Disposable Income and Expenditure By Life Cycle Stage
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FIGURE 2

Notes: The caregories and income/expenditmle data used are as shown in the notes for Figure 1. Equivalent
income/expenditure was calculated for each life cycle stage as follows.

1. Average household size 1.0. Equivalence scale value 0.6

2. Average household size 2.0. Equivalence scale value 1.0.

3. Average household size 3.48. Equivalence scale value 1.23.

4. Average household size 3.20. Equivalence scale value 0.99.

5. Average housebold size 4.34. Equivalence scale value 1.34.

6. Average household size 4.32. Equivalence scale value 1.45.

7. Average bousehold size 4.74. Equivalence scale value 1.80.

8. Average household size 3.36. Equivalence scale value 1.82.

9. Average household size 2.0. EquivaJeoce scale value 1.0.

10. Average household size 2.0. Equivalence scale value 1.0.

11. Average household size 1.0. Equivalence scale value 0.6.

Source: As for FJgUre 1.

children grew older and they might bave some sbare of the assets accumulated in marriage. Not only might the
absolute position of sole parents vary significantly between different groups, but so might their relative
circumstances, compared to other persons of the same age. Just as imporlaDtly, the income levels for the other
bousehold types are also averages, ccncealing a great deal of variation in economic and social conditions14. In this
sense, the life cycle model does not provide any insight into the contribution of social class 10 the inequality
observed in these cbarts.

In addition, it can reasonably be argued that a more comprehensive approach to the measurement of resources
might give a different picture of the variation in economic status over the life cycle. The main omission is that of
asset accumulation in the form of housing, as toIa1 commodity and service expenditure does not include capital
bousing repayments. The additioo of imputed rent from owner-occupied bousing is likely 10 improve the
circumstances of the older household categories. For example, approximately 70 per cent of single aged persons
and 80 per cent of aged couples owned tbeirown booles in 1988 (ABS, Cat. No. 4117.0), compared 10 only around
13 per cent of female sole parents. Wbile young single people are unlikely to be either bome-owners or purchasers,
they 'stan' at a much higher level than sole parents and consequently the low level of home ownership among sole
parents is likely to reinforee their position as the most disadvantaged ofall household types.

Another point to note about this depiction of the relative position of sole parents is that the life cycle approacb
emphasises that for many sole parents their poverty is limited in duration (although not necessarily to a very short
period). In this sense, it is possible that sole parents on repartnering or remarriage can significantly improve their
economic cilcumstances in a way that is not possible for other household types. The U.s.longimdinal study of the
changing economic forb1DeS of families found that the most important factor causing changes in economic status
(either upwards or downwards) was a change in family status (Duncan et al., 1984). Correspondingly, the onset of
sole parenthood causes a very large fall in well-being for most of these families, as is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.

14 In putic:u1ar.~ these dIta n:fer'to ......oIdI, 1be )'OUDI siDgJa are likely to be atypic:aJly prospeJOUI, since yOWlS people
shariDa accommoderica with either family or DClIl-1e1ated penanl are not included in the <:alaJ1ali.QI1 of tbeIe avenge..
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It is difficult, however. to make comparisons that would assist in understanding the issue of exua costs using the
broad brush results illllSU'ated in Figures 1 and 2. This is because the figures show total income and total
expenditures and not expenditure on specific commodities. In addition. a comparison between all sole parents and
all other family types will be substaDtially affected by the much lower average incomes of sole parents. Table 4.1
shows the expenditures and characteristics of the lowest quintile of couples with one dependent child only and the
bottom three quinti1es of sole parents with one dependent child only. To some extent, therefore, this comparison
controls f<X' the effects of income and the number of children.

Before considering the results it is important to note that low income groups, including those shown here, cover
households in somewhat diverse circumsl8JlCeS. As well as pensioners and beneficiaries and low income workers,
the lowest quintile of households also includes persons who are self-employed and whose measured incomes may
not necessarily be a good guide to their true economic circumstances. In the 1988-89 smvey, income collected for
the self-employed refers to the previous financial year, while that for non-self employed was current at the time of
smvey. In addition, income for the self-employed was measured after deduction ofbusiness expenses, and persons
with negative income from business losses <X' loss from rental property were included. IS Thus, the fact that total
expenditures substantially exceed average to181 income for the bouom quintile ofboth couples and sole parents may
teflect the way in which incomes are measured rather than the phenomenon of 'dissaving' and possible problems of
indebtedness. Indeed, the fact that average to1al expenditures for the bouom quintile of sole parents is higher than
the average for next two quintiles suggests that some sole parents in the bouom income group may be much better
off than is indicated by their measured income. This is also suggested by the fact that a much higher proportion of
the lowest 20 per cent of sole parents are buying their home than among the next 40 per cent, and they spend
substantially more on cmrent housing costs, clothing and footwear, household furnishing and equipment, transport
and recreation.

Bearing these considerations in mind, it can be seen that sole parent families with one child were spending a greater
proportion of their to1al expenditure on housing than were low income couples with one child. Sole parents also
spend propcxtionately more on fuel and power, and, except for the lowest quintile of sole parents, substantially
more on food and beverages. Spending on alcohol is lower and spending on tobacco is higher, and much less is
spent on household furnishings and equipment by sole parents. The proportion of total spending on other
commodities is either quite variable across quintiles of sole parents (e.g. transport) or is broadly similar between
sole parents and couples with children (e.g. personal care and recreation).

Table 4.2 provides a more direct comparison of households whose principal source of income is government cash
benefiti. comparing households receiving unemployment or sickness benefit with those receiving supporting
parents benefit or widows pension. The fourth quintile of unemployment and sickness beneficiaries has been
chosen for this comparison because the vast majority (91.2 per cent) are couples with dependent children. The
average of the third quintile of sole parents was selected as likely to be similar to the median sole parent pensioner.

It can be seen that these unemployment and sickness beneficiary couples with children spend a much higher
proportion of their budget on housing. on food and on transport than do sole parents. The sole parent pensioners in
contrast spend relatively more on clothing and footwear and particularly on recreation. This difference is primarily
due to the extremely low spending level on recreation of the beneficiary couples (less than SS a week), which is
also much lower than all other quintiles of unemployment and sickness beneficiaries. There is no obvious reason
for this very low level of spending.

Deprivation and LiviDl Standards

The differences in expenditure patterns shown above, while informative, do not indicate whether the living
standards of the sole parents are lower or higher than or similar to those of the beneficiary couples with children.
This is because there is no specific standard that can be used to rank living standards from overall expenditure data
of this sort. The average weekly incomes of the sole parent pensioners in Table 4.2 are about 70 per cent of those

IS In the 1984 and eutier eatpe:netiIure surveys, in CClIIItUt. this loss was treated as zero income. so that comparisons between the 1988-89
IDd 1984 survey. may be substmtia1lyaffected. For eump1c, the conclusion by die WanCl1's Ec:ooomic TbinIt Tank (1990), that sole

parents experieoced a serious re1aIive dec:1iDe in their incomes in this period may JaU1t fJOm these changes to the definition of income,

rarher dw1 an actual dec:1iDe in their inCODlCl.
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TABLE 4.1: .EXPENDITURES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF MARRIED COUPLE AND SOLE
PARENT HOUSEHOLDS WITH ONE DEPENDENT CHILD ONLY, AUSTRALIA, 1988.89

Broad expenditure group
Current housing costs
Fuel and power
Food and non-alcoholic beverages
Alcoholic beverages
Tobacco
Clothing and footwear
Household furnishings and equipment
Household services and operation
Medical care and health expenses
Transport
Recreation
Personal care
Miscellaneous
Total
Other payments(a)

Average weekly household income

Per cent ot total income:
Wages and salaries
Own business
Government benefits
Other

Average age ot reference penon

Per cent ot households by housing
occupancy:

Owned outright
Being bought
Renting-government
Renting-private
Rent free

Average no. otemployed persons

Per cent ot households in:
Capital cities
Other urban
Rural areas
No. ot households iD. sample

Estimated DO. ot households iD.
population (000)

Average Weekly Household Expenditure

Couples, Single parents
Lowest Lowest Second Thi:n1
quintile quintile quintile quintile

$ % $ % $ % $ %

67.72 17.2 57.87 23.4 47.15 24.6 41.67 18.6
12.26 3.1 9.69 3.9 9.85 5.1 8.33 3.7
SO.59 20.5 42.90 17.4 46.10 24.0 53.94 24.0
12.08 3.1 3.24 1.3 3.02 1.6 2.24 1.0
7.63 1.9 6.57 2.7 7.10 3.7 5.55 2.5

17.80 4.5 15.32 6.2 7.98 4.2 15.19 6.8
43.80 11.1 12.74 5.2 4.74 2.5 3.93 1.8
2251 5.7 13.80 5.6 13.37 7.0 16.83 7.5
15.27 3.9 3.22 1.3 4.67 2.4 6.84 3.0
48.89 11.9 47.95 19.4 16.00 8.3 26.81 11.9
33.21 8.4 20.78 8.4 12.39 6.5 19.42 8.7
7.07 1.8 3.87 1.6 4.03 2.1 7.38 3.3

26.79 6.8 8.84 3.6 15.55 8.1 16.30 7.3
393.62 100.0 246.SO 100.0 191.96 100.0 224.43 100.0
147.46 (-10.39) n.p. 10.46

242.62 143.05 174.45 226.60

41.5 0.5 0.3 20.2
12.9 2.7 0.3 2.5
38.6 95.4 96.7 73.0
7.0 1.4 2.7 4.3

38 31 33 40

37.1 0.0 16.1 26.8
19.5 28.5 11.4 16.1
8.5 55.2 34.3 26.1

30.0 15.6 36.2 26.8
4.9 0.7 2.0 4.2

1.0 0.1 0.1 0.7

48.3 71.5 69.2 49.4
31.1 28.5 26.7 44.1
20.6 4.0 6.9
104 27 38 35

SO.7 19.3 24.7 24.5

Note:

Source:

(a) Includes income tax, mortgage principal payments, other capital housing costs, and
superannuation and life insurance. NP =no payments.

Austtalian Bureau of Statistics, 1988-89 Household Expenditure Survey, Household
Characteristics, ABS Catalogue No. 6531.0. Tables 19 and 23.
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TABLE 4.2: EXPENDITURES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF PENSIONERlBENEFICIARY
HOUSEHOLDS(a), AUSTRALIA, 1988-89

Average Weekly Household Expenditure

Fomth quintile of Sole parent pensioners
beneficiaries third quintile

$ % $ %

Broad expenditure IP'OUP
Cmrent housing costs 84.16 27.1 54.10 22.2
Fuel and power 11.80 3.8 10.87 4.5
Food and non-alcoholic beverages 74.72 24.1 50.03 20.5
Alcoholic beverages 8.32 2.7 2.66 1.1
Tobacco 9.82 3.2 4.95 2.0
Clothing and footwear 9.09 2.9 16.04 6.6
Household furnisbings and equipment 14.44 4.6 9.59 3.9
Household services and operation 19.56 6.3 15.20 6.2
Medica1 care and health expenses 4.85 1.6 5.85 2.4
Transport 47.28 15.2 17.79 7.3
Recreation 4.59 1.5 31.76 13.0
Personal care 4.71 1.5 6.32 2.6
Miscellaneous 17.26 5.6 18.47 7.6
Total 310.60 100.0 243.63 100.0
Other payments(b) 34.68 39.36

Average weekly household Income 278.67 194.35

Per cent bf total income:
Wages and salaries 1.4 2.7
Own business 0.0 0.4
Government benefits 97.9 92.1
Other 0.6 4.8

Average age of reference pel'SOD 35 35

Average number ofchildren 2.09 1.34

Per cent of houeholds by bousinl occupancy:
Owned outright 9.9 19.3
Being bought 34.9 10.6
Renting-government 22.7 28.2
Renting-private 32.5 36.6
Rent free 0.0 5.3

Per cent ofhouseholds in:
Capital cities 70.7 59.1
Otberurban 17.5 38.3
Rural areas 12.1 2.6

No. of housebolds in sample 50 57

Estimated DO. of households in population (000) 29.7 38.4

Note: (a) Households with government cash benefits as the principal source of income.
(b) Includes income tax. ma:tgage principal payments, other capital housing costs, and superannuation

and life insurance.
Source: Australian Bureau of Slatistics, 1988-89 Household Expenditure Survey, Household Characteristics,

ABS Catalogue No. 6531.0, Tables 39 and 41.
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of the beneficiary couples, wbiJe their total expenditures are about 80 per cent of their level Relative benefit rates
for sole parents are between about 70 and 7S per cent of Ihose for couples with children (depending upon the
number of children). The relalivities between avenge incomes in Table 4.2 simply reflect the equivalence scales
implicit in the social security sysfCID. so if that equivalence scale is 'correct' then the differences in expenditure
patterns probably reflect differences between the number and age of children. their housing circumstances and
personal consumption choices.

It can be argued that if sole parents do bave extra costs that are DOt faced by other beneficiary families with
children, then their living standards will actually be lower. That is, not only will a higher proportion of sole parents
be poor because they are relying on the social security system, but their poverty will be more intense. They will be
more likely to be experiencing bardsbips of various kinds. If the administrative equivalence scales are correct then
on avemge, the same degree of either bardsbip ex' modest comfort will be experienced by couples with children and
by sole parents. As Mayer and Jencks (1989) note after assessing alternative approaches to the derivation of
equivalence scales for use wim poverty lines, 'if our goal is to predict material hardship ••• we need a scale that
equalizes the likelihood that families of different sizes will experience the kinds of material hardship that concern
the public.' (Mayer andJencks, 1989: 102-3)

Direct approaches to the measurement of bardsbip or deprivation have been developed particularly in Europe and
the United Kingdom over the past two decades (EJ. Hansen. 1989; F.K. Hansen. 1990; Vogel, Anderson,
Davidsson and HIll, 1988; Townsend, 1979). 'Ibis research has been of two broad types - that initiated by
Townsend (1979; Townsend and Gordm, 1989) seeking to establish indicators of multiple deprivation associated
wim poverty, and the Scandinavian level of living surveys, which have been more concerned wim tracing
developments in the general living SIaDdards of the population. Some examples of findings from this approach are
contained in the tables JRSCIlted in the Appendix. While these studies have usually found that sole parents are
particularly likely to be experiencing deprivation or inadequate living standards, the comparisons involved have
generally been between all sole parents and all couples with cbildren, on avemge. This implies that these studies
cannot be used to assess the relative adequacy of the income support systems in the countries involved, since many
families not receiving benefits are included in the comparisons.

Table 4.3. however. comes from a saudy of the living standards of beneficiaries in New Zealand and therefore does
provide some basis fex' assessing the relative adequacy of the New Zealand benefit system for different family types
(RochfOld, 1987). This comparison is also restricted to sole parents and beneficiary couples with children, although
other types of households were included in the survey report. The CQlDparisons involved are very simple.
Respondents were asked whelber they bad fcrgone a range of expenditures because they could not afford them, and
were asked whether some of these expenditures forgone were necessities. They were also asked to assess their own
circumstances. It can be seen that sole parents were somewhat less likely than beneficiary couples to have
postponed visits to doctors er dentists, to have repaired clothing rather than purchased new clothing, to have gone
without meat or fish. to always use heating when cold, to have fresh fruit in the house, not to have bad holidays in
the past year or to have bad friends or relatives to dinner in the past month. and to have experienced
accommodation difficulties. In a higher proportion of sole parent families. the children did not always have three
meals a day. While this may be a more serious problem, the percentages of both family types experiencing this
hardship in either family type was very low. Sole parents also appear to have a lower level of dissatisfaction with
their living standards and financial situation, and~ more likely to consider their living standards to be about the
same as average.

Given the very simple CQlDparlsoDs involved it would be wise to be cautious before drawing strong conclusions
from these data. Nevertheless, these figures suggest that in New Zealand in 1986 single parent beneficiaries
appeared to be less likely than unemployment beneficiary couples with cbildren to be experiencing these particular
hardships. This was of course at a time when sole parent beneficiaries in New Zealand were receiving levels of
payment similar to tIae of couples without children. These levels have since been judged to be over-generous to
sole parents. Indicators of this sort may also have been involved in the decision to reduce the levels of payments
for sole parents. As noted before, however, measures of relative needs such as these cannot be used by themselves
to justify either increases or decreases in benefits, but only to identify which groups might be regarded to be
disadvantaged relative to other groups. That is, rather than reducing benefits for sole parents this sort of evidence
could be argued to justify increases for couples with cbi1dren in order to reduce the level of hardship to that
experienced by sole parents. As it is, cuts in benefit levels would presumably increase hardship for sole parents.
This point is impMant to remember when considering the Australian evidence to be presented later.

..
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TABLE 4.3: INDICATORS OF HARDSIUP AMONG WELFARE BENEFICIARIES WITH CIULDREN,
NEW ZEALAND, 1986

FaJDiIy type
PelCeIlt¥~g variaus Sole parents(b) Unemployment beneficiary
hardships(a) (N=551) couple (N = 86)

1. Postponed visits to doctor or dentist 53 (47/59) 64

2. Repaired c10dling 58 (50/67) 64

3. Going without meat or fish 33 (29138) 31

4. Cbildren do not always have 3 meals
aday 4(3) 2(2)

5. Do not always use beating when cold 12(5) 14 (10)

6. Do not always have fresh tiuit in house 23 (15) 36(24)

7. Do not have two pairs of all weadler
shoes 33 (18) 47 (21)

8. Did DOt have 1 week's holiday in
past year 67(23) 78 (19)

9. Did not bave friends or relatives to
dinner in last month 45 (10) 57 (10)

10. Accommodation difticulties 33 40

11. Dissatisfied with living SIaDdards 18 24

12. Dissatisfied with financial si1Ualioo 24 40

13. Consider living standards to be:
same as average 54 43
liUle10wer 32 43
aJot lower 8 10

Notes: (a) In general, baldsbips experienced were said to be the result of Jack ofmoney.

(b) The figures in brackets for the first three responses are the percentage of so1e parent families with
one or two or men cbiJdrm MSpeCtively and who experienced the hardships mentioned. The
bracketed numbers for the nmQnder are the pereentage of respondents who considered that the
standaId of living indicaton were ue=ssities.

Source: Rochford, 1987: 14, 16, 18, 19 and 20•
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There has been no similar sample survey of pensioneIs and beneficiaries in Australia comparable to this New
Zealand study. Howevez, Wbiteford, Bradbury and Saunders (1989) provide an exploratory study of inequality in
consumption among famiJies with children, including sole parent peusionetS and beneficiary couples with children
using the 1984 Household Expenditure Survey (HES) carried out by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS).
This study was intended to investigate whether these data could be used to develop indicators of standards of living
along the lines of those developed in Towusend (1979). As will be seen in the tables that follow, it was assumed
that when a household did not recom any expenditure on a commodity or service that it bad done without this
particular item of consumption in the survey period. While the reporting period for most expenditures was only
two weeks, it was further' asswned that differences between household groups would not be affected if data for
longer periods bad been available.

As discussed in Wbiteford, Bradbury and Saunders (1989: 314), differences in expendittu'e patterns of different
households arise from a number of facun"including the differing levels of income or resources, the differing
demographic composition of households, the differing tastes or preferences of individual membetS of households.
and because of differing prices facing households in different geographical areas. With the data from the
Household Expenditure Surveys it is not possible to take any account ofdiffering price levels in different areas, and
this limitation should be remembered. Because the analysis in Whiteford, Bradbury and Saunders (1989) was
limited to families with children, some account was taken of demographic composition and possibly more
significantly ofpreferences, to the extent that it is considered that families with children have broadly similar tastes.
This is obviously an imJXXl8llt assumption but it does seem reasonable to argue that the preferences of sole parents
and couples with children are more alike than they are like those of single young people or the retired.

The main assumption used in this study was that the differences between conswnption on particular categories were
mainly explained by diffemtceS in income levels. The paper considered separately the expenditure patterns of five
groups: sole parent pensioners, pensioner and beneficiary couples with children, low income wage and salary
earner couples with children, middle income couples with children, and high income wage and salary earner
couples with children. In the following section of this paper, the analysis is restricted to sole parents and to couples
with children, where the principal soun:e of bouseho1d income is government cash benefits. As a final point. it
should be noted that the data are from 1984. At the time this tep<X't was prepared the unit record tape from the
1988-89 RES was not publicly available. It would clearly be interesting to undertake an analysis of these new data,
particularly to see whether improvements in income supp<xt over this period have affected the results of this
analysis.

Table 4.4 provides basic background information on the pensioner and beneficiary families with children included
in the analysis. It can be seen that the sole parent families bad fewer children on average. and were also less likely
to contain a child under five years of age. Average gross incomes (which are the same as net income for these
families) and average total expenditures of the sole parents were roughly three-quarters those of the couples with
children. If one were to adjust these expenditures by the equivalence scales suggested by the OBeD. then the
results in Table 4.4 suggest that the sole parents would be judged to have higher equivalent expenditures than the
pensionerlbeneficiary couples.

Table 4.5 compares overall expenditure paUems. Similar proportions of total expenditures were devoted to housing
and to household services and operation by both family groups, but sole parents spent less of their total expenditure
on food and beverages and on transport, but mcxe on clodJing and footwear, household furnishings and equipment
and recreation. Table 4.6 looks in more detail at the distribution of housing costs. The median expenditure of sole
parents was a somewhat lower proportion of gross income than was the median for the couples, but the mean
expenditures of the two groups were nearly identical as a popottion of income. The table also suggests that sole
parents were somewhat more likely to have extremely high relative housing costs, with the ten per cent of sole
parents with the highest costs spending more than halfof their income on housing, compared to a figure just under
half of income for the ten per cent of couples with the highest costs. Despite this, or perhaps because of it.
Table 4.7 shows that 'ovaaowding' - in the form of children sharing bedrooms - was more common among
beneficiary couples than among sole parents. It can also be seen that sole parent families were substantially more
likely to have a spare bedroom.
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TABLE 4.4: COMPARISON OF SOLE PARENT PENSIONER FAMILIES AND
PENSIONERlBENEFlClARY COUPLES WITH CmLDREN, 1984

Sole parent Pensionerlbeneficiary
Characteristic pensioners couple

Number in sample 121 88

Average number of children in household 1.78 2.11

Percentage with youngest dependent under
S years 44.8 67.3

Housing tenure (%)
-Owners 10.2 12.4
-Pmcbasers 11.S 24.4
- Renters 70.9 63.2
-Rent-free 75 0.0

Average gross income ($p.w.) $lS3.23 $206.62

Average total expenditure ($p.w.) $204.40 $264.21

Average· total expenditure per equivalent
adult ($p.w.) $110.S0 $96.93

Source: Ausualian Bureau ofStatistics. Household Expenditure Survey, 1984, unit record file.

Table 4.8 shows ownership of registered motor vehicles. It is apparent that sole parents were substantially less
likely to own a motor whicle (including mora bikes) than were the couples. who were only slightly less likely than
all families on average to own at least one registered whicle. An insignificant proportion of sole parents owned

.more than one motor vehicle. compared to 20 per cent of the pensioner/beneficiary couples and nearly 40 per cent
of all families with children. Overall. this much lower level of vehicle ownership among sole parents probably
accounts for the lower level of spending on transport shown in Table 4.S. but it also implies a greater degree of
dependence upon public transport.

Table 4.9 compares expenditures on various types of insurance. Sole parents and pensionerlbeneficiary couples
with children are equally unlikely to haw medical insurance. probably because of the availability of health care
cards of various sorts. While both groups of pensioner/beneficiary families are far less likely than average to have
either superannuation life insmance or houseIhouse contents insurance. the proportion with such coverage is lowest
among the sole parents.

Table 4.10 shows expenditures on a range of items selected to represent social participation. The choice of these
categories of expenditure was influenced by Townsend's (1979) analysis of relative deprivation. The table shows,
for example. that 17.S per cent of the sole parents and 13.9 per cent of the pensionerlbeneficiary couples had spent
money on some form of restaurant meal in the previous two weeks, but the sole parents' expenditure in dollar terms
was about half that of these couples. It can be seen that the proportions of the two family types making any
expenditure were fairly similar in regard to spending on alcohol on licensed premises, gambling, sports, other
recreation. video expenses. postal and telephone charges, books. newspapeIS and magazines, musical instruments,
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TABLE 4.5: OVERALL EXPENDITURE PATTERNS OF PENSIONERlBENEFlCIARY FAMIUES
WITH CHILDREN, MEAN EXPENDITURES ($ PER WEEK)

AND PROPORTION OF TOTAL (pER CENT), 1984

Pensioner/
>-

Sole parent beneficiary
Category ofExpenditure pensioners couple

1. Housing $43.40 $58.80
21.2 20.4

2. Fuel and power $8.72 $9.80
4.3 3.7

3. Food and beverages $4156 $64.12
20.3 24.3

4. Alcohol $1.65 $4.54
0.8 1.7

5. Tobacco $4.34 $7.52
2.1 2.8

6. Clothing and footwear $14.31 $11.02
7.0 4.2

7. Household fwnishings and equipment $21.44 $16.19 "
105 6.1

8. Household services and operation $10.01 $13.47 ~

4.9 5.1

9. Health $2.11 $4.80
1.0 1.8

10. Transport $24.85 $43.33
12.2 16.4

11. Recreation $16.70 $17.76
8.2 6.7

12. Personal Care $3.76 $3.92
1.8 1.5

13. Miscellaneous $11.18 $12.62
55 4.8

14. Superannuation and life insurance $0.42 $1.32
0.2 0.5

TOTAL EXPENDlTIJRE $204.40 $264.20
100.0 100.0

~

Source: Ausualian Bureau of Statistics. Household Expenditure Survey, 1984, unit record file.
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TABLE 4.6: DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSING COSTS OF PENSIONERlBENEFICIARY
FAMILIES WITH CIULDREN, 1984

Pensioner/
Total housing costs (p.w.) and Sole parent beneficiary
as proportion of gross income pensioners couples

Mean (p.w.) $43.50 $53.80
(%) 29.0 28.6

Median (p.w.) $36.70 $46.10
(%) 23.8 25.2

70th Percentile (p.w.) $64.60 $71.90
(%) 42.2 38.3

90th Percentile (p.w.) $82.00 $94.00
(%) 54.3 48.2

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, HOURhold Expenditure Survey 1984, unit record file.

TABLE 4.7: CIULDREN PER NON·ADULT BEDROOM, 1984

Mean no. of
One child per children per

Bedrooms non-adult Spare non-adult
shared bedroom bedrooms bedroom

Sole parent pensioners 27.4 49.5 23.1 1.13

Pensioner/beneficiary couples 43.5 44.5 12.0 1.31

All families with children 22.9 47.1 30.0 1.02

Source: Ausualian Bureau of Statistics. Household Expenditure Survey 1984, unit record file.
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TABLE 4.8: OWNERSHIP OF REGISTERED MOTOR VEmCLES BY
FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN, 1984

OWNERSIUP

FAMILY TYPE

Sole parent pensioners

Pensioner/beneficiary couples

All families with children

Owning at least one
motor vehicle

(%)

64.2

88.8

93.4

Owning more than one
motor vehicle

(%)

1.4

20.0

38.2

Source: Australian Bureau ofStatistics. Household Expenditure Survey, 1984, unit record file.

TABLE 4.9: EXPENDITURES ON INSURANCE BY FAMILIES WITH
CHILDREN· PROPORTION MAKING EXPENDITURE (%) BY MEAN EXPENDITURE (pER WEEK)

BY HOUSEHOLD TYPE, 1984

FAMILYTVPE

All
Sole Pensioner/ families

Category of Insurance parent beneficiary with
Expenditure pensioners couples children

Medical insurance 15.0 13.4 71.1
$1.94 $6.27 $10.91

Superannuation. life insW'ance 13.4 19.7 69.9
$3.16 $6.72 $22.16

Insurance of assets/belongings 45.6 54.8 85.5
$4.52 $4.21 $6.77

Source: Austtalian Bureau of Statistics. Household Expenditure Survey, 1984, unit record file.
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TABLE 4.10: EXPENDITURES ON SOCIAL PARTICIPATION AND RECREATION BY FAMILIES
WITH CHILDREN. PROPORTION MAKING EXPENDITURE (pER CENT) BY MEAN EXPENDITURE

(PER WEEIQ(a), 1984

All
Sole Pensionerl families

parent beneficiary with Reference
Category ofExpeDditure pensioners couples children period

1. Meals in restaurants 17.5 13.9 39.4
$6.66 $11.50 $11.42 2 weeks

2. Alcohol on licensed premises 16.5 16.6 41.0
$2.76 $7.15 $7.08 2 weeks

3. Holidays 5.9 14.1 25.5
$12.54 $15.18 $31.92 3 months

4. Gifts. donations 9.3 18.2 29.3
$15.51 $6.32 $7.92 2 weeks

5. Gambling 38.8 39.6 63.0
$2.93 $1.98 $5.21 2 weeks

6. Sports 31.3 34.0 52.7
$5.64 $4.06 $9.03 2 weeks

7. Entertainment 41.0 32.3 54.8
$5.18 $5.16 $6.86 2 weeks

8. ather recreation 26.3 29.6 36.2
$8.18 $4.65 $10.48 2 weeks

9. Video equipment and expenses 4.5 6.7 18.5 2 weeks to
$10.45 $26.87 $23.14 3 months

10. Postal charges. stationery 62.0 68.6 79.5
$2.61 $2.63 $2.93 2 weeks

11. Telephone and telegram 78.3 82.8 87.0 2 weeks
$6.43 $7.14 $7.23 to last

payment

12. Books.new~. magazines 72.3 78.9 88.6
$2.06 $3.65 $4.74 2 weeks

13. Musical instruments 2.9 1.8 7.8
$2.89 $1.70 $19.53 2 weeks

14. Pocket money and school lunch 35.3 31.9 39.8
$2.74 $6.22 $3.76 2 weeks

IS. Toys 20.1 19.2 32.6
$7.68 $5.97 $5.60 2 weeks

16. Animal charges 47.5 49.5 56.2
$3.66 $8.20 $5.48 2 weeks

Note: (a) The top figure shows the proportion of families recording some expenditure on each item. The
lower figure is the average weekly recorded expenditure for those making some expenditure.

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics. Household Expenditure Survey, 1984, unit record file...
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pocket money and school lunches. toys. and animal charges. although in most of these cases the proportion of sole
parents spending on these items tended to be lower than that of the couples. Sole parents were far more likely to
have spent money on "entertainment'. but significantly less likely to have spent money on holidays or gifts or
donations than pensionerJbeneficiary couples. As might be expected. however. the differences between each of
these two groups of low income families are much less significant than the difference between both and the average
for all families with children.

What interpretation can be made of this more detailed analysis of the expenditure patterns of sole parent pensioners
and beneficiary couples with children. As has been previously noted. if the equivalence scales that were implicit in
the social seemly system in 1984 were approximately correct. then the pension and benefit system should be
equally adequate (or inadequate) for both sole parents and couples with children. In this context, it was shown in
Table 4.4 that the total average expenditure of the sole parent households was about 7S per cent of that of the
benefICiary couples, but given that this relationship simply reflects the implicit administtative scales. this difference
cannot be used to argue that these sole parents were worse off than the beneficiary couples.

Table 4.11 shows the proportion of the pensioner/beneficiary families (and all families with children) with incomes
below the Henderson poverty line in 1984. It can be seen that 7S per cent of the sole parent pensioners had incomes
below that level. and on average their incomes were just over 90 per cent of the Henderson line. More than 90 per
cent of the pensioner/beneficiary couples. however. had incomes below the Henderson line. and these incomes
amounted to 84 per cent of the poverty line. on average. That is. use of the Henderson poverty line suggests that
pensioner/beneficiary couples with little pivate income are not only more likely to be poor than sole parents whose
principal source of income is government benefits. but their poverty is more intense. This is also the implication of
the DECD equivalence scales used in Table 4.4, which also suggested that the sole parents had higher equivalent
incomes than the beneficiary couples with children.

The conclusion that sole parent pensioners are not as poor as beneficiary couples with children is a consequence of
the equivalence scale used, being either the Henderson or the DECD relativities. By themselves, the equivalence
scales used cannot provide any independent basis for reaching such a conclusion. however. What is needed is
additional independent evidence to determine whether either the administrative. the DEeD. the Henderson, or some
other scales are more likely to be "correct'. Some limited independent evidence is provided by Table 4.12. which
compares the expenditure pauems derived from the basket of goods that provides the basis for the Henderson
poverty line. with the actual expenditure patterns of similar families in the 1984 Household Expenditure Survey.
It is readily apparent that with the exception of spending on housing and on personal care. there is very little
similarity between the budgets used by Henderson and those actually typical of low income Australian families in
1984. This suggests that the Henderson methodology is not particularly likely to be appropriate to judgements
about the relative needs of low income Austtalian families.

As has already been noted, Mayer and Jencks (1989) have argued that the most appropriate equivalence scale
would be one that equalises the likelihood that families of different size would experience the same types or levels
of material hardships. An obvious corollary of this is that families with higher levels of material hardship are likely
to have lower equivalent incomes. That was the implication of the results of the New Zealand survey of living
standards (Rochford, 1987) - beneficiary couples in New Zealand appeared to have higher levels of hardship and
therefore lower equivalent incomes than sole parent beneficiaries. The results presented in this section of the paper
can be used to test - in a very limited way - whether the same can be said of the Australian social security system in
1984.

Table 4.13 shows the disttibution of "deprivation scores' for the sole parent pensioners and pensioner;beneficiary
couples with children (as well as for other family types not hitherto included in the analysis). These scores are
primarily derived from Table 4.10, which showed spending on items relevant to social participation or recreation.
Households were given a score of zero if they had spent on an item. and a score of one if they had not. That is. a
total score of zero means that households had undertaken some expenditure on all eighteen of the items included in
the score. while a score of eighteen means that they had spent nothing an any of the items included. The scale was
constructed from the sixteen expenditure categories in Table 4.10. but with the exclusion of spending on musical
instruments. and the inclusion of spending on superannuation or life insurance. home and contents insurance. and
ownership ofa registered motm' vehicle.
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TABLE 4.11: PROPORTION OF FAMILIES WITII INCOMES
BELOW THE HENDERSON POVERTY LINE, 1984

Average income.. Per cent below as per cent of
Henderson Henderson

FAMILY TYPE Poverty Line{a) Poverty Line{b)

Sole parent pensioners 75.0 91.0

Pensiona.'/beneficiary couples 92.S 84.1

All families with cbildren 20.9 151.2

Notes: (a) Before-housing poverty averaged over the 1984 calendar year

(b) Average of tbe disposable income ofeach household in the sample divided by the before-housing
poverty line for tbat household.

,Source: Austmlian Bureau of Slaosdcs, HouseIloIcI ExpeD.diture Survey, 1984, unit record tile.

TABLE 4.12: OVERALL EXPENDITURE PATTERNS IN THE HENDERSON POVERTY LINE AND OF
SELECTED FAMILY TYPES. PROPORTION ALLOCATED TO EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES

(PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EXPENDITURES)

Hendenon Henderson
Po~Line Poverty Line

Category of forS2 Low Income for Widow with Sole Parent
Expenditure Family a Couple • 1984 Youngcbild Pensioners - 1984

Food 37:J. 20.5 29.5 20.1

Clothing 11.4 4.8 8.8 6.8

Housing(b) 25.9 30.4 37.7 37.0

Transport 4.1 15.9 1.3 12.7

Medical care 6.8 4.0 7.6 1.0

Personal care 2.4 1.3 2.0 1.8

Other 12.1 23.1 13.1 20.6

Tolal 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Notes: (a) The Henderson standard family coosists ofa head working, wife not working and two dependent
children.

(b) "Housing' includes rent and heat, utilities, house furnishings and laundry and cleaning supplies.

" Source: Joint Ccmamittee OD the Economie Report, 1955: 206, and ADS, Household Expenditure
Snrvey 1984, unit recOId file.



TABLE 4.13: DEPRIVAnON SCORE BY FAMILY TYPE, 1984

Type of FamDy

Sole parent Beneficiary Low income Middle income High income All families
Deprivation Score pensioner couple couple couple couple with children

% Cum.% CJb Cum.% CJb Cum.% % Cum.CJb % Cum.CJb CJb Cum.%

0 · · · · . . 0.2 0.2 - . 0.0 0.0
1 · · · · . - 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.3
2 · · · - 0.5 0.5 2.5 3.0 4.0 4.5 2.0 2.3
3 0.8 0.8 · - 4.3 4.8 5.8 8.8 9.6 14.1 5.2 7.4
4 · 0.8 · · 3.8 8.6 10.4 19.2 14.6 28.7 8.2 15.6
5 1.7 2.5 1.1 1.1 5.3 13.9 12.8 32.0 16.2 44.9 10.1 25.7
6 4.1 6.6 9.1 10.2 12.0 25.9 16.9 48.9 16.2 61.1 14.2 39.8
7 4.1 10.7 3.4 13.6 14.8 40.7 15.6 64.5 14.1 75.2 13.4 53.2
8 3.3 14.0 5.7 19.3 12.9 53.6 11.7 76.2 11.6 86.8 10.6 63.9 ~
9 9.9 ·23.9 12.5 31.8 15.8 69.4 9.7 85.9 5.1 91.9 10.3 74.2
10 8.3 32.2. 10.2 42.0 8.1 n.5 5.3 91.2 6.1 98.0 6.6 80.7
11 16.5 48.7 14.8 56.8 10.0 87.5 5.3 96.5 1.0 99.0 7.2 88.0
12 9.9 58.6 9.1 65.9 4.3 91.8 2.1 98.6 0.5 100.0 3.6 91.6
13 14.9 73.5 15.9 81.8 1.9 93.7 0.7 99.3 . 100.0 3.4 94.9
14 6.6 SO.1 13.6 95.4 3.3 97.0 0.3 99.6 . 100.0 2.3 97.2
15 9.1 89.2 2.3 97.7 1.9 98.9 . 99.6 - 100.0 1.4 98.6
16 5.8 95.0 1.1 98.8 1.0 100.0 . 99.6 - 100.0 0.7 99.4
17 2.5 97.S 1.1 100.0 - 100.0 0.2 100.0 - 100.0 0.5 99.8
18 2.5 100.0 - 100.0 - 100.0 - 100.0 - 100.0 0.2 100.0

Mean Score 11.6 10.8 8.4 6.8 5.9 7.7
Std.Dev. 3.0 2.8 2.8 2.5 2.2 3.2
Median Score 12.0 11.0 8.0 7.0 6.0 7.0
No. 121 88 209 608 198 1224

Source: Australian Bureau ofStatistics, Household Expenditure Survey, 1984, unit record file.

.>
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This score should not be thought of as an index, in the manner of Townsend's deprivation index. No attempt has
been made to scale any items, so that not owning a car is given the same weight as being without a pet or not
having had a holiday.16 While these scores are not intended as precise indicators of poverty, it seems reasonable to
argue that a very high score is probably indicative of material hardship.

It can be seen that the sole parent pensioners bad the highest mean and median 'deprivation scores', although only
slightly above those of the beneficiary couples with children. Table 4.14 shows the proportion of the different
families with children with either very low or very high dqrivation scores, where these are defmed as more than
twice er less than half the median score fer the entire sample. To concentrate on those with a very high score (14 or
more) it can be noted that the sole parent pensioners appear signiflCaDtly more likely on this definition to be
deprived than do the pensionerlbeneticiary couples with children. While this definition of deprivation is clearly
arbitrary, a score of 14 er more means. for example, that while a family might have a telephone, have purchased a
newspaper or magazine, posted a letter, and might own a motor vehicle, they would not have had a meal or drink
out in the previous fortnight, not bad a holiday in the previous three months and they would have spent no money at
all on gifts, donations, gambling, sportS, entertainmem or other form of recreation in that two weeks, nor would
they have given their children any pocket money or money for school lunches, they would have bought them no
toys, they would not own any pets, they would not have life inswance or superannuation, and they would have no
insurance for their house or its contents. The actual pennumtions that individual households experience would be
extremely variable, but whatever these combinations, a picture of significant hardship for some groups is clear.

It is also clear that it is necessary to be cautious about the conclusions to be drawn from these deprivation scores.
This analysis suggests that sole parent pensioners on average have somewhat higher levels of hardship than do
pensionerlbeneficiary couples with children, but that a significantly larger minority may have experienced severe
hardship. That is, rather tban having equivalent incomes or even higher equivalem incomes as suggested by the
Henderson .and OECD equivalence scales, sole paralts may have actually had lower equivalent incomes. This
should not be taken as a firm conclusion, but should be seen as suggesting that there may be alternative
methodologies for testing the 'correctness' er otherwise of differem equivalence scales, be they the Henderson
scales or those implicit in the social secmity system.

TABLE 4.14: PROPORTION OF FAMILIES WITH VERY maH AND VERY LOW DEPRIVATION
SCORES(a),1984

Deprivation Score
14 or greater 3 or less

FamUyType No. % No. %

Sole parent pensioners 30 26.5 1 0.8
Pensioner/beneficiary couple 17 18.2
Low income couples 13 6.3 10 4.8
Middle income couples 3 0.7 53 8.8
High income couples 28 14.1
All families with children 63 5.1 92 7.4

Note: (a) A 'very high' dqrivation score is defined as twice the median for the entire sample or higher, and a
very low score is defined as less than half the median score for the entire sample.

Source: Australian Bureau of S1atistics, Household Expenditure Survey, 1984, unit record file.

•

16 Deui. and Shah (1988) lUUeat that indicaton cS. thia sort could be weighted by whether or not they are unusual in the total population.

For e.xampJe. il w<lUld be poslibJe to waiaht the indicaton in Table 4.13 by the reciprocal of their likelihood cS. being achieved by all
families wiJh c:bi1cInlD. "1buI having bad a holiday would have a waiaht of 3.92 (i.eo lJU.2SS), and owning a video would have a weight

of5.41 (IJU.I8S). while owning a car wuld have a weight of only 1.07 (1/0.934). These are the proportions of all families with children

undenakina these aetiWia. AI ahown in earlier tables. In thia weighting system. high scores equate with low levels of deprivatioo. See

Huu.aa (1991) for further diseaslion IIld methods of scaling.
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5. EQUIVALENCE SCALES FOR SOLE PARENTS

This discussion of hardship and living S1BDdards implies that it might be possible to use direct indicators of living
standards to infez when families of different composition do not have equivalent incomes and consequendy equal
levels of hardship or comfort. For the pmposes of social security policy, however, it would clearly be more useful
to be able to provide -estimates of the relative iDcame levels that would equalise living standards. The results in
Section 4 cannot be used for this pmpose in their cunent form, primarily because the descriptive analysis has
concentrated on differences between apparent levels of delKivalion mtber than similarities. Most importandy, the
results are descriptive and involve very simple comparisons. The notion that equivalent incomes should be
associated with equivalent delKivaticm or hardship is intuitively appealing, but much more work would have to be
undertaken to establish the 1bemeticaI basis for this approach and to determine the validity of the specific measures
of deprivation used. as well as to develop how specific delKivatioo measmes could be scaled and combined.

This implies that all that can be said at this saage is Ibat the data presented above suggests that in 1984 a fairly
substantial proportion of sole parents mainly reliant OIl pension appeared to have lower living standards at the time
they were surveyed than did those couples with children mainly reliant OIl government pensions or benefits. This
would support the notion Ibat the relative levels of income support at the time were not producing equivalent living
standards, although it might be Ibat differences between the ages of children in different family types and/or
differences in housing costs produced the apparently highez levels ofdeprivation.

Given the lack of conclusiveness in this analysis, the obvious altemative source of information is the equivalence
scale literature OIl the relative costs of different types of families and of adults and children. While there is a very
extensive literature OIl equivalence scales (reviewed in WhitefonI. 1985, and in Buhmann, Rainwater, Schmaus and
Smeeding, 1988), very limited attention has been given to equivalence scales for sole parents. For example,
Whiteford (1985: 106-7) reviews more than thirty rese&Id1 studies with sixty different sets of equivalence scales,
but only nine of those slDdies included equivalence scales for sole parents in their results, and in four of those nine
studies, no distinction was made according to household composition, only according to household size (i.e. a sole
parent with one. two or three chiJdren was equated to a couple with no, one or two children, and so on). •

This gap in the equivalence scale literature may be regarded by some as significant, particularly the result that a
sole parent with one child was equated to a couple without children in four studies. In all of these cases, however,
it appeared that~ particular aaention was given to the appIopdare equivalence scale for sole parents. That is. the
result reflects an oversight in the litemture mtber than the specific argument that a sole parent with one child
should be considered as equivalent to a couple without children. This oversight is probably the result of a number
of factors. These include the fact that many equivalence scale studies were undertaken at a time when the poverty
of sole parents was not conside:red as major a policy issue, and the number of sole parents in the population (and in
social surveys) was fewer and reliable estimates more difficult to make. It is therefore important to remember that
the research base for estimates of die costs of sole parents is far more limited than the base for resealCh on the costs
of children more generally.

In considering the results that follow it is also important to bear in mind the particular limitations of different forms
of equivalence scale analysis. In particular. none of the methods used to derive the results given in Table 5.1 below
are based on a tiamework that takes account of the aUocatioo of time, and given the discussion of this issue in
Section 2, this would appear to be a serious oversight. From the point of view of estimating equivalence scales. this
is not necessarily the case, since it depends whether the relative costs of different households in terms of purchased
goods diffrz significantly from those measured in terms of purchased goods plus home production. While Table
2.2, for example, suggested that the costs of children in terms of unpaid work ($25.10 a week) were greater than
those in terms of pmchased goods ($19.07 a week). the equivalence scale for a child would be less affected· in
terms of purchased goods. Tran Van and Ironmcmger (1989) estimated the cost of a child as 25.3 per cent of the
cost of a single adult, while the scale in terms of 'full income' was 30.4 per cent. That is, the equivalence scale is
less affected than is the estimate of the 'absolute' cost ofa child.

Table 5.1 shows a range of equivalence scale estimates of the costs of a child for a sole parent with one child and a
couple with one child. In both cases, the 'costs of the child' are expressed as a proportion of the scale for a couple
without children, in order to ensure that the pen:entages are comparable. The table also shows the difference
between the pen:entage cost of children for sole parents and for couples. This difference can therefore be thought
of as the cost of sole parenthood.
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TABLE 5.1: EQUIVALENCE SCALE ESTIMATPS OF THE COSTS OF SOLE PARENTHOOD

•

.. Cost ofa Child ('J') for:

Total cost
Source and Method Couple with ofsole parent
of Derivation Sole Parent onedUId DUference(a) with one chUd

Administrative
Australia (1991) 21.G-26.0 15.G-2O.0 6.0 81.0-86.0
New Zealand (1990) 34.0 10.0 24.0 94.0
United Kingdam (1990) 41.0 34.0 7.0 105.0
Canada (1981) TT.O 12.0 15.0 90.0
Germany (1980) 34.0 34.0 90.0

Budgetary
Henderson
Head not woddng 18.5 17.4 1.1 86.5

CODSUlllption Based
Pubardes 43.0 25.5 17.5 97.0

SWPS
-~onal 53.0 29.0 24.0 110.0
-ELES 28.7 12.6 16.1 87.0

Van der Gaag and Smolensty 17.1 7.3 9.8 86.0

Tran Nam and Wbitefont
- Proportional 16.5 10.0 6.5 75.5
-ELES 27.0 20.0 7.0 80.0

Other
Jensen 26.0 21.0 5.0 91.0

Note: (a) Estimared as the dift'erencc between the equivalence scale value for a sole parent with one child
aDd a single person, and a couple with one cbild and a couple without children. each expressed as
a proportion of the scale for a couple without children.

Source: See References

..
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It should be noted that the Australian administtative scale has two values, depending on the age of the child. Other
scales may also have allowances that increase with the age of the child, but these have not been shown in order to
simplify the presentation. Since these costs increase unifonnly for both sole parents and couples, allowing for the
higher costs of older children would not alter the calculated difference (i.e. the cost of sole parenthood), as can be ~

seen in the result for the Australian administrative scale. The total cost of sole parents would increase, however. In
all scales where there is allowance for higher costs of older children, the table shows the value for the youngest age
group. This means that these results should be compared to the figure of 81.0 per cent, not 86.0 per cent

The first set of scales are those implicit in the social security/social assistance programs of the countries included.
It can be seen that administtative practice varies widely, with the separate allowance for the costs of sole parents
ranging between zero in the Federal Republic of Germany in 1980 to 24 per cent in New Zealand in 1990. It might
be noted that the difference is large in New Zealand, not only because the allowance for a sole parents' fU'St child is
relatively high, but also because the allowance for the first child of a beneficiary couple is quite low.

The Henderson scale is derived from a budget standard specifying required expenditures on different goods by
different categories of individuals and households. This is part of the equivalence scale used in conjunction with
the Henderson poverty line. It can be seen that the allowance for a sole parent suggested by the Henderson poverty
line is very low, only around one per cent of the costs of a couple without children.

The consumption based equivalence scales are derived from analyses of household expenditure data; that is, what
households of different composition in the population actually spend, rather than specifications of what they ought
to spend. The 'plOportional' method used by the Social Welfare Policy Secretariat (SWPS, 1981) and Tran Nam
and Whiteford (1990) is based on the assumption that households who devote the same proportion of their total
expenditures to food or to some other basket of necessities are able to achieve equivalent living standards. The
extended linear expenditure system (ELES) used by SWPS (1981) and Tran Nam and Whiteford (1990) and also by
Van der Gaag and Smolensky (1982) involves the assumption that households buy a minimum satisfactory amount
of each commodity, which can be inferred from the fann of the demand curves, and what is left over is taken as the
indicator of well-being. 1be Jensen scale is essentially derived from a review of earlier equivalence scale studies.

There is a fairly wide variation in the results given in Table 5.1 with the cost of the first child for a sole parent
ranging from 16.5 per cent to 53.0 per cent and from 7.3 per cent to 29.0 per cent of a couple with one child. The
Jensen scale allowance f(X' the extta costs of a sole parent are slightly below the allowance in the Australian social
security system. while the estimates by Tran Nam and Whiteford (1990) are very slightly above the administrative
allowance. 1be other results generally imply a significantly higher allowance for the fU'St child of a sole parent.

This conclusion is reinforced by the final column of Table 5.1, which shows the total cost of a sole parent with one
child (Le. the costs of the adult as well as those of the child). This is also expressed as a percentage of the costs ofa
couple without children. This fann ofpresenting the results brings in the issue of the apPlOpriate equivalence scale
for single people, a question outside the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, it is apparent that with the exception of
the results derived by Tran Nam and Whiteford (1984), these estimates of the costs of a sole parent are well above
the administrative scales in Australia for sole parents with one young child.

The conclusions to be drawn from these equivalence scales must be very limited, not least because of the small
number of studies that consider the issue of the costs of sole parents. As detailed in Whiteford (1985), there are
also significant limitations to each method of deriving an equivalence scale, and no one method can be judged to be
correct. There are also questions about the relevance of these types of measures based on actual expenditure survey
data to questions of what the level of benefits should be. It is also apparent that the same methods can produce
strikingly divergent results depending upon the source of data or the time the data were collected. For example, the
ELES method has produced estimates of the costs of sole parents that range from 16.1 per cent using 1975-76
Australian data (SWPS. 1981), to 9.8 per cent using 1972-73 American data (Van der Gaag and Smolensky, 1982),
to 7.0 per cent using 1984 Australian data (Tran Nam and Whiteford, 1990).

Given these considerations, it might only be noted that the allowance for the first child of a sole parent in the
Australian social security system is towards the low end of what is admittedly a fairly narrow range of research.

..
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fi. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report on the costs of sole parents has ranged widely, both in tenns of the issues covered and the data used to
assess the question of whether sole parents have extra costs that are not faeed by other low income families with
children. The paper has concentrated on the question of whether there are direct costs that should be met through
additional cash assistance provided as part of the package of social· security benefits directed to single parents.
Currendy, such assis1ance is provided in the form of the guardian allowance. The central questions investigated are
whether this payment is justified and what should be its appropriate level, or rather, what evidence should be used
in detamining its level

The paper has concentrated on extra costs that all sole parents may face. The guardian allowance would appear to
be an appropriate instrument for assisting all sole parent pensioners with these costs. The paper has also argued
that there are some specific areas where the guardian allowance is not necessarily the appropriate means of meeting
special needs. Many sole parents have particular difficulties with housing costs and with child care. The paper has
argued, however, that specific initiatives in housing assistance or in child care arrangements would be preferable to
increase in the guardian allowance as a means of assisting those sole parents with difficulties in these areas.

Similar issues arise when calSidering the relationship between the guardian allowance and child support. While the
paper has not discussed the Government's maintenance reforms, it is worth noting that there have been suggestions
that the guardian allowance could provide the base for an advanced maintenance guarantee, that would ensure that
all children in sole parent families benefited from the child support initiatives introduced in recent years. Various
alternatives are canvassed in McCleUand and Trethewey (1987). For example, it has been argued that such a
payment would provide a minimum benefit to sole parent families who would otherwise receive little or no child
support, or could be designed to be paid while newly separated families were awaiting their first maintenance
payments.

The paper has not discussed this important issue on the grounds that the rationale for an advanced maintenance
guarantee mainly relates to issues other than the costs of sole parenthood. Having said this, it must be
acknowledged that increases in the guardian allowance could be used by some sole parents to pay for child care
costs and others to help with housing costs, and would be of most relative value to those sole parent pensioners who
have no additional i:ocome from maintenance or other sources. Nevertheless, while the guardian allowance or any
payment could serve m<Be than one purpose, it is probably most useful to keep in mind its major objective of
assisting sole parents with the extta costs they have as a consequence of their responsibility for bringing up children
alone.

Section 1 of the paper showed that the level of guardian allowance has varied widely over time in terms of its real
level. In the past, a particular problem with the guardian allowance has been that it was not indexed in line with
inflation, and consequendy its real value fell substantially, although it has also been the subject of substantial, ad
hoc increases. While the GA is now formally indexed, it is currendy at a historically low level, so it seems
appropriate to consider the functions of this allowance.

This is particularly so, given concerns with child poverty and the evidence in Section 1 that sole parents have
extremely high rates of income poverty. While the living standards of sole parents have undoubtedly improved as a
consequence of the package of assistance for families with children introduced since 1987, the previous level of
poverty among sole parents was so high that there should ~ continuing concern about the adequacy of social
security assistance for this group. Having said this, it would appear that a major factor causing the high level of
income poverty among sole parents is the degree of reliance on the social security system. That is, it is likely that a
higher ploportion of sole parents are in poverty because a very high proportion are reliant on the minimum income
support system. This suggests that a very important component of a response to poverty among sole parents could
be in the areas of child support from non-custodial parents, the provision of child care, and programs such as JET to
encourage further employmenL Nevertheless, there are also limits to the extent to which these sorts of policies can
reduce poverty, and different forms of assistance may be more applopliate at different times.

Section 1 also discussed some aspects of income support for sole parents in New Zealand and in the United
Kingdom. It was shown that, relatively speaking, sole parents in the New Zealand social security system have been
treated more favourably than have sole parents in Austtalia. Essentially, a sole parent with one child in New
Zealand has been given levels of assistance comparable to that provided to a couple without children. While very
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recently the then Labour government in New Zealand reduced this relatively favourable treatment. it remains true
that New Zealand sole parents receive a much higher (relative) level of additional assistance than their Australian
counterparts. The situation in the United Kingdom is also of interest. because the government has decided to target
much more of its assistance towards families with children and sole parents in particular. As a result. the income
support for a sole parent with one child in the United Kingdom increased from around 80 per cent to 105 per cent of
the rate for a couple without children.

Section 1 and Section 2 indicated that much of the existing discussion of the costs of sole parents has been
produced in the United Kingdom. particularly as part of the Finer (1974) Report on One Parent Families. Section 2
discussed the conceptual basis for arguments that sole parents face additional costs. The fIrst part of this relates to
the housing costs of sole parents and the fixed costs associated with running a household (e.g. fuel. power.
household equipment). Properly speaking, these costs are not 'extra'. but what is implied is that there are such
substantial economies of scale in housing and --household operation that the addition of an extra adult to a sole
parent household would DOt substantially affect the level of expenditure. and correspondingly that housing and
related costs do DOt fall necessarily when the father, say, leaves the family.

The second aspect of the costs argument relates to the allocation of time in households of families with children.
Put simply, the living standards of individuals are not only the product of what they can purchase with money. but
how those purchases are transformed into consumption through inputs of time by mothers and fathers. Sole parents
have substantially less time than two parent families. so that they would have increased income requirements to
compensate for the time inputs 'lost' through the absence of the second adulL It is an empirical question whether ,
the reduction in costs faced by a household with one adult is sufficient to offset the possible increase in costs
resulting from the time losL A number of studies of the allocation of time were reviewed in Section 2. but none
contained information appropriate for the pmpose of determining the importance of the time component in
household living standards. In general. the literature suggests that time costs are an important but under-researched
area.

Section 3 of the paper analysed a wide range of information on the housing costs and circumstances of sole parents
using the 1988 Housing Survey. This analysis showed that there are major differences between the housing
circumstances of sole parents and other low income households, but in summary it seems reasonable to conclude
that within occupancy groups (owning, purchasing, renting privately or from the government), that sole parents are
likely to face similar levels of costs. Overall, however, the average costs of sole parents differ from those of other
low income families because of the substantial differences in their distribution across occupancy types. which
probably reflects adjustments made to the high average level of housing costs they face. The appropriate policy
response to this. would appear to be in the field of housing assistance. where assistance could be directed towards
those with housing difficulties, rather than all sole parents. as would be the case if the guardian allowance was
increased.

Section 4 of the paper reviewed a range of data on the expenditure patterns of sole parents and other low income
families with children. as wen as direct indicators of living standards. The paper discussed the results of a New
Zealand study of living standards of beneficiaries which suggested that sole parents were less likely to be
experiencing a range of hardships than beneficiary couples with children. In contrast. a detailed study of indicators
of deprivation in consumption among Australian sole parent beneficiaries and beneficiary couples with children
using 1984 Household Expenditure Survey data appears to suggest that a significant proportion of Australian sole
parents were experiencing greater hardship on benefits than couples with children. If levels of hardship should be
equal for persons with the same degree of reliance on the benefit system. and if levels of hardship are appropriately
measured by this comparison. then this result might be taken as suggesting that social security assistance at the time
was less adequate for sole parents than for couples with children.

Section 5 reviewed the available equivalence scale results that could be used to estimate the costs of sole parents.
This issue is an under-researched area and the number of studies estimating equivalence scales for sole parents is
very limited. No strong conclusions can be reached; all that is suggested is that the allowance for sole parents in
the Australian social security system is on the low end of the suggested range of 'extra costs'.

It is clear that the conclusions of this paper should be regarded as tentative. The research questions as set out at the
beginning of this report were very precise, and the conclusion at the end is that none of the questions can be
answered with the degree of precision that might be hoped for. N:evertheless. there is substantial evidence to
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support the following set of conclusions. Sole parents are particularly prone to poverty and despite improvements
in their living standards are likely to remain among the poorest groups in the Australian community. The notion
tbat they have extra costs due to 'time poverty' is plausible. While the monetary compensation that would be
required to offset these extra costs cannot be estimated from the available data, it is also likely that in practice the
budget consttaints they opemte UDder increase the pressures faced by sole parents and their children. Sole parents
also appear to have the same sort of housing aspirations as do couples with children, but because of their lower
incomes are med into forms of occupancy that are less satisfactory. Many sole parents nevertheless face very
high levels of housing~ either as purchasels or private renters. There is also some evidence to suggest that sole
parents are more likely to be experiencing hardships than other beneficiary families with children. It is also
reasonable to conclude tbat the extra assistance directed to sole parents through the guardian allowance is at a low
level historically, and also is at the low end of the assistance suggested by equivalence scale research. It follows
from all this tbat the general case for a payment such as the guardian allowance is sound and there also appears to
be strong reasons for increasing the level ofpaymenL

What would be a reasonable level of payment? One approach could be to raise the level of pensions to the poverty
line. As has already been noted, however, the Henderson line has been criticised on many grounds (Stanton, 1980;
Saunders, 1980). This report has also shown tbat in 1984 the actual expenditure patterns of sole parents and low
income couples with children did not closely resemble the patterns assumed in the derivation of the Henderson line
(see Table 4.12), with the Henderson line assuming that families spend much more of their income on food,
clothing and medical care than in fact they do, and much less on transport. This reflects the origin of the Henderson
equivalence scales in the 1954 Family Budget Standard for New Yark, and reinforces doubts about the relevance of
these scales to contemporary Australian conditions.

In any case, Table 5.1 showed that the Henderson scales provide the lowest estimate of the difference between the
cost of a child to a single person and the cost of a child to a couple. The Henderson line assumes that the relative
costs of single adults and children are higher than allowed for in the social security system, but that the additional
cost of lone parenthood·is lower. Introduction of the Henderson scales would require a reduction not an increase in
the guardian allowance.

Alternatively, one may consider Ihe past value of the guardian allowance. As shown in Table 1.1, guardian
allowance was at its highest level in real terms around 1970 when it was equivalent to 40 per cent of the single rate
of pension or $35.10 in 1990 terms (over $37 now). Pension levels were increased very substantially in the early
19708, which may be me reason why the guardian allowance was noL The level of the guardian allowance in 1970
was probably not the product of considered choice, and it therefore does not make a compelling benchmarlc. Its
value in 1975 may be more relevant, however. This is because indexation of basic pension rates was effectively
introduced in 1975. Given that successive governments have considered it appropriate to maintain the real level of
pensions with ooly minor increases since then, it could be argued that a consistent policy would have been to index
all supplementary payments at Ihe same time. To increase the guardian allowance back to its real level in 1975
would imply roughly doubling Ihe level of payment to around $28 a week.

The equivalence scale research summarised in Table 5.1 may also provide guidance. While there is a good deal of
variability in the estimates of the cost of first child for a sole parent, there is less variability in the estimates of the
overall costs of a sole parent with one child. This is because those scales that suggest that the special costs of sole
parenthood are low tend also to suggest that the costs of single adults and of children are high, while those that
estimate a high cost of sole parenthood tend to give lower costs for single adults. Most of these overall results
imply that a sole parent with one young child needs between 86 and 94 per cent of the income of a couple without
children to have equivalent living standards. To increase the guardian allowance so that the total pension income
(including family allowances) of a sole parent with one child was 86 per cent of the married rate of pension would
require an increase of around 80 per cent (to around $25.50 a week), while the guardian allowance would have to be
increased by nearly 220 per cent to around $44 a week to achieve the relativity of 94 per cent of the married rate of
pension.

These increases are obviously substantial Assuming for illustrative purposes that there are 250 thousand recipients
of guardian allowance 011 average each week, the full year cost of increasing payments would be around $150
million to increase the payment to $25.50 a week, $180 million to increase it to $28 a week, and $390 million to
increase it to $44 a week. This range of costs is itself wide. It must be emphasised that the findings of this paper
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have been indicative rather than deftnitive. Having said this, it is still necessary to make some precise suggestion
for the apptopriate benchmark for the guardian allowance. Bearing in mind all the caveats that have been expressed
throughout this paper, it would seem defensible to argue that a sole parent with one young child should receive
payment set at around 90 per cent of the combined married rate of pension. This would imply a guardian allowance ~

of just under $40 a week. The increase required would cost in the order of $330 million in a full year, oil the
assumption that around 2SO thousand sole parents receive payments. Such an increase in assistance would be a
well targeted means of further redressing the problem ofpoverty among sole parent families and their children. ..

,
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APPENDIX A

SELECTED RESULTS FROM DEPRIVATION STUDIES

TABLE A..l: DEPRIVATION AMONG ADULTS AND CHILDREN IN TWO PARENT AND ONE
PARENT FAMILIES, UNITED KINGDOM, 19QI.69

A.. Perceatap 01 adults aperieDc:iq diflleulties or deprivation

Type 01 Family

UIIIIJ8Iried/ Widowed!
Two separaIed Div<Ked All lone All lone

Characteris1ie pareIlm mothers motbeIs mothers parents

Net bousebold iDcome
below 14()CJ, ofsupp.
benefit level 19 58 21 45 28

Not owner-occupier 49 86 62 75 72
Structural defecm 24 45 21 34 29
Poor/very poor housing 4 21 4 13 13
Too few bedrooms 19 55 33 45 41
Fewer Cban 6 housebolddmables

in list of 10 15 38 15 28 27
No holiday in 12 montbs 47 79 64 73 70
No evening out in for1Digbt 39 52 62 57 56
Moderately or severely deprived

on 8criteria· 24 48 32 41 41

B. Percentqe 01 ebildren experiendng diftleulties or deprivation

Children in:
2 parent families 1 parent families

Two or more bedrooms too few
One bedroom too few
Additional accommodation wanted
Poor/very poor housing
Structural defects
Fewer Cban 6 durables
No safe place for cbild to play

(less than 10 years)
No holiday in 12 months
No birthday party (aged 3 to 14)
No pocket money (aged 5 to 14)
Moderately or severely deprived

on 8 criteria

8
18
49
6

27
18

34
49
56
3

2S

26
31
50
8
34
33

43
57
75
17

48

Source: Townsend, 1979: 769, TI1.
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TABLE A.2: POVERTY AND POOR UVlNG CONDmONS, DENMARK, 1986

Pelcentage below poverty line(a) ~

Lowest Highest Percentage with accumulated
Family Type AssmnpUons Assumptioos poor living conditions{b)

•

Single no children 4 11 12

Single. with children 13 37 9

Couples. no children 2 12 6

Couples. with cbildren 1 4 4

Total 2 9 6

Notes: (a) The lower poverty line covers persons whose gross family income in 1985 was less than D.Ja.
100,000 and whose montbly disposable income in 1986 was less than D.Kr. 1.000 per capita. The
higher poverty line covers persons whose gross family income was less than D.Kr 150.000 and
whose montbly disposable was less than l.soo D.Kr. per capita. Disposable income is the amount
left over after taxes, housing. fuel, eJectricity, transport, telephone. trade union membership.
insurance. payments for children in day care, and other fixed costs.

(b) Simultaneously disadvantaged in regard to folD' levels of living components (housing. health,
worldng environment, and social relations).

Source: EJ. Hansen. 1989: 18.22.
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TABLE A.3: PROPORTION OF Il'AMD,JES NOT UNDERTAKING VARIOUS ACTIVITIES FOR
ECONOMIC REASONS, DENMARK 1988

"

PeI' cent of family type

All
Single Single Couple Couple singles
without with wilhout with and
cbiJdren cbi1dren children children couples

Everyday neeessities
Boy staples(a) 12 17 3 11 10
Buy footwear 11 36 4 15 12
Buy important medicine 2 6 1 1 1
Pay the rent at the right time 3 10 3 3 4
Pay other bills at the rigbt time 7 23 3 9 7

AccolDmodaticm (adlvides)
Heating 3 3 2 2 2
FIX things (yourself) 1 11 21 10 15 12
Get things repaired ~ albome 10 26 5 10 10
Renew equipment J 12 26 7 14 12

Reproduc:tion adlvities
Go to the bairdressel" 9 34 6 14 11
Go to the dentist 5 14 4 3 5
Attend clusesIcoones 7 12 4 6 6
Go in for hobbies 8 22 3 8 7
Outings 12 28 7 12 11
Be on holiday
(away from bome) 16 33 12 14 15

Sodal activities
Invite people home 13 26 6 9 11
Go out in the evening 17 31 10 17 16
Go to the cinema 10 22 6 9 10
Visit family/frieods 12 39 7 12 12
Social gathering 7 16 1 5 5
Buy presents for birthdays etc 9 26 5 6 8

Note: (a) Food, wubing powder and cleansers, drinks, tobacco etc.

Source: F.K. Hansen,l990: 117.

..
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TABLE AA: INDICATORS OF UVlNG CONDmONS OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH CHILDREN,
SWEDEN, 1984-85

Per cent of households(a) ~

Parents
Couples with with three

SiDgIe parents children children
All Mothers < 7 years All <7 years

Education
No post secondary 77.2 79.2 80.6 74.1 70.3 76.8
Only pre-secon~ 26.9 31.8 22.6 27.2 20.7 33.1
Extremely short{b 5.6 6.6 5.1 5.3 8.3
No studies last year 61.8 61.5 58.4 60.6 59.4
No training at work 65.4 66.7 58.8 59.0 61.4

Employment
No gainful employment 13.3 16.1 18.2 8.4 9.9 15.7
No full-year, full-time 49.2 55.2 39.2 42.9 40.2
Underemployment(c) 14.1 15.9 16.4 7.5 7.6 7.6
Unemployment 3.8 4.6 6.1 1.8 2.1 2.2
Unemployment in last five years 22.4 23.1 40.9 13.1 16.1 12.7
Long tenD unemployment 3.6 3.1 1.6 1.6 1.2 1.3
Non-daytime work 18.1 19.4 17.5 19.3 20.6

Work environment
Heavy lifts every day 26.5 22.1 22.6 26.3 23.7
Awkward worlcing position 43.8 39.8 42.0 45.2 41.7
Heavy shaking 4.6 3.1 11.5 12.5 11.9
Physically strenuous 70.6 69.4 66.9 71.4 67.9
Very dirty work 6.0 3.3 13.2 14.1 15.9
Deafening noise all the time 7.0 6.2 9.2 10.2 10.2
Accident in last 12 months 3.1 3.4 4.8 4.8 5.7
Mentally strenuous 50.7 44.1 45.5 44.7 45.6
Hectic and monotonous 16.5 17.1 11.2 12.9 11.6

Economic Resources
Below subsistence level(d) 10.8 14.7 8.7 11.1 22.7
Disposable income per consumption unit(e) 59.6 58.7 53.0 60.1 56.2 52.0
Social welfare allowance{f) 19.6 21.6 34.4 3.9 6.1 8.2
Economic crisis{g} 29.0 24.9 47.3 7.4 11.8 11.2
Economically difficult childhood 33.9 35.4 29.0 22.9 33.2
Does not own weekend house 91.2 91.5 96.6 79.1 86.4 79.8
Does not own his/her dwelling 58.0 61.9 -13.9 19.1 25.5 21.0
No cash reserve 36.0 35.0 47.7 12.8 15.6 17.4

Housing conditioDS
Live in a flat 66.5 71.8 78.3 21.3 27.7 18.7
Over-crowded{h} 2.4 2.7 4.7 3.9 6.3 10.2
No. of residents per 190 roomIunits 57.9 60.3 64.1 71.7 76.7 89.3
Not all conveniences(l) 0.3 0.5 0 0.3 0.3 0.7
Not acceptable standard(j) 2.7 3.1 4.7 4.2 6.5 10.6
No washing machine 2.0 3.0 2.9 0.4 0.5 0.8
No freezer 8.6 11.4 13.1 1.6 2.2 1.7
No dishwasher 76.7 78.2 81.5 40.2 44.2 37.8
No telephone 1.9 1.8 3.1 0.2 0.5 0.6
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Table A.4 cooL
Per cent of households(a)

Parents
Couples with with three

SiqIe parents cbi1dren chUdren
All Mothers < 7 years All <7 years

1'raDsport needs aacI resources
> 1500 metres to food store 9.3 7.5 11.4 18.9 18.9 23.5
> 1500 metres to post office 20.4 18.5 20.8 36.7 37.7 42.2
> 30 minutes to workplace 45.9 48.4 46.6 48.3 43.8
> 2SO metres to bus stop 35.0 32.3 34.5 48.5 47.9 50.4
> 30 minutes between buses 33.7 31.7 33.2 SO.7 49.0 57.3
No car 41.7 46.2 55.9 4.1 5.6 6.3

Leisure and recreation
No TV set 1.5 2.0 3.4 0.6 0.9 1.0
No video 82.9 85.2 85.6 72.6 73.1 75.3
No daily paper 35.1 34.1 50.9 10.9 14.9 12.4
No weekend house 61.8 65.2 63.6 50.3 51.1 59.0
No caravan 94.9 96.7 95.8 87.8 88.8 87.2
No boat 93.3 94.0 91.7 77.1 78.9 81.1
No car 41.7 46.2 55.9 4.1 5.6 6.3
No holiday trip 429 40.2 46.8 36.4 39.9 41.6
No holiday abroad 65.9 66.7 76.1 69.9 74.9 74.1

SocIal relations
No contact with friends(k) 7.1 8.8 5.4 6.1 4.2 8.9
No conract with neighboms{l) 22.2 26.2 22.1 13.9 14.4 14.6..
No friends at work 53.5 50.3 58.3 54.4 61.0
Cannot talk to fellow worker 12.0 12.7 9.9 10.2 12.7
Tasks prevent contact with fellow workers 18.8 16.7 16.9 17.2 19.8
No close friend 12.5 10.1 8.8 21.9 20.6 23.6

PoUtlcal Resources
Did not vote in last geneml election 8.8 10.0 4.8 6.1 4.7
Not member ofpolitical party 88.0 90.5 91.3 84.8 87.1 84.5
Not active in political party 96.5 96.5 99.0 95.8 96.6 95.1
Not member ofa trade union 8.3 13.1 11.7 12.0 15.3
Not active in a trade union 89.3 88.3 86.7 88.9 85.4
Not active in an interest group 79.5 79.7 78.6 79.6 78.3
Does not usually discuss politics 27.0 27.0 33.3 23.7 22.6 25.1
Cannot appeal against govL decision 3.3 3.9 5.3 2.5 2.6 3.3

Health and medical care
Long-term illness 35.2 34.1 31.2 26.0 20.3 26.7
Impaired work capacity 8.0 6.9 7.1 3.8 2.1 3.3
Impaired IDOtm" functions 5.6 5.8 2.1 3.3 1.5 3.1
Impaired eyesight 0.9 0.5 0 0.2 0 0.2
Impaired hearing 3.9 2.8 3.8 5.9 4.2 5.1
Feeling tired 44.8 46.2 46.0 29.1 31.6 30.5
No family doctor 51.4 52.3 51.6 58.4 64.9 59.1

• No visit to dentist 32.1 32.6 35.3 22.8 23.7 30.1
Everyday smoker 52.6 52.8 61.4 32.1 31.3 32.7

•
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Per cent of OOuseholds(a)
Couples with

cbildren
All <7years

Parents
with three
children

Safety and seeurt:J
Violence threats(m 10.6 11.3 10.0 3.2 3.7 3.5
Violence with bodily injury(n) 3.5 2.6 2.8 0.9 0.8 1.0
Fear of violence(P) 16.0 16.7 8.5 8.1 9.3 7.7
Theft/damage(q) 31.4 34.9 30.5 23.9 22.7 26.4
Worry about family economy 59.4 58.7 43.7 37.9 45.0 44.4
Worry about unemployment 20.5 20.5 20.6 13.9 14.1 14.3
Worry about world situation n.7 72.7 68.7 73.5 75.8 66.1

Notes:
Very small sample size.

(a) Inge~ the numbers are percentages of the population group with the particular characteristic.

(b) Persons whose total number ofschool years is lower than tile pre-secondary education received by the
m~ority of their contempomries.

(c) Underemployment includes part-time employees woo want more hours. unemployed looking for a job. and
others not gainfully employed who would like to commence work immediale1y. ifoffered a suitable job.

(d) The subsistence level approximares the limit for social asGSlance from the Swedish Welfare Board.

(e) Disposable income per consumption unit is tile mean disposable income ofeach household type (in 1985
SEK) adjusted by the following equivalence scale: 0.95 for a single adult, 1.65 for two adults. and 0.40 for
each child

(t) This is the pezcentage of the population belonging to households that received ~ial assistance.

(g) This is the propcxtion of tile population who III sane time in the last twelve months had difficulties in meeting
expenses and therefore had to boIIow money, _ for social assistance or stop payments.

(h) A dwelling is considered oven:rowded if there are more than two residents per room. not including the kitchen
plus one other lO0IO.

(i) A dwelling is considered not to have all conveniences if it Jacks either running water. drains. central heating. a
water closet or own bath or shower.

(J) A dwelling is considered not to be at an acceptable standard if it lacks either sufficient space or modem
conveniences.

(le) Does not see friends or acquaintances as often as once a quarter.

(1) Has answered 'no' to tile questioo 'Is there anybody in this neighbourhood with whom you exchange small
favours, such as watering plants or borrowing things from each other'.

(m) Persons who dming a twelve-month period have been victims of violence or threats of violence.

(n) Persons dming a twelve month period have been victims of violence causing visible marks or bodily injury.

(P) Persons who in the last twelve months have refmined from going out at night for fear of being assaulted,
robbed or molested.

(q) Persons in households in which in tile last twelve months some member has been the victim of theft or wanton
damage.

Source: Vogel. Andezson. Davidsson and Hall, 1988: 48-50. 82-84.101-103.139-141.156-158.171-173,
190-192.208-210,226-228.249-251.271-273.
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